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It’s late at night and you’re on the road. The sun is
somewhere between its indistinguishable setting and
rising, no other cars are around and your loved one is
sleeping beautifully in the passenger seat next to you,
but you miss them. This is just the kind of imagery that
Snorri Helgason’s gentle, distant crooning over his
wailing slide guitar calls to mind. There is something so
far away, yet so comforting about this sweet little tune,
and we are so happy to share it with you.

Haukur’s 28th Editorial

Listen: This is THE WORLD’S FIRST EVER
INTERACTIVE PRINTED EDITORIAL TO BE
PUBLISHED IN A MAGAZINE OR NEWSPAPER.
EVER!
You should be proud of yourself to be reading
such a go-getting, forward thinking and ‘with it’
publication. It means that you also share these
qualities.
Why publish an interactive printed editorial?
Well, see, I’ve been hearing a lot about ‘interactivity’
and ‘social networking’ and ‘multimedia’ and ‘virtual
reality’ lately, and I figured Grapevine should jump

on the bandwagon. It’s ‘the way of the future’ I’m
told, and the future sounds like it would be a nice
and happening place to occupy. So we are on our
way there, RIGHT NOW! And NOW! And NOW! And
NOW! Etc.
(maybe we will never make it to this ‘future’,
but we can sure as hell try, just like Achilles chasing
his tortoise into infinity).
Are we in ‘the future’ now? I am not sure.
Perhaps it has evaded us once again.
Perhaps we shall never know.
“How is this editorial interactive,” you ask? Let me
tell you how it works:
You, reader, need to send me an e-mail
(or post a letter to our mailbox, the address is
somewhere on this page) bearing a suggested
topic for me to editorialise on. You can also suggest
a stance or take on the given topic, as well as
some other stuff you want in there (for instance:
exclamation marks, parentheses, slang) and stuff
you do not want in there (for instance: pop culture
references, fancy long words, product placement).
My e-mail address is haukur@grapevine.is
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Another nice thing about this pretty track off the
Hitaveitan compilation is that Snorri sings in his native
Icelandic instead of the English lyrics he opts for on
his solo album. This makes a really nice change and
sounds really organic (even if you can’t understand it!).
Anyway, just download this song to compliment those
melancholy end-of-summer emos.

Here is a sample letter you could write:
“Dear Haukur,
I would like you to write an editorial on the sorry
state of Iceland’s grocery stores. It should be written
in an angry, bemused tone, and should in some way
incorporate references to the Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles. You should also refrain from using the word
“y’all”.
Thank you, Haukur. I love you with all my heart.
Sincerely,
Reader”
If you send such a letter, I promise to write the
editorial to your order and send it back your way. If
it doesn’t suck too hard, we might even print it. Who
knows?
Also, you can e-mail in questions if you don’t
understand some of the instructions. That is fine.
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MOST AWESOME LETTER
A buncha POLAR BEER for your thoughts
We're not gonna lie to you: we really love us some beers. Some folks would
call it a problem, but beer never gave us any problems. In fact, over the years,
it's solved most of 'em. A frosty glass of cold, frothy, bubblicious, goldentinted beer has consistently failed to let us down. In the immortal words of the
once-reputable Homer J. Simpson: "Mmm... Beer..."

Say your piece, voice your opinion,
send your letters to:
letters@grapevine.is

Now, since we're real pleasant and giving folks here at the Grapevine, we
thought we'd share some wonderful POLAR BEER with you, our readers.
Not only that, you're also getting the gift of social life with it. So here's the
deal: our most awesome letter of each issue (henceforth, or until the good
people of POLAR BEER decide they don't want to play along anymore),
we will be providing our MOST AWESOME LETTER scribe with twelve frothy
POLAR BEERS, to be imbibed at a Reykjavík bar of their choice (so long as
that bar is either Bakkus or Venue). If y'all's letter is the one, drop us a line to
collect. Give us your worst: letters@grapevine.is
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Letters

(Light)

MOST AWESOME LETTER:
Hello Grapevine,
The wife and I visited Iceland during mid
June and I happened across your fine paper
while having a cool one at the Cafe Paris. I
had wanted to visit your beautiful little island
since I was a snotty nose brat, but due to a ridiculous fear of travelling at high speeds in
a shaky tube, I always chickened out. Plus
I'm just your typical working class Canadian
who could never afford to go to a country that
charged how fucking much for a single beer?
But sadly, as we all know, that nasty financial oops that occured a couple of years back
actually made your country affordable for
common schmucks like me who don't really
understand all the financial bullshit...I'm too
busy treading water myself most of the time,
and my country hasn't even financially imploded...yet.
But as we travelled around the island for
our 12 day tour, I kinda made a few observations that I'd like to share with your loyal and
dedicated readers who hang off of every word
of type in the Grapevine. So here it goes boys
and girls.
Number 1. The rest of the world is not yor
enemy, and does not hate Iceland or Icelanders. You might find it hard to believe, but the
vast majority of the world doesn't even know
you exist. The most press you guys ever get
is when a volcano shuts down air traffic IN
OTHER COUNTRIES. We don't care about
the destruction of farmland or that little ring
road that you try to pass off as a national highway. Nooooo. But the minute you go fucking with international air traffic, believe me,
Iceland is on the fucking world stage. Plus a
word of advice! Shorten the names of those
mothers.
Number 2. Your women are COOL. Now
before you go reading too much into it, I don't
mean in a good way. One of the reasons us
foreign heteros desire to travel to Iceland is
that there's this myth going around about all
the hot Viking babes that are insatiable and
prey upon unsuspecting and naive foreigners.
Now I don't know if it's the 10 months of darkness or the constant grey skies you encounter
all over the island, but you don't see the ladies
smile that much in Iceland. Or maybe they
just didn't like ME?
Number 3. All North Americans are not
from California. Just because a guy dresses
like your typical Yankee tourist with blue
jeans and a baseball cap, he could be from a
lot of other places...like maybe CANADA.
You know that country that does something
Iceland never does. Wins international sports
competitions! Like Olympic Gold. Men's and
Ladies hockey. You know what I'm talking
about?
Now I know what you're thinking. You'd kick
our asses in handball. But again, the rest of
the world doesn't care about fucking handball
except maybe you guys and some Germans.
And judging by 20th century history lessons,
it's probably a good thing you guys lose to
them all the time as they can get a bit out of
hand when they get pissed, if you know what
I mean.
Number 4. And the most important observation of them all. Iceland is not an island.
Well physically maybe, but like all other parts
of the 21st century global economy we all live
in, you are inextricably intertwined with the
rest of the world. And giving that world the

one finger salute is like pissing in the wind.
Kinda leaves a warm, salty taste in the mouth
if you're not careful. And the foreign tourists
travelling through you're country, dropping
kronas like they're hot potatoes. They're not
the bad guys my friends.
Most of them are probably like most Icelanders. We're not all bankers or wealthy
business types looking for opportunites to
prey on a weakened and vulnerable society
that has been raked over the coals for reasons
that sound like a load of crap.
That guy with the jeans and baseball
cap might be a guy who worked hard and
scrimped and saved for YEARS, until he finally had enough in his pocket to fly to one of
the most beautiful places on earth. And his
intention was not only to witness this beauty
first hand, but also spend his coin in a land
that deserves much better than what it has experienced the last couple of years.
Iceland is a very special place in a lot of
different ways. I experienced the best of your
people, and the worst. I saw natural beauty
that is absolutely awe inspiring...and I saw
parts of the country that rivalled some unsavory parts of my own. In short, Iceland is like
no where else in this world, and is at the same
time like everywhere else. And never forget
that they will kick your ass in handball.
Shane Christensen
Toronto
Dear Shane,
Since your being Canadian is obviously some
sort of deep issue you hold, we decided to let
our Canadian journalist, Rebecca Louder, reply to your letter. Canadian on Canadian action – GO!
WOAH. Who the fuck pissed in your President’s Choice Blue Menu Bran Flakes? Was
it us? We are really confused by your letter! It
seems kinda hostile. Anyway, since you aired
your grievances in point form, we’re going to
let our CANADIAN JOURNALIST (you know,
that journalist from that country that sucks at
football all and has a fascist police force, apparently) address them one by one:
1. Who said we thought the rest of the
world was against us? Sure, some of the rest
of the world may be against us, but certainly
not the WHOLE REST OF THE WORLD. If
the vast majority of the world does not know
we exist, well, that’s fine. We can take ‘em by
surprise. We’ll make sure to change all our
mountains’ names to make life easier for you.
2. Why do you care if the Icelandic women
acted chilly towards you? Didn’t you come
here with your WIFE!?! Were y’all looking for
a threesome with a hot local? Maybe they just
didn’t like you because you bought into some
patriarchal misogynist marketing campaign
and expected the women here to be nothing
more than fawning sex-crazed goddesses rather than real human beings who require more
than an international passport and a baseball
cap to be sexually stimulated.
3. Your Canadian inferiority-to-Americans
complex is showing. Put your Maple Leafs
jersey back on and drink another Molson Ex
while hockey season is still on hiatus.
4. What the shit, man? First you tell us that
the rest of the world doesn’t know we exist and
now you tell us we are inextricably intertwined
with them? Make up your goddamn mind! If
no one knows we exist, why shouldn’t we just

piss in the wind and throw our middle fingers
up like 2pac? Man, 2pac fucking rules.
So you know, sorry your jeans and baseball cap were offended in some way while you
were here. Maybe you just need to get over it
and stop thinking that the countries you visit
owe you anything because you feel you worked
hard your whole life to get here.
But if we have totally read this wrong
somehow and you actually had a super awesome visit and love us long time, then that’s
cool. Hope it was money well spent.
PS – did you see that YouTube of that dude who
demanded to know why the Eaton Center was
closed during the G20 riots? That shit was hilarious! Wait, that wasn’t you... was it?
It is a bit funny to see that Grapevine’s proofreader is constantly mispelling Mr. Gerard
van Vliet's name. I don't know where he got
'Vooral' from, but I can assure you that is not
a Dutch name. It means 'above all'. Now, I see
you got it already wrong on June 18, but it remains a curious mistake.
Jan Libbenga
Dear Jan,
Thank you for pointing this out.
Whoops!
And when we say ‘whoops!’, we don’t
say it lightly. This is really, really embarrassing. What happened is that the first person
to write about Vooral (sorry, Gerard) totally
thought his first name was Vooral for some
reason (we usually trust our writers to get
their subjects’ names right. This is perhaps
a mistake). The person that then replied to
Gerard in the subsequent issue only went by
what we wrote in the former one.
This is embarrassing. Vooral, this is our
mistake. Gerard, we are sorry. Everybody.
Please?

Dear Jim Rice,
Your article in the last Grapevine issue was
such a relief! I have met Gerard Van Vliet
once and can only agree with everything that
you said about him. While he has a point in
the things he deplores, he acts in such a condescending way that it is even hard to bear. He
constantly talks about how much he wants to be
friends with Iceland, but then accuses everyone
and blames Icelanders for not taking his oh-sounderstanding helping hand. It's all fake. Also,
he must be quite the narcisist, considering that
he doesn't miss A SINGLE CHANCE to be on tv
with his oh-so-altruistic messages.
Anyway, I thank you for your frank article.
It spoke directly from my heart.
Best regards,
Irina
Dear Irina,
Thank you for your letter. But we are confused?
Who is this ‘Gerard’ you speak of? Do you perhaps mean Vooral Gerard van Vliet? ‘Cuz we
definitely ran an interview with some guy called
something like that a while back.
Anyway, enjoy your weekend!
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Unique Experience

ZO•ON is a high-quality outdoor clothing brand. It is aimed towards
physically active and adventurous people who require good protection,
quality, functionality and style.
Our stores are located in Bankastræti 10 and Kringlan Shopping Mall.
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The cool statistics come from our cool friends at
They've got an almost endless amount of sexy data, free for all,
at www.datamarket.com. Also check out www.grapevine.is/
statistics for an interactive graph, y'all!

We called up head Magma honcho Ross Beatty and asked him
if he would like to answer some of Björk's questions. He said he
would, so expect to read what he thinks in our next issue.

FACTS. INSIGHT. BEAUTY.

Energy | Rotten Magma Deal

Opinion | Íris Erlingsdóttir

Björk Speaks Up On Magma Again
We know you’ve actively addressed various
environmental matters over the last decade,
and that you have expressed deep concerns
about the Magma deal (as per your letter we
published this spring). What is it about the
Magma deal specifically that worries you so?
“How we react to this particular case will set a
strong precedent for how we will handle matters
concerning our energy resources in the future. We
are not in a strong position—post-banking collapse, Icesave and the like—and many parties will
try and take advantage of our situation to try and
force through ‘good deals’.
I also think it is overwhelmingly tragic that after
everything that’s gone on—all the bankruptcies,
the rise in unemployment, the pots and pans revolution and the SIC report—that we are still selling
our wealth and resources at bargain rates in shady
deals made behind closed doors. Have we learnt
nothing? We are still behaving like a colony!”
This Tuesday, a formal proposal was submitted to
the Public Representative of the Icelandic Parliament, signed by Björk Guðmundsdóttir, Jón Þórisson (the Icelandic assistant to Eva Joly) and the
writer Oddný Eir Ævarsdóttir. The proposal concerns the sale of Iceland's natural resources to the
company Magma Energy, and, according to its authors, “aims to initiate an open discussion and encourage reconsideration of this sale, ensuring that
the interests of the public are being protected and
that clarification is achieved on all aspects of this
decisive case concerning the future of Iceland.”
In addition to the proposal, Björk, Jón and
Oddný also put forward several questions they
feel must be addressed by Iceland’s government,
parliament and the public before the business exchange can continue. They may be read below.
Björk is planning a press conference (with a
performance!) on Monday at 16:00 in Reykjavík’s
Nordic House, but we called her up and asked her
about the statement for this issue.

The questions:
MEMBERS OF THE PARLIAMENT! GOVERNERS! WE
ICELANDERS ASK YOU FOR A TRANSPARENT, OPEN
DISCUSSION AND RECONSIDERATION CONCERNING
THE SELLING OF THE ACCESS TO OUR NATURAL RESOURCES!
-In two weeks Magma Energy Sweden AB could become
the biggest shareholder of HS Orka. Then the company
would have access to some of our most important natural resources for 65 years with an optional extension for
another 65 years. 130 years! Is this in accordance with
the laws that state only the Icelandic government should
have the right to harness and govern the natural resources of Iceland?
-Shouldn’t we ask for an investigation of this deal and
get a report on the business exchange concerning our
resources, as we got a report on the banks?
-Shouldn’t the nation be able to decide for itself if it is
willing to sell off its natural resources, by means of a law
change to enable a national referendum?

“Have we learnt nothing?”
-One of the IMF’s suggestions is that Iceland should
open up access to its natural resources to foreigners.
According to the letter of intent signed by the government last April, it seems that those suggestions will be
followed. Are we thus going to use our nature in this way
to pay off the Icesave-debts of those few Icelandic venture capitalists?
-Wouldn’t we be in a better position to pay off our debts
and get out of the crisis if we retain the rights to our
resources and get the profit ourselves from harnessing
them?
-We don’t know exactly who the shareholders of Magma
Energy are. Is it wise to legalise the deal without knowing that first?
-Allegedly the Magma deal is about the benefits of foreign investment. How does that compute with the fact
that 70% of the purchase price is financed with a local
bullet-loan with collateral in the shares?
-Could the selling of the rights to exploit Icelandic natural resources to Magma Energy be a continuation of the
infamous Rei-case?
-Is there anything that guarantees Magma won’t take all
the profit from harnessing our natural resources out of
Iceland?
-Is there anything that guarantees jobs will be created in
Iceland through this deal?
-Do we at all profit from this deal? Is it possible that the
profit all goes to the middle-men that we the people and
even the government do not know of?
-How are these two things compatible: to promote more
heavy industry and to hold our promises against pollution? Is Iceland not going to participate in the fight
against global warming?
-In the future, water will probably be the most valuable
resource in the world. Will the deal with Magma Energy
possibly set a legal precedent, and be used in the future
to enforce the sale of more natural resources?
-What will our grandchildren think of the deals we’re
making now?

		haukur s. magnússon
	mert alas & marcus piggott / from bjork.com

Iceland | Statistics

The Protected Island
We are loving the maths and indisputable facts these
days, so once again we have some wicked ass stats
from our buddies over at DataMarket. This time
around we have a nice graphic of the area of Icelandic nature that is protected.
The square-pie graph to the right here represents the entire area of Iceland. As you can see a
full 5% of the country is a designated national park.
There are four national parks in total, but one of
those is Vatnajökull, the largest glacier in Europe,
so one can’t really do too much with that now can
we? Nature reserves make up 3% of the total land
area, while country parks (which differ from national
parks somehow), and other uses make up 1% each,
bringing the total amount of protected natural land
to 10%. Which is a lot. Just to put it in perspective, if
10% of the U.S.A. was protected land that would be
roughly Texas and Oregon combined. Think about it.

National Parks
Nature Reserves
Country Parks
Other

Check out an interactive graph (that's not square!) at
www.datamarket.com (short link: www.//url.is/3rl)

General Area

Rebecca Louder

Sour Grapes Over
Icelandic Loans
After the Icelandic Supreme Court
invalidated loans indexed to foreign
currencies, the banks and regulators
have struggled to determine what
interest the borrowers should pay—the stated
interest in the loan agreements or the much
higher inflation-indexed loans typical to Icelandic
contracts.
The borrowers who took out inflation-indexed
loans are adamant, however, that the FX-indexed
loans be adjusted to mirror their own. Although
these borrowers expressed no pity when the
Icelandic króna tumbled and principal of their
neighbours’ FX loans doubled, they now protest
that their neighbours should not reap a windfall
which, they say, they will have to make up with
their taxes.
Two of Iceland’s three major banks have
already passed to private ownership, and all
three say that they will be able to withstand the
devaluation of these loans (in fact, the loans had
been discounted by 50% when the banks were in
receivership, so the devaluation will not have any
adverse effect on the banks’ books, though I’m
sure the banks would just as soon collect the full
amount).
So what are the inflation-indexed borrowers
so worried about? They received exactly what
they bargained for. Why does it gall them so to see
their neighbours beat the system for a change,
especially since it seemed that the neighbours
were being mercilessly mauled by the system?
The real question should be: why do
Icelanders, alone in the world (to the best of my
knowledge) have mortgage and car loans indexed
to inflation?
In other countries, the interest charged on
a large long-term personal loan like mortgages
and car loans represents a gamble by the lender
that the rate of inflation will remain lower than
the interest rate for the term of the loan. If the
rate of inflation spikes, the payments will soon be
miniscule compared to the borrowers’ earnings. If
the borrower took out a loan when interest rates
were high, and inflation is tamed, he will then
refinance at the lower rate, so the bank will not
get a windfall.
Icelandic regulators should take note that
the banking systems in the United States and
Europe have somehow survived under this system
throughout the entire industrial era, and have
even managed to make a bit of a profit. In fact, it
is in the banks’ interest that inflation be tamed, or
they don’t get much in the way of profits.
By indexing loans to inflation, Iceland in effect
guarantees the banks a profit, regardless of their
competence in assessing risk. It has absolved the
Central Bank from exercising more responsible
control over the money supply. It also has the
effect of feeding on itself. Each time the rate is
adjusted to take into account the previous month’s
rise, it bumps up the inflation rate a bit more,
which increases the next month’s rate, etc. It’s like
gambling in a casino—the house always wins.
So, instead of expending energy complaining
about the FX borrowers’ sudden change in
fortune, the inflation-indexed borrowers should
be demanding that they be allowed to opt-in to
similar deals from the banks. Instead of fighting
each other, we should stand united against the
bank cartel that has kept us under its thumb for
too long.
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We believe that sightseeing can be so
much more than looking out the window
of your coach.
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These 'Icelandic Gaming Industry' guys are part of the 'creative economy' that's the focus
of former Grapevine ed. Sveinn Birkir Björnsson's excellent feature (see page 20). We think
they're pretty cool, but what's with that 'Icelandic Gaming Industry' moniker? Sounds odd.
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Will We Foster A
Nintendo-Of-The-North?
The Icelandic Gaming Industry is starting to grow some roots
The Icelandic Gaming Industry is a
relative newborn among the organisations here in Iceland. Formed just over
a year ago, the IGI was created with
the hopes of fostering a stronger and
more supportive environment for gamers and game designers alike. One of
their many projects is an annual awards
competition, aimed at attracting new
talent to the field. The first IGI Awards
took place this past winter; the winners were just announced at the end
of May. We sat down and chatted with
some of the folks involved in the IGI and
the awards to get a better sense of this
fledgling industry.
A man of many hats
Kristján Friðbertsson has played many
roles for the Icelandic Gaming Industry.
He has done web editing, event planning, public relations, and a smattering of other things to support this new
community. But, that’s the point he
says; the IGI was set up to be an egalitarian club. “The whole organisation is
based on everyone donating what time
they have and it makes for a very nice,
collaborative feeling. The only people

1. Auðunn Jónsson & Kristján Friðbertsson 2. Fly On The Wall, the entry from
aGame Company 3. The team from
Clockwork Alien posing with their new
HP Computer.

with specific titles are the board, but
most of them do other things inside the
organisation as well,” Kristján explains.
Kristján hopes that this style of organisation will prevent barriers from forming, allowing any and all who are interested to take part. “We want this to be a
grassroots thing and we're also trying to
get many interested people who aren't
involved in the industry yet. A lack of
titles is a good thing.” Along with this
egalitarian set-up, the IGI Awards is
another measure that, Kristján believes,
will bring in new members.
“We knew people that were trying to
create their own games, so we wanted
to try to activate these people more and
give them a chance, not just to showcase what they're doing but to give
them a platform to express that and
try to formalise it,” Kristján says of the
motivation behind forming the awards,
a long winded competition that introduces newcomers to the entire process
of creating a game. The end goal was
to offer support and encouragement
to those who are interested in game
production, but may lack the proper
resources and guidance required to
break into the field.
Collaboration is key
The non-hierarchical nature of the IGI
and its principles results in the organisation being completely separated from

advertisers and money for marketing. Because of this, getting the word
out about the awards relied largely on
word-of-mouth—through
Facebook,
bloggers, free media and the IGI’s online forum.
Officially starting in November 2009,
the Icelandic Gaming Industry Awards
consisted of a number of monthly
meetings, intended to familiarise all the
applicants with the field of game production. The meetings featured talks
by industry experts who explained the
comprehensive steps involved in building, creating, and designing a completed game.
Another purpose of these monthly
meetings was for interested participants to meet other like-minded game
enthusiasts and hopefully form productive collaborations. From the beginning,
Kristján and other IGI members expected that interested entrants would band
together, combining their individual
skills, in hopes of creating a successful
game.
“We never expected everyone to
have the entire skill set,” Kristján comments, “because it's quite a big skill
set you need to create a computer
game. The hope was that if you were
interested and if you had a skill in art
or programming, you’d show up and
see if one of the other group’s projects
was something you could see yourself
working on.” In most cases, particularly
with the winning teams, this was what
happened.
Quality & quantity
This long competition came to an
end on May 29th at the University of
Reykjavík’s Day of Games celebration,
where winners were announced and
prizes were awarded.
This being the very first IGI Awards,
Kristján and the judging panel, composed of industry professionals, were
unsure of what to expect from the entries. However, Kristján tells us that,
“every one of the judges said that they
were amazed by the quality of what
they were shown. It was definitely a
close competition.”
The entries were judged using a
number of criteria, with special focus

placed on the game as a whole. “We
were looking at the big picture, the
entire product. Game design is always
important, but we looked at the whole
package,” Kristján explains. With the
large number of quality entries received, honourable mentions were also
included at the awards ceremony.
And the winners were...
A group calling itself Clockwork Alien
took home first prize. The group is
eleven people strong, and consists of
programmers, artists, designers, and
writers. Project leader Auðunn Jónsson
and lead writer Kristjón Halldórsson
had been working on their own game
world for years, but had never really
gotten off the ground.
“We had nearly everything we needed. We were just waiting for talented
programmers, designers and things
like that; we couldn’t do anything without them. So this competition really
did it for us, because before, no matter how much we advertised, no one
responded,” says Auðunn. Having the
IGI Awards in their pocket, Auðunn and
Kristjón can solicit for programmers
and artists with an actual, tangible
backing to their project. “The competition gave us the grounds to start talking
to people,” Auðunn comments.
Clockwork Alien’s winning entry
was a demo of their large-scale project,
‘Path To Ares’, an alternate universe
adventure RPG featuring a biopunk (a
slightly different variety of steampunk)
society. This competition has helped to
provide their project with some legitimacy and encouraged them to follow
through with this game, for which, they
assure me, they’re very grateful.
The group took home an HP computer from Opin Kerfi, software from
Microsoft, books and a workspace from
Innovation Center Iceland, and a free
semester of a business course from
Klak—basically everything a developing, independent company needs to get
up and running. Through this competition, Clockwork Alien has turned itself
into a real gaming company.
Similar sentiments were offered by
the second place group, aGame Company, who captured both the ‘Most In-

novative Entry’ as well as ‘The Best Entry from the North’. Their approach was
slightly different from Clockwork’s, instead focusing on completing a simple,
level-based flying game.
At the IGI Awards, aGame Company’s eight-person team scored a workspace in Reykjavík and Akureyri from
the Hugmyndahúsið, as well as books
and a course from the Innovation Center.
aGame project leader Kjartan Jónsson says that his “main goal with this
competition was to get to know people
who also wanted to spend time creating games.” It appears this was a success, as the group is now working on
several mini-application games for various gaming platforms.
Lots of things on the horizon
It appears that this grassroots industry
is undeniably taking off. The IGI is currently negotiating a partnership with
the University of Reykjavík as well as
Menntaskólinn í Reykjavík. At the same
time, ideas are being tossed around
to ensure that next year’s IGI Awards
are bigger and better. Other goals for
this budding industry focus on governmental lobbying, to ensure that gaming
companies can continue to flourish and
operate here in Iceland.
The Icelandic Gaming Industry
Awards are only a small part of this
new exciting industry, but they have
certainly had an auspicious beginning.
In attempting to increase accessibility
to the industry and attract newcomers,
they have helped birth two new Icelandic gaming companies; something
quite unexpected in the aftermath of
the kreppa. More things are on the horizon for the IGI. Keep your eyes peeled
as this organisation focused on creating virtual realities, manages to change
our own!

Allison Savage
	Julia Staples
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Magnús Sveinn Helgason is a historian. He
most recently authored addendum five to
the SIC report, and is currently working on a
book on financial bubbles.
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The ‘Corporate Vikings’:
Robber Barons And Corporate Raiders
The most iconic image of the Icelandic financial bubble was that
of the ‘Corporate Viking’—the financier who engineered one daring takeover after another: One
day buying a British supermarket
chain, the next a Swedish real-estate holding company, then turning
around to buy a Danish airline. No
foreign asset was safe from the leveraged might of these marauding
financiers.
The ‘Corporate Vikings’ were celebrated by the media and politicians, most
notably the President of the Republic,
as well as the Chamber of Commerce,
which concluded in its infamous 2006
report, Iceland 2015, that the raw capitalist spirits that drove Icelandic businessmen were in fact an expression of
some ingrained Icelandic values welling
up from deep within the national soul.
This nationalistic theme makes repeated appearances in the speeches of the
President.
By evoking the image of the Saga
Age, the financial plutocrats that
emerged in Iceland after the turn of
the century were given a certain legitimation: The ‘Corporate Viking’ was
portrayed as an natural heir to the Icelandic historical tradition, in fact as the
resurrector of a lost history. Finally, after a thousand years, Iceland was again
home to ‘real’ Vikings who could strike
fear into the hearts of foreigners.
Tycoonification
Giving the tycoons and their deal making a place in the history of Iceland was
all the more important because Iceland
had historically been a very egalitarian society. Gunnar Karlsson, one of
Iceland’s most respected historians,
has famously argued that Iceland was
by and large a “classless society”. The
chasm between those who were better
off and those who were not was never
particularly wide. In the context of Ice-

land’s history, the tycoons were undeniably something alien.
In fact, there was no place in the
narrative of Icelandic history for the
heroic financier, and no historical
predecessors the tycoons could style
themselves after. In Iceland, the industrial revolution was as much a history
of farmers-turned-sailors-and-fishermen—the history of a resilient working class, determined to improve its lot
through hard work and determination—
as it was a history of wealthy capitalists.
The wealth of modern Iceland had not
been created by some John Galt characters: The Icelandic people had pulled
themselves up by their bootstraps.
When the tycoons and oligarchs
arrived on the scene at the turn of the
century, it was therefore necessary
for them to invent a historical role for
themselves. And so by 2007, the idea
of the oligarchs as ‘Corporate Vikings’
and therefore rightful heirs to the most
enduring image of Iceland’s national
character and Icelandic masculinity,
had taken root.
“The most powerful Corporate Viking”
The ‘Corporate Viking’ image was neither the first nor the most obvious historical role for the tycoons to assume.
For one, while their activities abroad
have gained the greatest attention in
the public mind, these were all predicated on previous success back home
in Iceland. In fact, the concept does not
appear in the press until 2006, at first as
a colloquial term but by 2007 it appears
to have gained common acceptance.
In July of 2007, the business weekly
“The Market” (Markaðurinn) profiled
Björgólfur Thor Björgólfsson in a feature titled “The most powerful Corporate Viking”. By this time, of course, the
Icelandic invasion to the British Isles,
Scandinavia and the continent was in
full swing.
Before they became ‘Corporate Vi-

kings’ the most illustrious tycoons were
known as “transformative investors”.
Case in point is Björgólfur Thor, who
had over the previous years identified
himself on numerous occasions as a
“transformative investor.” Björgólfur
was not alone. Just as all ambitious
businessmen were identified as ‘Corporate Vikings’ during the bubble’s
crescendo in 2006–2008, most tycoons
and investment companies defined
themselves as “transformative investors” in the period between 2002–2006.
The transformative investor talked
about finding “dead” or “idle” capital
in companies, as well undervalued assets—which was referred to as searching for “hidden” assets. According to
the prevailing discourse, the transformative investors would step into
moribund companies and transform
them—presumably making them able to
participate in the globalised economy
of the 21st century. The strategy always
involved massive leverage and rapid
growth through acquisitions. When the
opportunities for acquisitions in Iceland had been exhausted, sights were
increasingly turned abroad. A second
reason was that while asset prices had
risen in Europe, they were still relatively
cheap compared to the vastly overpriced Icelandic market.
Agents of change
The difference between the two terms
is interesting. Unlike the ‘Corporate Viking’, the ‘transformative investor’ was
neither an heir to tradition nor history.
In fact, he was just the opposite: He
was the dissolver of traditions and an
agent of change. The transformative investor aimed to “dissolve complex webs
of ownership among companies and
increase their profitability,” as Björgólfur Guðmundsson, father and business
associate of Björgólfur Thor Björgólfsson, put it in 2003. Björgólfur argued
that this was all the more important because Icelandic companies were far too
often concerned with protecting political power and influence at the expense
of profitability or efficiency. His goal,
however, was to “breathe life into the
stock market, break up the ossification
of Icelandic business community and
ensure that investments were aimed at
achieving maximum profitability[...]”.
This was the gospel of “shareholder value”—the idea that the overriding concern of managers should be
the share price and thus the wealth of
shareholders. And it received a ready
1. Banksters Lárus Welding and Bjarni
Ármannsson 2. Business Entrepreneurs
Jón Ásgeir Jóhannesson and Jóhannes
Jónsson 3. Yacht Couple Björgólfur Thor
Björgólfsson and Kristín Ólafsdóttir 4.
Billionaires Björgólfur Guðmundsson, 50
Cent and Björgólfur Thor Björgólfsson at
Thor's birthday party in Jamaica 2007.

audience, partly because the way in
which Björgólfur identified the problem
rang true to many people. The complex
connections and webs of interlocking
directorships between the largest corporations and the unhealthy mix of politics and business were seen by many
as perhaps the worst ailments afflicting
the Icelandic economy. This state of affairs was the result of the tightly regulated economy of the post-war years
and the virtual division of the economy
into three blocs: publicly owned firms
and then the feuding blocs of the cooperative movement and private business.
With privatisation and the collapse
of the cooperative movement in the
1990s, the remaining bloc, commonly
referred to as ‘The Octopus’ (Kolkrabbinn), dominated by the shipping company turned conglomerate Eimskipafélagið, seemed like a living fossil—a
dinosaur that had to be put out of its
misery if the Icelandic economy was to
enter the 21st century.
‘The Octopus’ dismembered
And sure enough, in September of
2003, the Björgólfurs made a move
against Eimskipafélagið. On September
18, Landsbankinn, which the investment company of the father-son team
controlled, Íslandsbanki and the investment company Straumur announced
the largest and most complex deal in
the history of Icelandic business. Controlling stakes in some of the largest
and most stable firms were divvied up.
Eimskipafélagið, including its shipping
operations, its investment arm and its
fishing subsidiary, which was one of
the largest in Iceland, went to Landsbankinn and the Björgólfurs. Flugleiðir, the parent company of Icelandair,
went to Straumur, which then sold it to
Hannes Smárason and the insurance
company Sjóvá went to Íslandsbanki,
which later sold it to Karl Wernersson.
However, severing the ties between
the individual companies that made
up the core of the ‘The Octopus’ was
only the first step. Eimskipafélagið and
Flugleiðir were broken up, subsidiaries
as well as other assets and operations
were sold off as the companies piled
on debt, all with an eye to maximising
short-term profits. After all real assets
and operations had been sold off, what
remained were stripped down investment companies.
The shareholders of Eimskipafélagið
and Flugleiðir, people who had bought
shares in two of the oldest and presumably safest publicly held companies in Iceland, now found themselves
shareholders in leveraged investment
companies. Much like the people who
had in the ’90s bought shares in the
Icelandic stock market mutual funds
that were transformed into leveraged
investment firms after the turn of the

century (see Grapevine, issue 8, 2010),
the average shareholder was taken for
a ride.
A massive asset bubble
By and large, the media went along and
reported breathlessly on the “realised
profits” achieved from these asset
sales. A careful reading of the press
reveals that on only one occasion was
this magic of the ‘transformative investors’ recognised for what it was: classic
corporate raiding. On March 13 2004,
Morgunblaðið argued that there were
eerie similarities between the American
leveraged takeover boom of the 1980s,
fuelled by junk bonds, and the activities of the transformative investors of
Iceland. Morgunblaðið warned that the
end result of the leveraged takeovers
in the US had been disastrous: “People lost their jobs and the companies
in question were left in ruins, while a
handful of financiers made off with
princely sums.”
Whatever the reason, people were
unwilling to admit that what the transformative investors were really doing
was taking sound, publicly held companies, and transforming them into highly
leveraged investment firms that might
topple if asset prices fell. And while this
process did “breathe life” into the stock
market, as Björgólfur Guðmundsson
had talked about, it would be more apt
to say that it puffed up a massive asset
bubble.
Then, when the bubble had inflated
asset prices too much—when targets
for leveraged buyouts had disappeared,
and the supply of firms ripe for corporate raids had dried up—the transformative investors became ‘Corporate
Vikings’, using their investment companies for more leveraged acquisitions.
This time abroad.
This, then, was the historical role of
the transformative investor turned ‘Corporate Viking’: Transforming the Icelandic economy into one giant hedge fund!
It is perhaps fitting that the ‘transformative investors’ became known as
‘Corporate Vikings’. While Icelanders
have a romanticized vision of Vikings as
explorers, traders and poets, others are
more likely to see for what they were:
marauding barbarians who had no respect for the law, property or life. Their
primary occupation was pillage, pure
and simple. If the ‘Corporate Vikings’
were 21st century incarnations of these
heroes of the Sagas, it stands to reason
that they, too, took to plundering and
looting.

Magnús Sveinn Helgason
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We interviewed Susab Abulhawa on the morning of the Israeli army's attack
on that Turkish flotilla. She was visibly shaken and upset throughout our talk
-- but then, wouldn't you be?
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Interview | Susan Abulhawa

Humanizing A Shrinking Nation
Writer Susan Abulhawa discusses Palestine and the power of the novel

Why do you think the international community allows these human rights violations?
You’ll have to ask them. I don’t know.
It’s hypocritical, it’s outrageous, actually. Luckily, the people of these nations
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How has the book been received?
In Norway, and other European countries
it’s gotten really good reviews. In America
it has gotten limited reviews, but what it
has gotten has been very good. Most jour-

lv

Pro-Palestine sentiments are often
deemed as being terrorist-sympathetic or
anti-Semitic. Have you had these accusations launched at you?
Precisely. I think everybody who expresses this has. I don’t accept it. I’m neither
a terrorist nor an anti-Semite. There’s
nothing in anything I do or say that would
indicate that. I think readers are smarter
than that. I think they’ll see that when
they read the book.

da

Photography
Julia Staples

On the morning of May 31st, mere
hours after the Israeli flotilla attack,
the Grapevine met with PalestinianAmerican writer Susan Abulhawa at
her hotel. Susan was in Reykjavík on
her way back from the Lillehammer
Literature Festival in Norway. She
held a small event at The Culture
House to promote her latest book,
Mornings In Jenin, a newly edited
version of her first publication The
Scar of David. The book follows the
story of several generations of Palestinian characters and their personal
struggles with location, identity,
family and human rights. In America, her book has caused a controversial response for its pro-Palestinian
stance, but she has continued to be
outspoken on the topic despite the
backlash. The writer seemed distraught as the charged events of the
morning loomed over our interview.

Do you have any hope that they won’t be?
Well, they’re already condemning it, but
they always do. They give lip service to it
and then they do nothing. So I don’t place
any hope or faith in any of these leaders or the so-called official international
community, but I do place a lot of hope
and faith in the international community that’s made up of world citizens and
people of conscience to speak up and not
to let this continue. People can’t really say
“I didn’t know”. It’s everywhere. Israel has
been held above the law. They have committed war crimes for over six decades
and have done so with impunity.
This is where literature comes in, in
my opinion. In the West when you say
‘Palestinian,’ people automatically conjure these really negative images and that
is in large part due to this propaganda
campaign over the years to paint Israel
as this poor, vulnerable nation that’s just
trying to defend itself when in fact it is
the aggressor. Israel manages to paint
Palestinians as these crazy, irrational aggressors, and that it’s just defending itself
against this principally unarmed civilian
population. Palestinians have nowhere to
run. It has no navy, no army, no air force.
But when I think of Palestine, I think
of a beautiful people. I think of a long suffering and enduring nation that despite
everything gets up every morning and
goes to those damn checkpoints, tries to
get to work, tries to get to school and go
about their daily lives. I think of a rich culture and good music and good food and
stupid jokes and proverbs. I think of human beings, and that’s what I hope this
book shows.
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Words
Rebecca Louder

Your work has been quite controversial in
the past. Why do you think that is?
I think anything that humanises Palestinians or criticises what Israel is doing creates a fury, basically. People try to shut you
up. It’s not just me; it’s anybody, whether
it’s academics, intellectuals, artists, what
have you. That’s kind of a trend. There’s
always a campaign of character assassination in trying to marginalise people.

What is your hope for the region?
To me the solution is, and always has
been, very clear. It’s the simple application of international law and the application of the universality of human rights.
The declaration that Palestinians are human beings who are worthy of human
rights. We are the native people of that
land. We’ve been there for centuries, if
not millennia, and everything has been
taken from us. When the international
community has the will to give more than
just words and say that yes, we deserve the
same rights that are accorded to the rest of
humanity. That’s where the solution lies.
The West claims to value certain principles of human decency and equality,
that they apply in their own countries yet
support something entirely different in
Israel. For example, nowhere in the West
would any country allow the construction of neighbourhoods and settlements
where only a certain group of people were
allowed to live. No one would accept a
housing unit for whites-only or having a
road where only whites could travel, and
yet that’s what Israel does. It’s a situation
where human worth is measured on one’s
religion.
Palestine had always been a place
where people of various religions lived. It
had been a multi-cultural, multi-ethnic
place and that’s the ideal, isn’t it? It should
not be a place of exclusivity. It’s important
that my words not be interpreted that Israelis should be kicked out or anything
like that, because I don’t advocate that.
That’s their country now. People were
born there and live there. That’s where
they’re from.

are not necessarily on board and people
of various countries are taking matters
into their own hands. They are boycotting Israel and Israeli goods, and this
flotilla, the Free Gaza movement, these
boats have been travelling to Gaza from
Cyprus carrying people from all over the
world. These are ordinary citizens who
have made history because they refuse to
be silent in the face of what’s happening
in Gaza.
People are literally and intentionally
being starved to death in Gaza. Food is not
allowed in or out, the economy has completely collapsed, the education system
has completely collapsed. Eighty percent
of Gazan children suffer from post-traumatic stress disorder, a crippling psychological disease and entire generations are
being lost. The international community
is doing nothing about it. Ordinary citizens are taking matters into their own
hands and delivering boatloads of aid.
Then today we find out that Israel in fact
boarded that flotilla and killed a few people. So it remains to be seen whether the
international community will yet again be
silent.
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What is your personal experience in all of
this?
My parents were refugees of the 1967 Six
Day War. Neither of them can really return to their place of birth nor live in the
homes where they were born, or even visit
their parents’ graves. I lived in Jerusalem
when I was a little girl. Actually there’s
a chapter in the book based on that, it’s
called ‘The Orphanage.’ That’s really
the only part of the book that is autobiographical. The entire historic background
is non-fictional. It was real important to
me that the historic background and the
historic characters, the locations, the seasons, the fruits, etcetera, that all be real.
The characters are fictionalised.

nalists and reviewers in the United States
just don’t want to touch it.
It’s not the first time. There was this
wonderful play called My Name Is Rachel,
it was based on the life of Rachel Corrie
[American activist with the International
Solidarity Movement who was crushed to
death by an IDF bulldozer in 2003]. They
managed to shut that down. There’s all
this art by Palestinians, beautiful stuff
that just reflects what’s inside of them,
what they see, what their lives are about. It
gets shut down. There have been several
instances in the United States where that
has happened. It’s because there are very
powerful forces in the United States that
don’t want Palestinians to appear human,
because then it becomes harder to justify
killing them. It becomes hard to justify
raining death on this civilian population
that really has nowhere to go and nowhere
to run.
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How do you think fictional works can impact the global discourse on PalestinianIsraeli relations?
I think that writers, artists, musicians,
poets and filmmakers in any society
of conflict have a unique role to play in
bringing the issues in the headlines to
a human level. That’s the power of art
and literature, in general—to remind us
of our common humanity and that there
are human beings who live the headlines
and experience them in ways that are not
abstract, in ways that a reader would experience them. You can take an individual
through history through the lives of characters that they can get to know, that they
can love or hate or what have you. Regardless, they get to know them and they can
see conflict and the politics or the history
through their eyes. That’s the beauty of a
novel, as opposed to non-fiction or history
textbooks that have more of a sterile, distant prose.
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OOD NEWS

www.inspiredbyiceland.is

We are generally inspired by Iceland and the stuff going on here. We wanted to bring y'all the good news
happening in our fair country and why we love living here.

GR A PE V INE
SHOWS SOME LOVE
A buncha stuff we thought we’d love on

Villa Reykjavík

Tourists
On The Street
We stopped to interview some
lucky tourists on the street to see
why they chose to visit Iceland.
The following people graciously
complied to dish out the details of
their trip.

This crazy travelling art festival has
brought an arty party hearty spirit
to Reykjavík over the past week—
and it ain’t over yet! They’ve got
some sort of opening or cocktail
event or concert going on pretty
much every day, so those of you
that are into art and/or free drinks
and hors d’oeuvres should have
plenty on your plates. More info on
www.villareykjavik.com

Barefoot Iceland
We all need to get more grounded
Iceland: a veritable cornucopia of textures. Soft snow, smooth ice, squishy
moss and a whole lot of hard rock. During the last six months or so—most of
that time spent in Iceland—I’ve been
experiencing these sensations in a way
alien to most people. I’ve been feeling
this amazing country… through my
feet. Now, I know what you’re thinking. But for the next few minutes, as insane as this may sound, I’d like to push
your comfort zone and suggest that by
wearing shoes, or at least traditional
ones, you are in fact missing out on a
whole lot that Iceland has to offer.
It’s not just me, though. A minor
revolution is sweeping through some
areas of society, especially that of recreational and professional runners.
Barefoot is back and apparently it’s
very healthy indeed. A growing number
of people are casting off their shoes
and not just running, but living their
everyday lives unshod. Studies by wellrespected scientists, such as Harvard
University’s Dan Lieberman, offer that
we as humans are made to be barefoot. They argue that we evolved this
way and that shoes are damaging our
feet, letting our muscles atrophy away
through under-use. There is still much
debate in this area—although it is hard
to argue that barefoot living is harming people—but the list of evidence in
favour of barefoot living is certainly
growing.
Cut and bruised
Of course, the world we live in is
harsh—arguably much more so than
thousands of years ago. Broken glass
and sharp tarmac leave unprotected
feet cut and bruised. If you are venturing up mountains or through volcanic
ash, naked feet are clearly a bad idea.
But where there’s a market, there are
products, and some shoe manufacturers are beginning to expand on this by
offering shoes that are little more than
protective coverings for feet, letting
them work unsupported and uncushioned, as nature intended. And while
your opinion may vary, I actually think a
lot of these shoes currently pushing the
boundaries of footwear fashion, look
pretty cool. Disappointingly I only know
of one store in Reykjavik that sells
such minimalist shoes, but they are out

there, and if you’re coming from abroad
they are generally easier to find.
So, fashion and health are my reasons for this, then? Actually, no. I’m not
sure how I got turned onto this whole
movement in the first place, and Lord
knows what made me take the leap
and purchase a pair of freaky-looking
shoes with toes. But when I slipped my
feet into those foot gloves, it suddenly
all made sense. When I ran through
my Reykjavík neighbourhood, I could
feel the changing surfaces beneath my
feet—tarmac, concrete, grass, gravel.
Running in the snow was an (admittedly slightly chilly) joy, added to by the
fact that I was leaving bare footprints
in the snow as I went. Hiking up nearby
Esja, I could wrap my toes around every
little rock, feeling rooted to the mountain. Clambering across lava fields near
Hekla for some recent fieldwork, the
combination of the thick carpet of moss
and the sharp lava rocks were a feast of
feedback for my feet.
Completely connected
to the ground
Venturing through the ash fall area
during the recent Eyjafjallajökull eruption, I felt completely connected to the
ground. I felt as if I could sense the
Earth moving beneath my feet. It was a
wonderful feeling. Not only have I seen
amazing things in Iceland, but I have
actually sensed them through my soles.
Of course there are places you can’t
really do this. I’m not suggesting you
walk across glaciers barefoot, or make
long hikes in adverse conditions like
this. I probably wouldn’t even suggest
walking across those lava fields in anything less than hiking boots. But even
if you just do it once, for a few minutes,
give it a try. Go into the countryside,
cast off those blocks around your feet
and set them free. Take a little walk.
Marvel at what you can feel. Iceland
is such a special country, richer in raw
nature than almost any other, and it
would be a shame not to get as close to
that as possible once in a while.
By James Ashworth

Flight Of The Testes Fest
This unique metal festival went
on last weekend, way out in
Neskaupstaður. Grapevine was
there, and boy did we have a
blast! Some of Iceland’s best,
most awesome heavy bands
playing in near-perfect sound,
to a crowd that displayed nearperfect harmony. And Napalm
fucking Death were there too!
The organisation of the thing was
exemplary, the staff was friendly
and helpful and the spirit was
just amazing to witness. Expect
extensive coverage in our next
issue (the writers that went there
were all too hung over to do their
jobs when they got back).

Hitt Húsið
Austurstræti
Hitt Húsið is currently occupying
that big red house on Austurstræti
(along with the Post Office). It was
founded in 1991, as a resource
centre for young folks between
the ages of 16–25. They aim to
help young people formulate and
execute their ideas (for instance
by providing them with space
to work on them). They are for
instance responsible for some of
the awesome street happenings
that have been going on in town
this summer, and there’s plenty
more to come. We cannot imagine
Reykjavík without it, so here’s
some love.

Name: Michel Jones
Where have you been tonight?
Bar 11, which is actually really perfect,
it’s really nice. It made me drunk, and
a lot of other people too.
What makes Reykjavík nightlife
special?
People here are really open and have
nice hearts. It's really perfect and I'm
having a lot of fun.
What about the drinking culture?
Iceland is a calm place, and this kind
of drinking is really nice because in
Iceland people drink enough. When
I say 'enough', I mean a lot. Every
person, girl or boy, they always drink
as much as they want and as much
as they can. Every time they go down
town they are the most open people
and it's just a different kind of feeling.
Favourite places to go out?
Hverfisbarinn is number one for me.
Over there I know a lot of people
that I just met in one night. They just
come and are like “hey you are a
nice dancer” or whatever, you know?
Doesn't matter what it is they are
always willing to meet new people.
Why is Iceland different to
anywhere else?
Out of Scandinavia, Iceland is
one of the best countries to travel
around. It has more things to offer,
particularly in terms of nature. It
has a lot of different things to show
you. Tourists coming to Iceland and
travelling around will have a really
nice memory.

Miss U Karamba :(

Klapparstígur
So some bad news is that Karamba
is closing down indefinitely as of
this weekend. This sucks. We’ve
had some great times there since
they opened up last year, seen
some great shows, drank some
great drinks and generally enjoyed
life in the company of the friendly
staff and nice wall paintings.
They’re having a farewell party this
weekend that you should definitely
attend. Miss U, Karamba. Thanks
for everything.

Names: Flory and Etienne
What made you choose Iceland?
F: I came here seven years ago,
and it was really nice. We love the
wilderness and it's a great place to
go hiking.
What's been your favourite thing
so far on this trip?
The trek from Landmannalaugar to
Skógar.
Biggest disappointment?
Well we went to Vík to look for some
Puffins, just like it said in the guide,
but we couldn't find any!

Fire is needed by the newcomer
Whose knees are frozen numb;
Meat and clean linen a man needs
Who has fared across the fells.*

*From the Hávamál, 1300 AD

Icelandic
Sheep Farmers
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Oh, us. We spent all that time compiling
a nifty BEST OF REYKJAVÍK 2010 list
for our last issue. We put a lot of work into
it, compiling letters, interviewing folks
and throwing meetings and elections.
We then detailed our massive findings in
four categories: “Dining and grubbing,”
“Activities,” “Drinking and nightlife” and
“Shopping and commerce.”
Then we forgot to put the “Shopping
and commerce” bit into the actual paper.
Yep, it wasn’t in there. Nothing about
shopping or commerce. We just... plain
forgot to put it in there. Boy, is our face
red!
ANYWAY. Here it is now, in case you
were wondering about our findings in the
“Shopping and commerce” category, and
you haven’t bothered looking for them at
our website – here they are.

Best place to shop for
touristy stuff:

A source of health
Reykjavik are a source of
Thermal pools and baths in
eness. 94% of foreign
health, relaxation and pur
pools and baths in
guests that visited thermal
itive effect on their
Reykjavik said it had a pos
health and well-being.

Handprjónasambandið
There are now a lot more tourist shops
around in Reykjavík than when we
researched this category last year. The
fact remains unchanged, however, that
Handprjónasambandið offers the most
authentic, useful and plain nice Icelandmemorabilia out there (unless you’ve got
a thing for stuffed puffin and volcanic
ash-in-a-bag). Handprjónasambandið
sells the ultra-traditional, always-stylish
hand-knit sweater, as well as a plethora
of other hand-knit items (their name
does translate as “The hand knitting
association,” so go figure). They sorta
rule, we think
Runners-up: The more trendalicious
of you might make your way to the
Farmers Market store. They also sell a lot
of knitwear, but with a stylish, modern
twist (“their sweaters look really cool”).
(2009: Handprjónasambandið)

Welcome to Reykjavik´s Thermal Pools

Tel: +354 411 5000

www.itr.is

www.spacity.is

Best place to get a trendy
haircut:

Rauðhetta og úlfurinn
Rauðhetta og úlfurinn are pretty much
verging on institution territory when it
comes to trendy haircuts. In fact, that’s
what some of your write-ins suggested,
as in: “they are Iceland’s hairdressing
institution, especially since the place is
ancient in ‘fashion years.’ It’s unusual for
any place to keep their stature for so long
in the fickle word of fashion, but they
keep doing it.” It comes with a price, of
course.
Runners-up: There were many
nominations for all sorts of “unofficial”
hairdressing joints that we didn’t really
feel comfortable recommending (we

don’t want to get anyone arrested for
“unauthorised hairstyling” or anything).
But you should seek them out if you’re
into it. Some folks also mentioned
Slippurinn as a fresh new place to shed
them locks.
(2009: Rauðhetta og úlfurinn)

Best place to shop secondhand:

The Salvation Army store
A veritable treasure chest for those that
don’t mind digging around a little for
their threads, the Salvation Army store
has a lot of nice variety “that you can sink
yourself into for hours on end,” as well
as “unbeatable prices,” and a nice central
location.
Runners-up: The Red Cross stores all
have some very nice items on offer, it’s
for a great cause and a lot of folks were
rooting for them to get the prize. Maybe
next year?
(New category)

Best place to shop for high
fashion:

KronKron
KronKron have been supplying the
fashion conscious crowd with high-end
designer wear for many years now. Well
stocked with a plethora of interesting
and innovative international brands and
designers that can make you look all
sophisticated and world-weary at the drop
of a hat, they’ve managed to “constantly
stay ahead of the curve.” Oh, it comes at a
price, but beauty is pain and all.
Runners-up: In the same league,
GK caters to a “slightly older crowd,”
but they’ve been doing it with style and
panache for a very long time.
(New category)

Best haberdashery:

Herrafataverzlun Kormáks &
Skjaldar
There really never was any doubt as to
who would score the title here. Shopping
at Herrafataverzlun Kormáks & Skjaldar
is always a fun and interesting experience,
the store clerks are knowledgeable and
helpful and you can walk out looking like
a Mad Men extra (note: they are probably
the reason why so many local dudes walk
around looking like Mad Men extras).
(New category)

Best place to shop organic:
Yggdrasill
Even though they moved location, from
Skólavörðustígur to Rauðarárstígur,
Yggdrasill are still the reigning kings of
this category. They’ve got pretty much
everything you need for some healthy
and/or “health conscious” living in
Iceland in stock – except for willpower.
(2009: Yggdrasill)

Most welcome addition:

Fiskmarkaðurinn við gömlu höfnina
We have no idea if this place is going to
stick around for winter, but we want to
give it a large BIG UP while they’re here
anyway. Fiskmarkaðurinn við gömlu

höfnina (“The fish market by the old
harbour”) is open every Saturday from
10-17, and they are, well, a fish market.
You can buy fresh fish, processed fish and
all sorts of other stuff there, mostly fishrelated. It really is one of those places that
has been sorely lacking in Reykjavík up
until now, and we are hoping they’re not
going anywhere.
Runner-up: Frú Lauga is another
equally welcome addition to the Reykjavík
foodie scene.
(New category)

Best place to stock up on
local design:

Kraum
There are surprisingly many shops
around specialising in all sorts of
Icelandic design items. They are all pretty
nice (the stores’ appeal will depend a lot
on your tastes and likes) but Kraum still
received the most nominations and votes
in this category, with folks citing that
“the range of items and sheer number
of designers represented puts them
in a league above everyone else in this
market,” as one reader remarked It also
probably doesn’t hurt that they’re located
in the oldest house in Reykjavík (built
in 1762 – which means it isn’t really that
old).
(New category)

Most fun shop:

Havarí/Útúrdúr
The Havarí/Útúrdúr complex on
Austurstræti has certainly brought a
lot of fun and character to Reykjavík
commerce since they opened for business
late last year. Originally conceived as a
one off, meant to run only past Xmas,
the music and art book complex won
enough hearts in a short enough time to
justify becoming a permanent addition
to Reykjavík’s shopping landscape. As
one reader noted, this is probably in no
small part due to their “inventiveness
and carefree spirit – they regularly stage
concerts and display art there, and the
poster of the week series is also really
cool.”
They are also a fine place to score free
drinks from time to time, due to the
frequent rate of their openings and
concerts.
(New category)

Best bookstore:

Eymundsson Skólavörðustígur
Eymundsson Skólavörðustígur seems to
be everyone favourite place to shop for
new books in Reykjavík, and we have to
agree (even though we wish they’d place
less emphasis on their café and more on
the actual selling of books).
As you guys pointed out, “they sport the
best or at least most interesting selection
of English language literature in town,”
and “their staff is very knowledgeable and
friendly.” Too bad they don’t have their
original location any more.
(New category)

EXPERIENCE
MORE IN ICELAND
Puffin express offers whale and
puffin watching, sea angling
and dinner cruises.

OUR TICKET SALE IN REYKJAVIK
OLD HARBOUR IS OPEN FROM 8 AM TO 8 PM
BOOKING BY PHONE: +354 892 0099
ONLINE BOOKING: puffinexpress.is

Fíton ehf. / SÍA

CLUBBING IN
ICELAND
LÉTTÖL
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Do you guys think it's odd to operate a committee that decides what you can name your
offspring? Or is it maybe a smart move for a language that constantly needs to defend itself
from foreign influence? Your thoughts on e-mail would be appreciated.
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Getting Personal With Names
Words
Anna Andersen
Illustration
The 20 most popular names for
females and males in 2005.
Size indicates popularity.
Felicity Shagwell, Robin Swallows, Cindy Fook “Mi” and Sally Fook “Yu” are
of course fictional names from Austin
Powers. However, while they could very
well be legal names in the UK or US, they
wouldn’t stand a fighting chance of being accepted in Iceland. The Icelandic
Naming Committee (Mannanafnanefnd)
wouldn’t have it.

Within six months after a baby in Iceland is born,
parents must submit their newborn’s name to
the National Registry (Þjóðskrá). If their name of
choice is not already in use and previously registered by someone else, they must fill out an application and pay 3.000 ISK to have the proposed
name evaluated by the Icelandic Naming Committee.
Over the course of a year, the committee receives about 100 applications. Last year, committee head Ágústa Þorbergsdóttir told me they
received 105 applications and rejected 46 (for
context, there are about 5.000 births per year in
Iceland).
Some of the committee’s most recent rejections include Konrad, Hector, Cara, Kelly, Bót,
Ralph, Villy and Werner. For those applicants, it’s
back to the drawing board with a copy of law number 45/1996, the Personal Names Act.

to protect kids from those Ivana B. Pickedon type
names. Specifically, the law states, “a forename
may not be such as to cause its bearer embarrassment.”
Now, this part of the law is not as straightforward as preserving the language part. Although it
is an old Icelandic name, one would think giving a
child a name like Ljótur (“Ugly”) would be downright abusive, even if once upon a time it meant,
“the light one.” However, this is an accepted name
in Iceland and there is at least one man walking
around with that name today.
So I naively thought I would gather Ljótur’s
thoughts on the matter and hoped he might share
his opinion on the Names Committee and the Personal Names Act. However, as soon as he caught
on to the nature of my phone call, he quickly told
me that he was very busy and that he was always
very busy and that it would probably never be a
good time to call, leaving me to wonder whether the committee might have failed to follow the
law in Ljótur’s case.
Yet, Ágústa Þorbergsdóttir said the committee
does not often reject names based on this criterion. Although she did offer that the committee
once rejected a parent’s request to name their
daughter Satanía, for the girl’s sake.
Anyhow, despite the law’s intention to prevent
the name bearer embarrassment, dank-smoking
hippy parents or astronomy enthusiasts can still
have some fun with their kid’s names, such as
calling them Venus, Neptúnus, and Úranus for instance.

Preserving the Icelandic language
“There is a common misconception that we, the
committee, choose names or that our decisions
are based on personal taste,” Ágústa Þorbergsdóttir said. “On the contrary, the task of the Naming Committee is to evaluate applications according to provisions of the law.”
According to the law, “forenames shall be
capable of having Icelandic genitive endings or
shall have become established by tradition in the
Icelandic language,” and “names may not conflict
with the linguistic structure of Icelandic.” For example, names must work with Iceland’s grammatical case structure: nominative, accusative, dative
and genitive. The name Njáll, becomes Njáll, Njál,
Njáli, and Njáls in the respective cases. So, if a
proposed name cannot do that, forget about it.
The law also states, names “shall be written in
accordance with the ordinary rules of Icelandic
orthography unless another orthography is established by tradition.” Of the provisions, Águsta says
names are most often rejected for this reason.
So, because the letter “c” cannot be found in Iceland’s 32-letter alphabet, it’s no surprise that applications for Cara, Carla, Carolina, Cesil, Christa,
Christel, Christiana, Christín and Conny have all
been rejected.
However, alternate names are sometimes suggested to fit the criteria. For example, many of
the above names have been accepted with a “K”
instead of a “C”, and applications for the names
Wanderley and Raymond were approved respectively as Valur and Reynisson.

What does this mean for foreigners?
These days, foreigners who gain citizenship in Iceland can keep their name as is, without having to
add an Icelandic name to it. While their future children are required to have one Icelandic forename,
they are also allowed to have one that does not
meet Icelandic standards.
However, this was not always the case and
prior to 1991 every citizen was required to have
an Icelandic name. The law has been relaxed over
time, but even until 1995, a foreigner granted citizenship was required to take an Icelandic name in
addition to their given name. What’s more, their
children 15 years and younger were forced to forego their given name and adopt an Icelandic one.
But, do know that if you are a foreigner who
was forced to take an Icelandic name under the
previous laws, you can dump it in accordance with
the current law.

Protecting kids from Ivana B. Pickedon type names
In addition to preserving Icelandic language,
which has afterall enabled Icelanders to read their
old sagas to this day, the committee is charged

Lastly, a word about last names
In Iceland, everyone’s on a first name basis, as
they say. People are listed in the phonebook by
first name and you can respectfully address the
president or your teachers by first name. This is

“There is a common misconception that we, the committee,
choose names or that our decisions
are based on personal taste” –
Ágústa Þorbergsdóttir, head of the
Personal Names Committee
quite logical considering Icelandic last names,
which largely follow a patronymic system, simply
state that you are your father’s son or daughter. Interestingly, in line with Iceland’s progressive views
on gender, a growing number of people are using
the also legal matronymic variation, in which you
call yourself your mother’s son or daughter.
Meanwhile, the law makes it illegal to adopt a
new family surname instead of using the patronymic or matronymic system. In reaction to their
growing popularity, family surnames were banned
in 1925, but they were not effectively enforced until 1991. As a result, some families, including mine,
managed to acquire them illegally so to speak. In
my case, my dad tells me his mom thought it would
be horrible for her kids to be Húnbogason and
Húnbogadóttir, so she decided to adopt Andersen,
which belonged to her Danish ancestors.
You will notice that there are still some family names in use though. That’s because, one, foreigners can keep their last name and two, the law
states that anybody whose ancestors used a family surname prior to 1991 are permitted to go on
using that name and passing it on to subsequent
generations. So, it looks like I don’t have to worry
about being forced to switch to Bogadóttir now
that I have taken up residence in Iceland. But, if
you’ve become say, the Jónsson family while living abroad, don’t think you’ll be keeping your last
name (unless you are all the sons of Jón) upon
returning to Iceland.

Science World

Experimental nature park at The Nordic House
April 9 - September 30, 2010
Come, try, experience!
Soap bubbles table | Ice princess | Water blow | Sun radiator | Ball bench | Trembling well | Wave cradle
Admittance to the park is free. Registration + 354 551 7030.

FJÖREGG
Barnamenning
í Norræna húsinu

We care about you so much
that we want you to visit our website.
www.safetravel.is
We want you out of here – alive!
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Because that would be great

In a downtown office loft, the staff of
Caoz is immersed in the making of
‘Thor: The Edda Chronicles—Iceland’s
first full-length 3D animation film, adopted from old tales of the Nordic God
of Thunder. Caoz is perhaps not what
you would expect of a movie studio. In
fact, it is not so much a studio, as it is
a computer cluster. One of the largest
one in Iceland at that.
“We are a high-tech company, really.
Every frame in the movie contains 10mb
of data,” explains Managing Director
Hilmar Sigurðsson. “There are 250.000
frames in the 3-D version of the movie,
and behind every frame, there is probably twenty times that amount of data.
So we need considerable processing
power.”
In fact, Caoz is typical for the kind of
company that more and more experts
consider vital for restoring the Icelandic
economy. A company that harnesses
human resources, rather than natural
ones. A company that above all places
a premium on creativity.
Welcome to the creative economy
Mapping the creative economy
The term ‘creative economy’ first appeared in John Howkins’ book, ‘The
Creative Economy: How People Make
Money From Ideas’, published in 2001.
In John’s view “creativity is not new and
neither is economics, but what is new
is the nature and the extent of the relationship between them and how
they combine to create extraordinary value and wealth.”
The United Nations’ Creative Economy Report of 2008
states that the creative economy
is founded on the creative industries, which are at the crossroads
of the arts, culture, business and
technology. The term ‘creative
industries’ is a loosely defined
concept that incorporates “the
cycle of creation, production and
distribution of goods and services that use intellectual capital as
their primary input.” The creative
industries are grounded on the formulation of new ideas, and the application of those ideas to “produce
original works of art and cultural
products, functional creations, scientific inventions and technological innovations.”

Creative industries are a burgeoning
sector of modern economy that ranges
from fine art to software development.
And everything in between. Worldwide,
trades in creative services increased
on average by a staggering 8.7% annually between 2000–2005. In Europe, the
turnover of creative industries in 2003
totalled 654 billion Euros, employed
more than 5.6 million people, and grew
12.3% faster than the overall EU economy. In 2007, creative industries were responsible for 6.2% of Gross Value Added in the UK, and export of services by
the creative industries equalled 4.5% of
all good and services exported.
These are large numbers, indicative of a rapidly expanding sector that
will play an increasingly important role
in the future. These are desirable economic indicators.
The Creative Class
“Economic growth is driven by creativity, so if we want to increase it, we have
to tap into the creativity of everyone,”
says Professor Richard Florida, at the
Rotman School for Management at
the University of Toronto. “That’s what
makes me optimistic. For the first time
in human history, the basic logic of our
economy dictates that further economic development requires the further development and use of human creative
capabilities. The great challenge of
our time is to find ways to tap
into every human’s creativity.”
In 2002, Professor
Florida
coined
the
term
‘the
creative
class’
to
identify
a
socio-economic
class
of people that
he believes will
drive economic
growth in modern societies through creativity.
This class includes professional, scientific and
artistic workers whose
economic function is
to create new ideas,
new technology, and

new creative content.
I asked Professor Florida to expound
on his definition of the creative class:
“I define the creative class and the
creative economy a little broader than
Peter Druker’s knowledge economy. I
extend the definition to include designers, artists and entrepreneurs who are
critical to our economic growth. The
creative class describes two segments
of workers: Creative Professionals—
these are the classic knowledge-based
workers and include those working in
healthcare, business and finance, the
legal sector, and education; and the
Super-Creative Core—these workers
include scientists, engineers, techies,
innovators, and researchers, as well
as artists, designers, writers and musicians.” In his estimate, some 40 million
Americans, nearly a third of the American workforce occupies the creative
class, and 12 million of them belong to
the Super-Creative Core.
Florida maintains there are three
key factors to nurturing creative industries: “Talent, technology and tolerance represent what I call the three Ts
of economic development. The driving
force behind any effective economic
strategy is talented people. We live in
a more mobile age than ever before.
People, especially top creative talent,
move around a lot. A community's ability to attract and retain top talent is the
defining issue of the creative age. Technology and innovation are critical components of a community or organisation's ability to drive economic growth.
To be successful, communities and organisations must have the avenues for
transferring research, ideas, and innovation into marketable and sustainable
products. Universities are paramount to
this, and provide a key hub institution
of the creative age.”
Tolerance is equally important, and according to Professor
Florida, creative people thrive
in a tolerant atmosphere.
“Economic
prosperity
relies
on cultural,
entrepreneurial,
civic,
scientific,
and artistic creativity.
Creative
workers with these
talents need communities,
organisations,
and peers that are open
to new ideas and different people.
Places receptive to immigration,
alternative lifestyles, and new
views on social status and
power structures will benefit significantly in the
creative age.”

Searching for the Icelandic
creative economy
This June, the Ministry of Education,
Science and Culture, announced a
project to map the economic effects
of creative industries in Iceland for the
first time. Official figures for the Icelandic economy do not accurately reflect the increasing importance of this
sector in our society. Minister of Education Katrín Jakobsdóttir said at the
time: “The knowledge that this project
will create will be invaluable for making important policy decisions on how
we want to reshape and reconstruct
Icelandic society, in particular, how we
want to shape our economy.“
Despite little official information
on the economic effects of creative
industries in this country, we do have
clues that clearly indicate the economic effects are considerable. In 2004
Ágúst Einarsson, Professor of Economics at Bifröst University, published his

gotten good results in these fields.”
He is very optimistic for future developments in this sector and believes
creative industries based on culture
and arts can be the industry of the future in Iceland. “There is a lot of cultural activity here, compared to other
nations. This claim is supported by the
large contribution of culture towards
the GDP, in particular Gross Value
Added. There is a strong music industry in Iceland that creates a lot of value,
and there are many opportunities for
growth in the film industry if we play
our cards right. The same can be said
for design. There is an industrial revolution taking place, fully comparable to
the last one, 250 years ago with the arrival of steam power. We have great opportunities to be at the forefront of this
revolution and improve our standards
of living considerably. The foundation,
interest in culture and creative ambition, is already in place,” Ágúst says.

“We have all the conditions
in place – economical,
historical, cultural and
educational – to succeed in
the economy of the future,
but Icelandic authorities
don’t seem to recognize that
possibility.”

It’s all in the game
Another positive sign for Icelandic
creative industries is the expansion of
computer game development in Iceland. Fifteen years ago there was no
gaming industry to speak of in Iceland.
In 1997, a few young men founded CCP
with the goal to become a leading company in massively multiplayer on-line
role playing games (MMORPGs). In
2003 the company launched their flagship title, Eve Online. Today, Eve Online
has over 350.000 subscribers, employs
450 people and the yearly turnover exceeds 40 million Euros. And CCP keep
developing more games.
The Icelandic gaming industry as a
whole consists of at least ten companies, and the yearly turnover exceeds
60 million Euros. “We didn’t even know
that there was a gaming industry here
until we planned a meet-up and realised
that there were at least
seven or eight different companies working in this field,” says
Finnur Magnússon,
a founding member
of the Icelandic
Gaming Industry (read more
about this organisation on
page
eight),
who moved back
to Iceland two
years ago after
working for a computer game developer
in London for several
years. “That’s when we
figured this was an industry and created a
community called the
Icelandic Gaming In-

research on the economic effect of
creative industries, in particular culture and music. “My conclusion was
that nearly a quarter of the Icelandic
workforce is employed by the creative
sector. This conclusion has later been
confirmed by other studies. I found
that culture was responsible for 4% of
the GDP in 2004, and music
alone was responsible for
1% of the GDP,” Ágúst
explains.
“I have been following this development
since, and the share of
creative industries has
increased in the last
years. The world’s
economy is at a
milestone
where
the creative industry is as valid as
primary
production, industry, and
service as a foundation
for our economy. The
rapid expansion of software development and
computer games plays
an important role, and
Icelandic companies have
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It’s Almost
Verslunarmannahelgi
Again
That means even more
drunken debauchery than
usual. And it’s a lot
to begin with.

As if Icelanders don’t get fucked up enough on normal weekends, the first weekend of August is extended for Verslunarmannahelgi, the Icelandic
Merchant’s Holiday, for three days of countrywide drowning in booze. Taking place July 30 to August 2 this year, parties and festivals will be held all
over the island full of family-fun, music, games and, of course, piles of liquor.
There is also fun stuff happening in the city for those who can’t escape Reykjavík for some reason (or just hate the whole camping thing). Families and
kids under boozing age are also guaranteed a fun time since there are activities for one and all to enjoy, and even a couple of good, clean God-fearing
alcohol-free festivals to partake in. Mostly though, as almost everything in this country, it does revolve around drinking and it doesn’t take a lot to get
everyone all riled up. Whether you stay in the city or get out to one of the many events, be sure to take in some of this awesome weekend.
Vestmannaeyjar – Þjóðhátið

Akureyri – Ein með öllu

Neskaupstaður – Neistaflug

Ísafjörður – Mýrarbolti

Reykjavík – Innipúkinn

Probably the biggest of the weekend’s festivals, this massive campout has been happening since
the first Verslunarmannahelgi in
1874 and features music, bonfires,
sing-alongs, family activities and,
of course, insane amounts of
drunkenness. www.visitwestmanislands.com.

Named after the classic alldressed hot-dog, the happening
in Iceland’s northern capital aims
to be a family-oriented affair but
is definitely coated in beer. And
vomit. The town doubles in size
over the weekend and it features
some not-all-terrible music and
cool stuff for kids of all ages.
www.einmedollu.is.

Being thrown for the 18th time
this year, this party out in the
Eastfjords is not to be confused
with its more debaucherous young
sibling, Eistnaflug. This one is
more suitable for all ages and has
less emphasis on death metal and
more on fireworks and dock-ball
tournaments. www.neistaflug.is.

Up in the northwest there is the
filthy, dirty, grimy, muddy tradition
of mýrarbolti, or swamp-ball. It’s
just like regular football, except
it’s played in a field of thick mud
so it’s obviously way more fun.
Gotta be 18 to play, but everyone
can come laugh. www.myrarbolti.
com.

Finally, for all you sorry SOBs who
can’t get out the tent and hit the
countryside, you can just hit up
local venue Sódóma for a line-up
of some of the finest local bands
that also couldn’t get out of town
that weekend and party with them!
Yay! Find them on Facebook: Innipúkinn Festival.

MUSIC
CONCERTS & NIGHTLIFE IN JULY
Prescribing with love
music for your live
experience
How to use the listings
Venues are listed alphabetically by day.
For complete listings and detailed
information on venues visit
www.grapevine.is

16

FRI

12 Tónar
17:30 Hanna Mia Brekkan.
Apótek
22:00 DJ Fannar.
Austurvöllur
14:00 Street festival with hot dogs,
candy floss, live music, and more!
Bakkus
22:00 Gísli Galdur.
Café Rosenberg
22:00 Varsjárbandalagið.
Café Óliver
Ladies Night. 3 for 1 mojitos & strawberry daquiris, DJ Maggi.
Celtic Cross
01:00 Live music.
Den Danske Kro
22:00 Live music.
Dubliner
22:30 Live music.
English Pub
20:30 Live music.
Faktorý
22:00 Opening party: Hjálmar, 1500 ISK.
Hemmi & Valdi
22:00 DJ Ernir.
Hressó
22:00 Jogvan og Vignir, then Dj Elli.
Kaffibarinn
22:00 Már & Níelsen.
Kaffi Zimsen
22:00 DJ Yngvi, FM 95,7.
Karamba
The Good Friday - Karamba Closing
Party.
P
Lounge music and cocktails.
Sódóma
22:00 Beneath, Severed Crotch,
Gone Postal, Gruesome Glory, Offerings.

17

SAT

Apótek
22:00 DJ Fannar.
Bakkus
22:00 Hunk of A Man.
Café Óliver
Tropical Girls Night. 3 for 1 pina coladas
& sex on the beach. DJ Maggi.
Celtic Cross
01:00 Live music.
Den Danske Kro
12:00 Live music.
Dubliner
22:30 Live music.
English Pub
20:30 Live music.
Faktorý
22:00 Opening party: Mammút, Agent
Fresco, Feldberg, Two Tickets to
Japan. Free entrance.
Hallgrímskirkja
12:00 International Organ Summer
featuring organist, Winfried Bönig.
Tickets 1000 ISK:

Hemmi & Valdi
22:00 Introbeats.
Hressó
22:00 Ímynd then Dj Elli.
Kaffibarinn
22:00 Eric Duncan & FKNHNDSM
DJs.
Kaffi Zimsen
22:00 Pétur, nightshift FM 95,7.
Karamba
Holy Saturday - Karamba Closing Party.
P
Lounge music and coctails.
Sódóma
21:00 Ice on Fire with Cosmic Call,
Nögl, Ten Steps Away & more.
Venue
22:00 Exos & plugg'd.

18

SUN

Café Óliver
Summer Sunday banana split á la Óliver.
900 ISK & live music.
Den Danske Kro
12:00 Live music. Beer for 600 ISK after
19:00.
English Pub
22:00 Live music.
Hallgrímskirkja
17:00 International Organ Summer
featuring organist, Winfried Bönig.
Tickets 1500 ISK.
Karamba
Clean-up Party - Karamba Closing Party!
Prikið
22:00 Hangover movie night.

19

MON

Apótek
18:00 Casting for iceland fashion week.
Café Óliver
Margarita Monday, 2 for 1 margaritas &
live music.
Café Rósenberg
22:00 Live Music.
Den Danske Kro
22:00 Live music.
Dubliner
22:30 Live music.
English Pub
22:00 Live music.
Kaffi Zimsen
22:00 DJ or live music.
Prikið
		21:00 Fortune teller.
Red wine & cheese for 2, only 1000 ISK.
DJ Blush.

20

TUE

Café Óliver
Live karaoke with Raggi Troubadour.
Beer/wine 600 ISK.
Café Rósenberg.
22:00 Moses HightTower.
Den Danske Kro
22:00 Live music.
Dubliner
22:30 Live music.
English Pub
22:00 Live music.
Sigurjón Ólafsson Museum
20:30 Tenor, Benedikt Kristjánsson &
guitarist, Sergio Coto-Blanco.

21

WED

Bakkus
22:00 DJ Santiago.
Café Óliver
Kiwi Party & live music.
Café Paris
21:00 Live music.
Café Rósenberg
22:00 Thin Jim & The Castaways.
Den Danske Kro
22:00 Live music.
Dubliner
22:30 Live music.
English Pub
22:00 Live music.
Hallgrímskirkja
12:00 International Organ Summer
featuring the Schola Cantorum Reykjavicencis. Tickets 1000 ISK.
Kaffibarinn
22:00 Hellert & Hilmar Reggae Dub
Session.
Kaffi Zimsen
22:00 DJ or live music.

22

THU

Bakkus
22:00 Einar Sonic.
Café Óliver
21:00 Ingó Weathergod. Beer for 600
ISK.
Café Rósenberg
22:00 Klezmer-Kaos.
Den Danske Kro
22:00 Live music.
Dubliner
22:30 Live music.
English Pub
22:00 Live music.
Factorý
21:00 Sing for me Sandra & guests.
Free entrance.
Hallgrímskirkja
12:00 International Organ Summer
featuring organist, Sveinn Arnar
Sæmundsson, & violinist, Kristín
Sigurjónsdóttir. Tickets 1000 ISK.
Hemmi & Valdi
22:00 Introbeats.
Hressó
22:00 Jogvan og Vignir.
Kaffibarinn
22:00 DJ Yamaho.
Kaffi Zimsen
22:00 DJ or live music.
P
Lounge music and coctails.
Thorvaldsen
16:30 Salsa Night. 16:30 beginners,
21:30 everyone.
Venue
22:00 Inferno 5 & Reptilicus.

23

FRI

12 Tónar
17:30 Nóra.
Apótek
22:00 DJ Aki.
Bakkus
22:00 Hunk of A Man.
Café Óliver
Ladies Night, 3 for 1 mojitos & strawberry daquiris. DJ Brynjar Már.
Café Rósenberg
22:00 Gæðablóð.
Celtic Cross
01:00 Live music.

Music & Entertainment | Venue finder
Þorvaldsenstræti 2 | E3

Amsterdam
Hafnarstræti 5 | D2

Celtic Cross
Hverfisgata 26 | E4

Apótek
Austurstræti 16 | E3

Dillon
Laugavegur 30 | F5

Nýlenduvöruverzlun Hemma
& Valda
Laugavegur 21 | E4

Austur
Austurstræti 7 | E3

Dubliner
Hafnarstræti 4 | D3

Næsti Bar
Ingólfstræti 1A | E3

B5
Bankastræti 5 | E3

English Pub
Austurstræti 12 | D2

Óliver
Laugavegur 20A | F5

Babalú
Skólavörðustígur 22 | G5

Glaumbar
Tryggvagata 20 | D2

Ölstofan
Vegamótastígur | E4

Bar 11
Laugavegur 11 | E4

Highlander
Lækjargata 10 | E3

Prikið
Bankastræti | E3

Barbara
Laugavegur 22 | F6

Hressó
Austurstræti 20 | E3

Rósenberg
Klapparstígur 25 | E4

Bjarni Fel
Austurstræti 20 | E3

Hverfisbarinn
Hverfisgata 20 | E4

Sódóma Reykjavík
Tryggvagata 22 | D3

Boston
Laugavegur 28b | F5

Jacobsen
Austurstræti 9 | E3

Sólon
Bankastræti 7A | E3

Café Cultura
Hverfisgata 18 | E4

Kaffi Zimsen
Hafnarstræti 18 | D3

Thorvaldsen
Austurstræti 8 | D2

Café Paris
Austurstræti 14 | E3

Kaffibarinn
Bergstraðastræti 1 | E4

Vegamót
Vegamótastígur 4 | E4

Balthazar
Hafnarstræti 1-3| D2

Karamba
Laugavegur 22 | F4
NASA

Venue
Tryggvagata 22 | D3

Den Danske Kro
22:00 Live music.
Dubliner
22:30 Live music.
English Pub
20:30 Live music.
Faktorý
21:00 Valdimar & guests. Possible
entry fee.
Hemmi & Valdi
22:00 Grapevine Grassroots/ Dj Ernir.
Hressó
22:00 Offside, then Dj Fannar.
Kaffibarinn
22:00 DJ Alfons X.
Kaffi Zimsen
22:00 DJ El Niño.
P
Cocktails and Lounge music.
Venue
22:00 Aggzilla.

24

SAT

Apótek
22:00 DJ Aki.
Bakkus
22:00 DJ KGB.
Café Óliver
Tropical Girls Night, 3 for 1 pina coladas
& sex on the beach. DJ Brynjar Már.
Café Rósenberg
22:00 Gæðablóð.
Celtic Cross
01:00 Live music.
Den Danske Kro
12:00 Live music.
Dubliner
22:30 Live music.
English Pub
20:30 Live music.
Faktorý
22:00 Kimi Records Summer Tour Fun:
Benni Hemm Hemm, Retro Stefson,
Miri, Snorri Helgason. Possible entry
fee.
Hallgrímskirkja
12:00 International Organ Summer
featuring Guðný Einarsdóttir. Tickets
1000 ISK.
Hemmi & Valdi
22:00 DJ Moonshine.
Hressó
22:00 Sturla, then Dj Fannar.
Kaffibarinn
22:00 Pabbahelgi #4, Gísli Galdur &
Benni B Ruff.
Kaffi Zimsen
22:00 DJ El Niño.
P
Lounge music and cocktails.
Venue
22:00 Sykur.

25

SUN

.

Café Óliver
Summer Sunday banana split á la Óliver
900 ISK & live music.
Den Danske Kro
12:00 Live music. Beer for 600 ISK after
19:00.
Dubliner
22:30 Live music.
English Pub
22:00 Live music.
Hallgrímskirkja
17:00 International Organ Summer
featuring Guðný Einarsdóttir. Tickets
1500 ISK.
Prikið
22:00 Hangover movie night, Free
popcorn.

26

MON

Den Danske Kro
22:00 Live music.
Café Óliver
Margarita Monday 2 for 1 on margaritas
& live music.
Café Rosenberg
22:00 A Band on Stage.
Dubliner
22:30 Live music.
English Pub
22:00 Live music.
Hallgrímskirkja
20:00 Traditional and contemporary
Icelandic music by the Motet Choir.
Kaffi Zimsen
22:00 DJ or live music.
Prikið
Red wine & cheese for 2, only 1000 ISK.
DJ Blush.
21:00 Fortune teller.

27

TUE

Café Óliver
Live karaoke with Raggi Troubadour.
Beer/wine 600 ISK.
Café Rósenberg
22:00 Memfismafion.
Den Danske Kro
22:00 Live music.
Dubliner
22:30 Live music.
English Pub
22:00 Live music.

Sigurjón Ólafsson Museum
20:30 Piano Quintets.

28

WED

Bakkus
22:00 DJ Flugvél & Geimskip.
Café Óliver
Kiwi Party & live music.
Café Paris
21:00 Live music.
Café Rósenberg
		22:00 Live Music.
Den Danske Kro
22:00 Live music.
Dubliner
22:30 Live music.
English Pub
22:00 Live music.
Faktorý
21:00 Matti Sax & The Ice Savers.
Possible entry fee.
Hallgrímskirkja
12:00 International Organ Summer
featuring the Schola Cantorum Reykjavicencis. Tickets 1000 ISK.
Hressó
22:00 Offside.
Kaffi Zimsen
22:00 DJ or live music.
Prikið
Addi Intro. Large beer followed by a
small beer for free, just 700 ISK.

29

THU

Bakkus
22:00 DJ ”li DÛri.
Café Óliver
Ingó Weathergod. Beer for 600 ISK.

Café Rosenberg
22:00 Ljótu Haalfvitarnir.
Den Danske Kro
22:00 Live music.
Dubliner
22:30 Live music.
English Pub
22:00 Live music.
Faktorý
21:00 Sudden Weather Change &
guests. Possible entry fee.
Hallgrímskirkja
12:00 International Organ Summer
featuring Kári Allansson. Tïckets 1000
ISK.
Hemmi & Valdi
22:00 Extreme Chill by Pan.
Hressó
22:00 Penta.
Kaffi Zimsen
22:00 DJ or live music.
P
2-for-1 white wine and Grolsch beer.
Thorvaldsen
16:30 Salsa Night. 16:30 beginners,
21:30 everyone.
Venue
22:00 Sudden Weather Change.

ONGOING
Classical Concert Company
Concerts with classical Icelandic music
every night at 20:30
Grandagarður 11 Admission: ISK 2900
Kaffi Reykjavík
Comedy show everyday at at 18:00
Vesturgata 2 Admission: ISK 2200

16 17
July

July

Opening Night At Faktorý
Faktorý, Smiðjustíg 6
July 16/22:00 1500 ISK // July 17/22:00 Free
With Karamba closing and Jacobsen going to shit, it seems like Bakkus is really
the only place we’ve been going to lately. That’s dandy and all but the time is ripe
for some new, pretty-little-thing to capture our attention, if only for a moment.
Faktorý might just be the answer to all our problems, or at least our whereshould-I-get-drunk-tonight problem.
Friday night marks Faktorý’s first night as a Reykjavík hot spot, so come and
check out the new digs while Hjálmar perform, followed by DJ Biggi Maus who’ll
be spinning well into the morning. The opening weekend excitement carries on
well into Saturday evening, when Mammút, Agent Fresco, Feldberg, and Two
Tickets to Japan take to the stage for a free concert. Be sure to hit it up! AS

16
July

July 16th
10 pm

July 17th
10 pm

Beneath (metal)
Severed Crotch (metal)
Gone Postal (metal)
Ice on Fire
w/ Cosmic Call (alt rock)
Nögl (alt rock)
Ten Steps Away (alt rock)
and many more

Coming soon:
Innipúkinn Festival
July 30th - August 1st

Empty Pockets, Full Imagination
Hitt Húsið
http://garun.tumblr.com
Every summer for the past six years,
Reykjavík’s local youth centre, Hitt
Húsið, has offered support and
assistance for art groups around the
city. The programme aims to provide
various groups with time and space to
work on their craft. This is a pretty cool
initiative, by all accounts.
Garún is one of these art
collectives, devoting their summer to
producing as much art as they can
manage. The group is comprised
of Sigurður Ámundason, Arnljótur
Sigurðsson and Freydís Kristófersdóttir.
We met up with them for a chat.

Treasure out of trash

The name Garún, chosen for no
apparent reason according to Sigurður,
is appropriated from an old, Icelandic
folktale reminiscent of the ‘Legend of
Sleepy Hollow’. “We work separately [on
each piece], but it all comes down to a
single idea. It meets at one point, which
is Garún,” comments Arnljótur, when
describing how their sculptures have
evolved from one week to the next.
These young artists are using their
allotted eight-week period to create
various sculptures and structures out of
found materials and trash. The group
claims that they are trying to use any
materials they can snag for free around
the city. This has included everything
from wooden pallets and spare paint,
to daffodils and violets. Garún hopes
to prove to people, says Arnljótur, that,
“they can make something useful or
beautiful out of things they thought
were worthless and just trash.”
From these unconventional

materials, the group has fashioned
many colourful and eclectic structures.
They’ve created an odd assortment of
outlandish creatures, sea monsters,
flower arrangements and chalk
drawings. Each piece, they hope, will
serve as a light-hearted reminder
to enjoy the simple things in life. “At
the end of the day, after they see it,
maybe they'll be a bit happier,” Freydís
comments.

No fancy pants!

The group has displayed their work
all over the city, but rarely in a gallery.
“The sculptures are placed where
they shouldn't be or where they
wouldn't normally be. We're bringing
new surroundings to art,” Freydís
remarks. Each piece is temporary and
moveable, requiring the group to carry
them around to wherever they will
appear next. Some of Garún’s transient
sculptures have appeared in Tjörnin by
city hall, Lækjartorg, and on the many
sidewalks of Reykjavík.
Another point Garún wants to
make clear is that art can be extremely
accessible. “We're showing people that
they don't need anything to do it. They
just have to follow their own ideas,”
says Arnljótur. “They don't need to buy
those fancy paints,” Freydís seconds,
“or a gallery, or anything.” Arnljótur
conveys the idea well when explaining,
“the city is our stage.” What better city
to demonstrate this than in Reykjavík,
where Sigurður admits, “I don’t think I
know anyone downtown that’s not an
artist at some point.”
Allison Savage

2010 Bræðslan Festival
Bakkagerði, Borgarfjörður Eystri
17:00-23:30
Advance tickets: 5500 ISK, Regular tickets: 6500 ISK

15. maí – 29. ágúst 2010

GRÓFARHÚS 6th floor · Tryggvagata 15 · 101 Reykjavík · www.photomuseum.is
Opening hours 12–19 mon–fri, 13–17 weekends · ADMISSION FREE

The 2010 Bræðslan Festival is happening July 21st in Bakkagerði. The folky,
indie rocky, post-punky Fanfarlo headlines this eastside concert fun fest. If you
like Arcade Fire's Neon Bible or Jónsi's Go then you´ll probably dig Fanfarlo’s
kaleidoscope of instrumentation including trumpet, violin, mandolin, musical saw
and clarinet. Next in line is Dikta, a melodic pop rock band hailing from Reykjavík.
They just released an album last year titled Hunting for Happiness on the fabled Bad
Taste Records label. The other bands performing include Iceland’s own 200.000
Naglbítar, KK & Ellen, and Of Monsters and Men. There might not be any moshing,
but there will be plenty of foot stomping, sychronized clapping and dancing too. Go
indie rock out at Bræðslan Festival! EB

Block Party Jam!
Götuhátið
Austurvöllur
14:00, Free
Summer is in full swing now, and
although the temperatures outside
might not be the sweltering degrees of
Spain or Maine, it’s still really nice out
and we like hanging out in the park. This
Friday will be an extra fun day at the
park since the good folks at Hitt Húsið’s
peer education program and VÍS are
throwing a kickass party in the square
in front of Parliament with tons of bands,
pylsur, candy floss, mini golf, parkour,
street art and all kinds of other fun stuff.
It’s free and welcome to everybody so
grab your friends and family and go
have a summer blast! RL

19 28
August

June

Nature in Design
Ljósafossstöð
Free
As y'all hopefully know by now, Iceland
is jam-packed with nature. So when
you're not out scouring the country for
its natural oohs and aahs, you can find
nature moulded and modified through
different mediums all over the city. A
brand new exhibit at the Ljósafossstöð
power station will pay homage to the
great Mother Nature through a variety
of design projects. Over thirty designers
will portray their perceptions on nature
and sustainability. The exhibition
aims to induce a thought-provoking
experience about wildlife conservation
as well as man-made environments.
Who knows, it may even make us a bit
more proactive when it comes to saving
the environment and all. Although with
Landsvirkjun sponsoring, it remains to
be seen. AY

Outside Reykjavík | Venue finder

CENTER FOR
VISUAL ART
Thu 15 - Alfons X, Fri 16 - Már & Níelsen,
Sat 17 - Eric Duncan & FKNHNDSM DJs,
Wed 21 - Hellert & Hilmar Reggae Dub Session,
Thu 22 - DJ Yamaho, Fri 23 - Alfons X,
Sat 24 - Daddy´s night #4 Gísli Galdur og Benni B Ruff

www.facebook.com/kaffibarinn
No photographing allowed

Keflavík
Suðsuðvestur
www.sudsudvestur.is
Hafnargata 22
230 Reykjanesbær
421-2225

Akureyri
Akureyri Art Museum
www.listasafn.akureyri.is
Kaupvangsstræti 12
600 Akureyri
461 2610

Hafnarfjörður
Hafnarborg
www.hafnarborg.is
Strandgata 34
220 Hafnarfjörður
585-5790

Populus Tremula
poptrem.blogspot.com/
Kaupvangsstræti 12
600 Akureyri

Borgarnes
The Icelandic Settlement Centre
www.landnam.is
Brákarbraut 13-15
310 Borgarnes
437-1600
Stykkishólmur
Vatnasafnið / Library of Water
www.libraryofwater.is

Kunstraum Wohnraum
Ásabyggð 2
600 Akureyri
Mývatn
Mývatnsstofa
Hraunvegi 8
660 Mývatn
464-4390
www.visitmyvatn.is

Egilsstaðir
Sláturhúsið
Kaupvangi 7
700 Egilsstaðir
470-0692
Seyðisfjörður
Skaftfell
www.skaftfell.is
Austurvegur 42
710 Seyðisfjörður
472-1632
Hveragerði
LÁ Art
www.listasafnarnesinga.is
Austurmörk 21
210 Hveragerði
483-1727

CONCERTS & EVENTS IN JULY
Prescribing with love
music for your live
experience

Reykholt Festival
15:00 Reykholtskirkja
Þóra Einarsdóttir soprano, sings
Icelandic and foreign songs. 2500 ISK.
20:00 Reykholt's Trio. 2500 ISK.

25

How to use the listings
Venues are listed alphabetically by day.
For complete listings and detailed
information on venues visit
www.grapevine.is

MUSIC
16

28

FRI

29

SAT

SUN

Brustad and Brahms
16:00 Gljúfrasteinn, Mossfellsbær
Gunnhildur Daðadóttir and Guðríður
St. Sigurðardóttir perform Brustad &
Brahms on the fiddle and piano.

21

WED

Reykholt Festival
20:00 Reykholtskirkja
St. Basil Men's Choir from Moscow.
3500 ISK.
Summer Concert Series
Bláa Kirkjan, Seyðisfjörður
Performances by Kenya, Sandra and
Inga Þyrí.

22

THU

Retro Stefson
22:00 Græni Hatturinn, Akureyri
Benni Hemm Hemm, Miri, & Snorri
Helga.
Reykholt Festival
20:00 Reykholtskirkja
St. Basil Men's Choir from Moscow.
3500 ISK.

23

FRI

Moses Hightower
22:00 Græni Hatturinn, Akureryri
Reykholt Festival
20:00 Reykholtskirkja
St. Basil Men's Choir from Moscow.
3500 ISK.

24

SAT

THU

Hvanndalsbræður
22:00 Græni Hatturinn, Akureyri

Todmobile
22:00 Græni Hatturinn, Akureyri
Tape Tum
Populus, Akureyri
LungA Festival
16:00 Herðubreið, Seyðisfjörður
Óli Ofur, Oculus, (Cassete), DJ Flugvel and Geimskip, Muted/Hypno
19:30 Seabear, Hjaltalín, Bloodgroup,
Miri, Helmus and Dali, Retro Steson.

18

WED

Summer Concert Series
Bláa Kirkjan, Seyðisfjörður
Performances by Hörður Bragason,
Birgir Bragason, Ingibjörg Guðlaugsdóttir and Svara Krístin Ingólfsdóttir.

Todmobile
22:00 Græni Hatturinn, Akureyri
LungA Festival
21:00 Herðubreið, Seyðisfjörður
Kimono, Sudden Weather Change,
Stafrænn Hákon, Quadruplos.

17

SUN

Reykholt Festival
16:00 Reykholtskirkja
Closing concert. 2500 ISK.
+

Bræðslan
Borgarfjörður
Performances by Dikta, Fanfarlo,
Of Monsters And Men, KK & Ellen, &
200.000 Naglbítar.

ART
OPENINGS
Skaftfell Center for Visual Arts,
Seyðisfjörður
Færi
July 15 - August 10
Exhibition by Kristín Rúnarsdóttir &
Þorgerður Ólafsdóttir.
Harmonie
July 15 - July 28
Installation by Baldur Geir Bragason &
Þórunn Eva Hallsdóttir.
Síldarverksmiðjan, Djúpavík
On With The Margarine!
July 17 - August 29
Exhibit featuring slogans and installations by Hlynur Hallsson and Jóna Hlíf
Halldórsdóttir.

ART
ONGOING
Akureyri Museum
Treasure
Runs until September 15
Twenty Photographers in Akureyri and
Surroundings 1858-1965 Eyjafjordur in
the early period.
Akureyri Art Museum
Rhyme
Runs until August 22
Works by Ásmundur Sveinsson.
Árnesinga Folk Museum, Eyrarbakki
11:00 - 18:00 until September 15
Café Karólína, Akureyri
Tengja
Runs until August 6
Exhibit featuring photographs by Hrefna
Harðardóttir.
Gamli Baukur, Húsavík
Let´s Talk Local
15:30 Comedy show about Reykjavík,
2200 ISK/1100 ISK for kids.
The Ghost Centre, Stokkseyri
Night at the Ghost Museum
An offer for two to spend a scary night at
the Ghost Centre. 3500 ISK.
Hafnarborg, Hafnarfjörður
Formal Discipline
Runs until August 22
Exhibition of works by Eiríkur Smith.

Hótel Varmahlíð
Horses & Men
Runs until January 1, 2011
Photographic exhibition which looks into
the history of the horse, spanning 100
years .
The Husavik Whale Museum
Whale & Marine Exhibit
9:00 - 19:00 all July & August
Includes detailed info about whale
habitat, biology, ecology, strandings &
history in Iceland.
Icelandic Folk and Outsider Art
Museum, Akureyri
Art Feast 1
Runs until September 5
50 pieces by multiple artists.
The Icelandic Settlement Centre,
Borgarnes
The Egil Saga/ Settlement Exhibition
In these exhibitions The Settlement Centre tells the sagas of Iceland's settlement
and Egill Skallagrímsson, Iceland's most
famous viking and first poet .
Kunstraum Wohnraum, Akureyri
Anywhere
Runs until August 29
Exhibit by German artisits Frauke Hänke
and Claus Kienle.
The Kópavogur Art Museum
Summer exhibit.
Runs until August 22
Ljosafoss Power Station
Nature In Design
Runs until August 28
Exhibition of Icelandic designers who
find inspiration in nature.
Museum of Design and Applied Art,
Garðabær
Deep Sea to High Fashion
Runs until September 5
Exhibit featuring works which utilize
fish-skin leather.
Pompei of the North, Westman
Islands
Excavation project at the site of the
1973 volcanic eruption on the island of
Heimaey.
Reykjanes Art Museum, Reykjanesbær
11:00 - 17:00 every weekday, 13:00 - 17:00
every weekend.
Safnahus Museum
Aquarium & Museum of Natural History in Vestmannæyjar
Mounted birds & fish, aquarium, and
rocks & mineral display.
Salt House, Stöðvarfjörður
Æring
Runs until July 29
Art festival featuring artists from Crymo
gallery as well as many other Icelandic
and foreign artists.
Skaftfell Centre for Visual Art
Runs until September 30
Exhibits by Birgir Andrésson, Tumi Magnússon & Roman Signer.
Skógar Museum, Hvolsvöllur
9:00 - 18:00 all June, July & August

by the sea

and a delicios lobster

at Fjörubordid in Stokkseyri

Spör ehf. - Ragnheiður Ágústsdóttir
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Fri. 16. July Todmobile
Sat. 17. July Todmobile
Thu. 22. July Retro Stefson,
Benni Hemm Hemm, Miri, Snorri Helga
Fri. 23. July Moses Hightower
Thu. 29. July Hvanndalsbræður
Fri. 30. July Hjálmar
Sat. 31. July Hjálmar
Sun. 1. Aug. Bravo
For further informations
on upcoming events and concerts go to:
www.facebook.com/graenihatturinn

- 1200 m2 Elves, Trolls and Northern Lights Museum
- 1000 m2 Ghost Museum
- 24 Icelandic ghost stories in German, English, French, Spanish, Japanese, Chinese and Russian

Icelandic Wonders
Stokkseyri

Open May 15th - Sept. 15th: 11 - 18
Other times by arrangement
Tel: +354 483 1504
husid@husid.com | www.husid.com

AKUREYRI

IcelandIc Wonders.com
* Visit our souvenir

HISTORY AT
EVERY STEP

i

eyr
Akur

shop in Hafnarstræti 4 Reykjavík and our museums at Stokkseyri *

Draugasetrið
Stokkseyri

Icelandic Wonders & Draugasetrið | Stokkseyri, Iceland | Tel. +354 483 1202/895 0020
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Tíu Dropar

If you’re sick of all the arty cafés, filled
with Sigur Rós wannabes browsing
Facebook on their Macs – go to Tíu
Dropar. It’s a back-to-basics Icelandic
café that hasn’t changed its interior
since the sixties. Really proves the old
adage “if it ain’t broke, don’t fix it.”
Plus, the coffee’s great and so are the
pancakes. SKK
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The “colonial store” Hemmi and Valdi
is a cosy hangout that has advanced
from being a toasty retreat, where one
can score cheap beer and have a quiet
chat, into being a chock-full concert
venue and an all-night party place.
And believe us, the atmosphere is
brilliant. SKK
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Reykjavík’s main shopping
and culture street, featuring
a wide range of bars, bistros,
cafes and restaurants. 13
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Santa Maria
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City
Hall

Laugavegur 22
On Laugavegur, Santa Maria offers
a fairly extensive menu of Mexican
dishes and drinks at a really
reasonable price – possibly some
of the best in the city. The décor is
colourful and welcoming, the portions
are generous and the service is fast
and friendly. Recommended. CF
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Even before it opened, Havarí was
GA
LA
L
everybody’s favourite newVmusic
and
A
S
Vesturbæjar
design store.
Headed by
OFSvavar Pétur S
H
ÓLV
Swimming
AL
and Berglind
Pool of Skakkamanage, the
LA
GA
TA
shop shills the musical goods of Kimi
Records, Borgin Hljómplötur, gogoyoko
and Skakkapopp as well as posters,
E
art, design products and clothing. CF
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Prikið is one of those places that
shape-shifts. It’s a warm café lined
UR
with photographs of its senior
VEG
NES
M
frequenters on weekdays,
a hung-over
FR A
hangout on weekend afternoons, and
during nights it’s filled to the brim
with what remains of Iceland’s hip
hop scene. Go there in daytime for the
cheap burgers; enter at night for some
OTT hip-hop debauchery, old skool
and the latest bangers alike. SKK
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The
Old
Harbour

Depart for whale and puffin
watching tours from the old
harbour, a lively area, offering
an assortment of restaurants
and activity centres
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Boston

9

Grái Kötturinn

Hafnarstræti 18

Skólavörðstíg 22

Laugavegur 28

Hverfisgata 16a

This small restaurant offers up a
concise menu of delicious Arabic
cuisine, from shawarma to kebabs and
falafels. The staff is really friendly and
accommodating of requests to kick
up the spiciness or tone it down if the
customer so desires. Habibi seriously
hits the spot after hours of partying
(or any other time of day) so it’s
convenient that the place is allegedly
open until 6 a.m. Friday and Saturday
(although their advertised opening
hours are sometimes not adhered to).
CF

Located on the second-floor
of a quirky little building on
Skólavörðustígur, Babalú is an inviting,
quaint and cosy café serving up
a selection of tea, coffee and hot
chocolate along with delicious baked
goods and light meals. Food and
drink aside, Babalú boasts colourfully
decorated and super-comfortable
surroundings and a genuinely friendly
and likeable staff. CF

Like an older sibling to the fabled
(now deceased) Sirkús, Boston is a
warm and mellow second-floor bar
on Laugavegur that plays host to the
arty party crowd. The baroque wall
dressings and deep, rich coloured
décor make this bar feel pretty swank,
but the mood of the place can go from
great to legendary within a heartbeat.
CF

Super relaxed and cozy diner/café
below street level. This place makes
the best hangover breakfast ever (the
truck!) and any-other-day breakfast as
well. It’s a nice and relaxing place to
eat and increase your caffeine intake
and chill with friends or with some
reading material. CF
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9

13

Located on the second-floor
of a quirky little building on
Skólavörðustígur, Babalú is an inviting,
quaint and cosy café serving up
a selection of tea, coffee and hot
chocolate along with delicious baked
goods and light meals. Food and
drink aside, Babalú boasts colourfully
decorated and super-comfortable
surroundings and a genuinely friendly
and likeable staff. CF

Check out our walking tour, Grapevine Got Legs, every friday 4 pm at
Havarí, Austurstræti.
If you have an iPhone, check out
the cool Locatify app in the AppStore. It´s got a FREE guided audio
tour of the downtown area, courtesy of your pals at Grapevine.
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Kjarvalsstaðir
National
Museum

MIK

Grænn Kostur

Serving healthy organic vegan and
vegetarian food for well over a decade,
Grænn Kostur is the perfect downtown
choice for enjoying light, wholesome
and inexpensive meals. Try any of their
courses of the day, or go for the everpleasing spinach lasagne.
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To be honest, this isn’t the best pizza
up for grabs, but it’s cheap, not preheated (like at SOME pizza places
downtown), and the staff is rather cool.
Their pizzas are always bulletproof,
and they offer various offers on top of
it that are definitely worth check out.
SKK
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Kolaportið

Reykjavík’s massive indoor flea market
is a wonderful place to get lost for a
few hours, rummaging through stall
upon stall of potential treasures. There
are heaps of used clothing, knitwear
and other yard-sale type goods from
decades of yore, and a large food
section with fish, meats and baked
goods. Check out the vintage post
cards and prints at the table near the
army surplus. CF
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Kringlan
Shopping
Center

This store is incredibly cool. It’s
stocked with really unique and quirky
clothes, outerwear, accessories and
handbags, plus they have an adorable
section of kids clothes, kitschy vintage
toys and books and even interior
design items. Wicked place; definitely
worth a visit. CF
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Ask for a Tax Free
form & save up to 15%

Tryggvagata 19
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Babalú

Skólavörðustíg 22

For a map of outside downtown
Reykjavík visit www.grapevine.
is or the Icelandic phonebook
website www.ja.is
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Sódóma Reykjavík

11

Bakkus

12

OSUSHI

18

Laugavegur 56
101 Reykjavík
www.nikitaclothing.com

Kaffibarinn

Tryggvagötu 22

Tryggvagata 22 – Naustarmegin

Lækjargata 2a

Bergstaðastræti 1

Sódóma on Tryggvagötu is quickly
became a hit with party crowds and
gig-goers alike. An extensive venue,
filled with reasonably priced beverages
and reasonably good looking people.
Some of Iceland’s finest musical
ventures regularly perform there, and
their schedule looks promising too.
Also, make sure to visit their men’s
room for a glance at the “Pissoir of
Absolution”. JB

A new and welcome addition to
Reykajvík’s bar scene, Bakkus serves
up reasonably priced beer, a really
impressive selection of international
vodkas and an atmosphere unlike
any other in town. An eclectic mix of
patrons, regular live music and movie
nights keep this place interesting
and always inviting. Expect dancing
on tables and to-the-death foosball
battles. CF

Great place to satisfy your craving for
raw fish and vinegar rice. The selection
on ‘the train’ is wide and varied and
the atmosphere is relaxed. Also, the
colour-coded plates make it easy
to keep tabs on your budget while
scarfing down your maki and nigiri. CF

Weekends are somewhat overrated
at Kaffibarinn. Oh, of course they’re
brilliant if you’re completely pissed,
the DJ is fresh and the crowd is
full-blooded. Still, the weekdays are
evenbetter. It doesn’t matter when
you pop in, you’re always treated like
a pal rather than a customer, and you
should always expect get caught in
some shenanigans, whether it’s a crazy
Monday bender or a whacky Tuesday...
well... bender. SKK

LAUGAVEGUR 51, 101 RVK

ART
GALLERIES & MUSEUMS IN JULY

DAY TOUR
ADVENTURES

AND OTHER EXCITING ACTIVITIES
Check our Special Offers
Icelandic Travel Market

FREE

Spör ehf.
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INFORMATION AND BOOKING CENTER
Bankastræti 2 - Downtown
Tel: +354 522 4979
itm@itm.is - www.itm.is

Cocktail pleasures and
Visual stimulation
How to use the listings: Venues are listed
alphabetically by day. For complete listings
and detailed information on venues visit
www.grapevine.is

ONGOING
Árbæjarsafn / Reykjavík City Museum
Summer Program
June 1 to August 31
Outdoor heritage museum.
Art Gallery Fold
From The Bowels Of The Earth
Photography exhibition of the volcanic
eruptions in Iceland this year, which
brought photographers from all over the
world. Ongoing all summer.
ASÍ Art Museum
The Expression of Colour
Runs until August 29
Exhibition featuring 20th Century Icelandic artists.
The Culture House
Medieval Manuscripts
Permanent Exhibition:
Icelanders
		Runs until September.
Exhibit featuring a selection of photographs from the book "Icelanders"
by Unnur Jökulsdóttir and Sigurgeir
Sigurjónsson.
ICELAND :: FILM
Ongoing exhibition.
Traces the evolution of Icelandic
filmmaking, exploring myths versus
modernity.
The Nation and Nature
Thirty-minute film about the relationship
between humans and nature. Film plays
continuously during open hours.
Downtown Reykjavík
Reality Check, an outdoor exhibition
curated by Æsa Sigurjónsdóttir.
The Library Room
Ongoing exhibition
National Archives of Iceland - 90 years
in the museum building. Commemorating the 100th anniversary of the Culture
House.
The Living Art Museum
Old News
Project about information, media and
recycled, reprinted news. Initiated in
2004 by Danish curator Jacob Fabricius,
director of Malmö Kunsthalle in Sweden
The Dwarf Gallery
Ongoing exhibition.
An independent art gallery with ongoing
exhibitions. It´s located in an old basement. Do you really need to know any
more than that?
The Einar Jónsson Museum
Permanent exhibition:
The work of sculptor Einar Jónsson.
Gallery Ágúst
Painting Site
Runs until July 24
Exhibit by Ingunn Fjola Ingðorsdottir.
Gljúfrasteinn Laxness Museum
Ongoing exhibition.
Gljúfrasteinn was the home and workplace of Halldór Laxness (winner of the
Nobel Prize for Literature in 1955).
Havarí
Runs until August 31.
Exhibiting work from The Icelandic Love
Corporation, Sigga Björg, Hugleik Dagsson, Lindu Loeskow and Sara Riel.

i8
Elín Hansdóttir
Runs until August 21
Iðnó
Cellophane
English comedy show, every Thursday
and Sunday at 20:00. Shows from July 4
- July 22 are just 2900 ISK after that 3400
ISK.
Mokka
Ólan
Runs until July 22.
Painting exhibition by Einar Baldvin.
National Gallery of Iceland
Cindy Sherman - Untitled Film Stills
Runs until September 5.
American photographer Sherman plays
with female film fantasies in self-portraits.
Edvard Munch
		Runs until September 5.
Prints in the collection of the National
Gallery.
Strides
Runs until December 31, 2012.
A selection of the Gallery's collection
from the 20th and 21st century.
The National Museum
Permanent exhibitions:
The Making of a Nation
Heritage and History in Iceland is
intended to provide insight into the
history of the Icelandic nation from the
Settlement to the present day.
		Ása Wright - From Iceland to Trinidad
Collection of objects that belonged to
the adventuress Ása Guðmundsdóttir.
		Embroidery of Life
Embroidery by Guðrún Guðmundsdóttir,
inspired by old manuscripts
The Nordic House
Memory Trigger
Runs until July 30
Co-Exhibition by Mbomyo and Marijo
Murillo.
Scissors for a Brush
Runs until August 15
Exhibition by papercut artist Karen Bit
Vejle.
Land Of Experiments
Runs until September 30
Interactive exhibit based on scientific
contraptions from Tom Tits Experimentarium in Sweden. Play!
Ráðhús Reykjavíkur
Dulin Himintungl
Kim Linnet exhibits her 360° panorama
photos of Iceland.
Olgeir Andresson & Johann Smari
Runs until July 18
Photography exhibit from two winners of
the Photographer of the Year award.
Reykjavík 871 +/- 2
The Settlement Exhibition
Permanent exhibition:
Reykjavík Art Museum
Hafnarhús
Erró - Portrett - Dolls
Runs until August 29.
Collection of Erró's paintings and collages of pre-war era dolls.
Vanitas
Runs until August 29.
Still-life in contemporary Icelandic art.
Curator's talk with Hafþór Yngvason on
June 6 at 15:00.
In the Collection of Imperfection
		Runs til August 29.
Pieces from city archives and other
collections, gathered by Unnar Örn J.
Auðarson. Explores the nature of museums and archiving.

ART
GALLERIES & MUSEUMS IN JULY
Nudes - Gary Schneider
Runs until August 29.
South African born photographer presents 30 life-size portraits of nude men
and women.
Reykjavík Art Museum
Kjarvalsstaðir
Photo & Graph family workshop
Runs until August 22.
An ongoing workshop on what's behind
a photo.
Alternative Eye
Runs until 22 August.
Selected photographic works from the
collection of Pétur Arason and Ragna
Róbertsdóttir.
Kjarval - Key Works
Runs until August 29.
Retrospective on Iceland's most beloved
painter.
Reykjavík Art Museum
Ásmundarsafn
Sleep Light
Runs until April 17, 2011.
Multimedia installation by Ráðhildur
Ingadóttir.
Thoughts In Forms
Runs until April 17, 2011.
The workshop of sculptor Ásmundur
Sveinsson, recreated.
“I choose blossoming women …”
Runs until April 17, 2011
Woman as Symbol in the Art of Ásmundur Sveinsson.

Reykjavik Maritime Museum
The Coast Guard vessel Óðinn
Permanent exhibition
The Óðinn took part in all three Cod
Wars and is open for exhibition.
Reykjavík Restaurant
Let´s Talk Local
18:00 Comedy show about Reykjavík,
2200 ISK/1100 ISK for kids.
Sigurjón Ólafsson Museum
Who is who?
Ongoing
A Moment with Sigurjón Ólafsson
Ongoing
Reykjavik Museum of Photography
Interlude No. 6
Runs until July 27
An exhibition featuring traditional
Korean group dancing by Yunjoo Kwak.
Thomsen & Thomsen
Runs until August 29
An exhibition of portrait photographs
and views from Reykjavík, from two different times and two photographers.
Spark, Klapparstígur 33
Eau De Parfum
Runs until July 31
An exhibit by Andrea Maack.

Step into
the Viking Age
Experience Viking-Age Reykjavík at the
new Settlement Exhibition. The focus of the
exhibition is an excavated longhouse site which
dates from the 10th century ad. It includes
relics of human habitation from about 871, the
oldest such site found in Iceland.

Multimedia techniques bring Reykjavík’s
past to life, providing visitors with insights
into how people lived in the Viking Age, and
what the Reykjavík environment looked like
to the first settlers.

The exhibition and
museum shop are open
daily 10–17
Aðalstræti 16
101 Reykjavík / Iceland
Phone +(354) 411 6370
www.reykjavikmuseum.is

_______

Genuine woolen goods,
made in Iceland

Woolens factory store,
located in Vik

Also wide selection
of souvenirs

Art | Venue finder
101 Gallery
Hverfisgata 18A | E3
Thu–Sat 14–17 and by appointment
www.101hotel.
is/101hotel/101gallery/
Artótek
Tryggvagata 15 | D2
Mon 10–21, Tue–Thu 10–19, Fri
11–19, Sat and Sun 13–17
www.sim.is/Index/Islenska/
Artotek
ASÍ Art Museum
Freyugata 41 | G4
Tue–Sun 13–17
Árbæjarsafn
Kistuhylur 4
The Culture House
Hverfisgata 15 | E4
Open daily 11–17
www.thjodmenning.is
Dwarf Gallery
Grundarstígur 21 | H6
Opening Hours: Fri and Sat
18–20
www.this.is/birta/dwarfgallery/
dwarfgallery1.html
The Einar Jónsson
Eiriksgata | G4
Tue–Sun 14–17
www.skulptur.is
Fótógrafí
Skólavörðustígur 4a | F4
www.fotografi.is
Gallery 100°
Bæjarháls 1
www.or.is/Forsida/Gallery100/
Open weekdays from
08:30–16:00
Gallery Auga fyrir Auga
Hverfisgata 35 | E4
Gallery StartArt
Laugavegur 12B | E4
Tue–Sat 1–17
www.startart.is

Gallery Ágúst
Baldursgata 12 | F4
Wed–Sat 12–17
www.galleriagust.is
Gallery Fold
Rauðarástígur 14-16 | G7
Mon–Fri 10–18 / Sat 11–16 /
Sun 14–16
www.myndlist.is
Gallery Kling & Bang
Hverfisgata 42 | E5
Thurs–Sun from 14–18
this.is/klingogbang/
Gallery Turpentine
Ingólfstræti 5 | E3
Tue–Fri 12–18 / Sat 11–16
www.turpentine.is
Gerðuberg Cultural Centre
Gerðuberg 3-5
Mon–Thu 11–17 / Wed 11–21 /
Thu–Fri 11–17 / Sat–Sun 13–16
www.gerduberg.is
Havarí
Austurstræti 6 | E3
Hitt Húsið
– Gallery Tukt
Pósthússtræti 3-5 | E3
www.hitthusid.is
i8 Gallery
Tryggvagata 16 | D2
Tue–Fri 11–17 / Sat 13–17 and
by appointment. www.i8.is
Living Art Museum
Skúlagata 28 | F6
Wed, Fri–Sun 13–17 / Thu
13–22. www.nylo.is
Lost Horse Gallery
Vitastigur 9a | E3
Weekends from 13–19 and by
appointment on weekdays.
Hafnarborg
Strandgötu 34,
Hafnarfjörður

The National Gallery of
Iceland
Fríkirkjuvegur 7 | F3
Tue–Sun 11–17
www.listasafn.is

Víkurprjón ehf

The National
Museum
Suðurgata 41 | G1
Open daily 10–17
natmus.is

Phone: 487-1250
www.vikwool.is

The Nordic House
Sturlugata 5 | H1
Tue–Sun 12–17
www.nordice.is/
The Numismatic Museum
Einholt 4 | G7
Open Mon–Fri 13:30–15:30.

Listasafn Reykjavíkur
Reykjavik Art Museum

Reykjavík 871+/-2
Aðalstræti 17 | D2
Open daily 10–17
Reykjavík Art Gallery
Skúlagata 28 | F6
Tuesday through Sunday 14–18
Reykjavík Art Museum
Open daily 10–16
www.listasafnreykjavikur.is
Ásmundur Sveinsson Sculpture Museum Sigtún
Hafnarhús
Tryggvagata 17 | D2
Kjarvalsstaðir
Flókagata | I7
Reykjavík City Theatre
Listabraut 3

Key works

Alternative Eye

Nudes

Reykjavík Maritime Museum
Grandagarður 8 | C3
Reykjavík Museum of Photography
Tryggvagata 16 | D2
Weekdays 12–19 / Sat–Sun
13–17 - www.ljosmyndasafnreykjavikur.is
Sigurjón Ólafsson Museum
Laugarnestangi 70
Portraits

In the Collection
of Imperfection

I choose women
who thrive . . .

Reykjavik Art Museum
Geysir Fact #3

Cheap Cars

Hafnarhús

15 May – 29 Aug

Nudes – Gary Schneider

28 May 2009 – 12 Sep 2010

Erró – Portraits

20 May – 29 Aug

20 May - 29 Aug

Vanitas – Still-life in Contemporary Icelandic Art

In the Collection of
Imperfection – Unnar Örn
J. Auðarson

28 May - 12 Sep

Erró – Portraits
Dolls

Kjarvalsstaðir
14 May – 31 Dec

Kjarval – Key works

14 May – 22 Aug

Alternative Eye – Selected
photographic works
from the collection of
Pétur Arason and Ragna
Róbertsdóttir

14 may - 22 Aug

Photo&graph –
An educational workshop
for the family

www.geysir.is

Ásmundarsafn
1 May 2010 – 17 Apr 2011

“I choose blossoming
women . . .” – Woman
as Symbol in the Art
of Ásmundur Sveinsson

20 May 2010 - 17 Apr 2011

Sleep Light –
An installation by
Ráðhildur Ingadóttir

Hafnarhús
Tryggvagata 17
Open daily
10 a.m. – 5 p.m.
Thursdays 10 a.m. – 10 p.m.

Kjarvalsstaðir
Flókagötu
Open daily
10 a.m. – 5 p.m.

Ásmundarsafn
Sigtún
Open daily
10 a.m. – 4 p.m.

Free admission

www.artmuseum.is

artmuseum@reykjavik.is

T +354 590 1200

F +354 590 1201
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For your mind, body and soul
REVIEWS

Rauðarárstígur Is Coming To Life
Hey guess what! Grapevine’s food-editor, the mighty Catharine Fulton, is on vacation for this issue (and for the next one, too). Being on
vacation obviously disqualifies her from writing any food reviews for us, because she is in Toronto and as a rule we do not review Toronto
restaurants (you can just go read NOW Toronto or something if you want to read about them).
I am your food reviewer man for this issue. Haukur S. Magnússon. Editor-editor of this very publication. I have not written a food
review for over two years, and when it was time to write the following ones, I remembered why. See, I pretty much like all food, and (since
my parents run a restaurant in Ísafjörður) I have a deep sympathy for people in the restaurant industry. So maybe read them with that in
mind.
ANYWAY. For this edition, I thought I’d review some of the restaurants in my neighbourhood of Norðurmýri. This formerly busy
‘hood, which once marked the beginning of Laugavegur proper (until city planners killed it) has been pretty vacant since I moved there
in 2003. There have been few active shops and restaurants there, but the number seems growing. Right now, there are at least three active
restaurants on Rauðarárstígur, and below you may read reviews for two of them. Now, if all goes according to plan we shall pretty soon see
the once-glorious street transform into a hub of commerce and activity. Things are gonna change, I can feel it.

We’re Going Back To Madonna,
That’s For Sure

THAI RESTAURANT
OPENING HOURS
Daily from

Weekends from

11:30 - 20:30

11:30 - 20:30

PRICE AROUND
1.100 - 1.400 ISK

OVER

50

SES

COUR

BIG PORTION
www.nudluhusid.is
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“ They put on such a
beautiful meal for us.
We had the most amazing
freshest fish I’ve ever had
in my life. It was all so
perfectly cooked too...
beautiful!”
Jamie Oliver’s Diary

We felt good about Madonna as soon as
we entered. The place offers a cosy Italian
atmosphere, as interpreted by Icelanders,
with some genuinely nice, down to Earth
service that makes one feel at home.
After pondering the surprisingly
modestly priced menu (with most of the
pasta dishes were under 2.000 ISK, the
meat dishes going for around 3.000 and
the pizzas evening out at circa 1.500 ISK
for a small one, which is enough) we
decided to go for plates of lamb carpaccio
and Parma ham for starters, followed by
a C4 pizza ((pepperoni, pineapple, fresh
chillies, jalapenos and cayenne pepper)
and some lobster pasta.
The starters were good. The Parma
ham (1.690 ISK) was sprinkled with
melon, mango, Parmesan and Maldon,
attractively laid out on a plate and doused
with balsamico. The dish was rather salty,
but the melon and mango came to the
rescue (as well as the beer).
Lamb carpaccio (1.590 ISK) was
somewhat of a novelty for my companion.
She claimed not to have eaten raw
lamb, ever, and was nicely surprised
by the dish’s taste and tenderness. The
Parmesan and rucola complimented it
nicely. Win.
We did not have to wait long for our
main courses, but waiting a while in
the setting of Madonna wouldn’t have
been all that bad. The pizza (1.190),
when it came, was hot and spicy, a
damn fine pizza even though it wasn’t
groundbreaking in any way. Just a down
to Earth, honest Icelandic pizza. I plan on
enjoying it again some day.
Truth be told, we didn’t expect much
of the lobster pasta (2.690). Generally,
lobster pastas in Iceland tend to be bland,
creamy concoctions, sprinkled with a few
langoustine tails. This was something
else. The sauce was fresh and thin, the
spaghetti fresh and the lobster (er...
langoustine) plentiful. A very satisfying

Madonna
Rauðarárstígur 27-29
What we think: Just really
nice
Flavour: Consistently nice
Ambiance: Italian-Icelandic
Service: Homey and welcoming

haukur s. magnússon
JULIA STAPLES

Food & Drink | Venue finder
3 Frakkar
Baldursgata 14 | G4

Balthazar
Hafnarstræti 1-3 | D2

Geysir Bar/Bistro
Aðalstræti 2 | D2

Icelandic Fish & Chips
Tryggvagata 8 | B2

Aktu Taktu
Skúlugata 15 | E6

Bæjarins Beztu
Tryggvagata | D3

Garðurinn
Klappastigur 37 | F4

Indian Mango
Frakkastígur 12 | F5

Alibaba
Veltusund 3b | D2

Brons
Pósthússtræti 9 | E3

Glætan book café
Laugavegur 19 | F5

Jómfrúin
Lækjargata 4 | E3

American Style
Tryggvagata 26 | D2

Café Cultura
Hverfisgata 18 | E4

Grái Kötturinn
Hverfisgata 16A | E4

Kaffi Hljómalind
Laugavegur 21 | E4

Argentína Steakhouse
Barónstígur | F6

Café d'Haiti
Tryggvagata 12 | D2

Grillhúsið
Tryggvagata 20 | D2

Café Loki
Lokastígur 28 | G4

Habibi
Hafnarstræti 20 | E3

Kaffifélagið
Skólavörðustígur 10
| F5

Café Paris
Austurstræti 14 | E3

Austurlandahraðlestin
Hverfisgata 64A | F5
Á Næstu Grösum
Laugavegur 20B | E4
B5
Bankastræti 5 | E3
Bakkus
Tryggvagata 22 | D2
Ban Thai
Laugavegur 130 | G7
Basil & Lime
Klapparstíg 38 | E4

AUSTURSTRÆTI 9. Tel: 561 8555

course, especially considering the price.
For dessert, we had ‘Créme brulée
Italiano’ (990 ISK) and a ‘dessert pizza’
(990 ISK), which is basically a small pizza
topped with almond flakes, bananas,
syrup and chocolate chips. The créme
brulée was runny and unimpressive, if
alright tasting, and the dessert pizza was
a novelty that wore thin way too soon. We
decided that Madonna wasn’t the sort of
place you needed to get dessert at, but if
you did you should stick with something
basic, like ice cream.
Look. Madonna is by no means the
best restaurant in Reykjavík. But the
food we enjoyed that night was certainly
of real quality and goof value for money,
and the prices make you imagine you
could well frequent the place regularly. In
fact, I plan on going there again, soon, as
finding a nice, cheap sit-down restaurant
in Reykjavík is no mean feat. I’ll keep you
posted if they start messing up.

Babalú
Skólavörðustígur 22A
| G5

Café Roma
Rauðarárstígur 8 | G7
Deli
Bankastræti 14 | E5
Domo
Þingholtsstræti 5 | E3
Einar Ben
Veltusundi | E2
Eldsmiðjan
Bragagata 38A | G4
Fiskmarkaðurinn
Aðalstræti 12 | D2

Mokka
Skólavörðustígur 3A
| E4
Nonnabiti
Hafnarstræti 9 | D3
O Sushi
Lækjargata 2A | E3
Pisa
Lækjargötu 6b | E3
Pizza King
Hafnarstræti 18 | D3

Sjávarkjallarinn
Aðalstræti 2 | D2
Sólon
Bankastræti 7a | E3
Sushibarinn
Laugavegur 2 | E4
Sushismiðjan
Geirsgötu 3 | B2
Svarta Kaffi
Laugavegur 54 | F5

Hamborgarabúlla Tómasar (“Bullan”)
Geirsgata 1 | B2

Kaffitár
Bankastræti 8 | E4

Pizza Pronto
Vallarstræti 4 | E2

Sægreifinn
Verbúð 8, Geirsgata
| B2

Kaffivagninn
Grandagarður 10 | A1

Pizzaverksmiðjan
Lækjargötu 8 | E3

Tapas
Vesturgata 3B | D2

Hlölla Bátar
Ingólfstorg | D2

Kofi Tómasar Frænda
Laugavegur 2 | E4

Prikið
Bankastræti 12 | E3

Thorvaldsen
Austurstræti 8 | D2

Hornið
Hafnarstræti 15 | D3

Kornið
Lækjargata 4 | E3

Ráðhúskaffi | E2
Tjarnargata 11

Tíu Dropar
Laugavegur 27 | E5

Hótel Holt
Bergstaðarstræti 37
| G3

Krua Thai
Tryggvagata 14 | D2

Santa Maria
Laugavegur 22A, | F5

Tívolí
Laugavegur 3 | E4

La Primavera
Austurstræti 9 | D2

Serrano
Hringbraut 12 | H3

Vegamót
Vegamótastígur 4 | E4

Lystin
Laugavegur 73 | F6

Shalimar
Austurstræti 4 | D2

Við Tjörnina
Templarasund 3 | E2

Silfur
Pósthússtræti 11 | E3

Vitabar
Bergþórugata 21 | G5

Humarhúsið
Amtmanstígur 1 | E3
Hressó
Austurstræti 20 | E4

A Surprising Surprise

EAT and DRINK:

3 x Sweet Treats
1 SuZushii (KRINGLAN)
Ice Cream Reykjavík is loaded with tonnes
of great ice cream shops all over town,
like the classic Ísbúð Vesturbæjar in the
Westside of town, and Ísbúð Íslands out
near Kringlan, but you can also just pop
into the closest corner shop for a frozen
treat on a stick. Don’t let the cool summer
temperatures fool you—it’s always great
2 waffles
The classic pastry served up with rich, fluffy
whipped cream is a quintessential Icelandic
indulgence for the sweet-toothed. Such a
staple you can get it around the clock, we
recommend Tíu Dropar in the daytime, and
why not try an extra-greasy one at night at
the Waffle Wagon on Lækjatorg.

When we last reviewed Rauðará, way
back in 2008, we remarked that the “most
positive part of the Rauðará experience is
not really the food itself, but the positively
comfortable settings it is served in.” Not
much has changed.
The mood at Rauðará is really, really
nice. It’s the kind of place you take a
lover or business associate to close a
deal. Moodily lit, the restaurant is located
inside an old brewery where they used to
make beer during The Great Icelandic
Beer Prohibition of the 20th century.
Once sat in this comfortable
environment, we decided to opt for the
six-course ‘Chef’s Surprise’, wherein the
chef is meant to “surprise you with his
six course menu, made from the freshest
ingredients available.” The course is only
available for the whole table, and is priced
at 9.900 ISK per person. We furthermore
chose to let the sommelier select wines to
accompany the meal for an additional fee
of 6.500 ISK/person.
The feast started off with a serving of
grilled salted cod (baccalao) with a side of
tomato and date paste. This competent,
if unremarkable, dish was a fine start
to our meal. The grilled cod was tender
and juicy, and the tomato paste was a
conventionally tasty accompaniment.
With this, we enjoyed a nice glass of
spicy French white wine courtesy of the
sommelier, which accompanied the dish
quite well.
Next up was a lobster soup with
langoustine, accompanied by another
glass of white wine. The soup was a
tasty broth that was fortunately free of
the creamy wheat trappings of many
Icelandic lobster soups. We were rather
pleased, but the small, overcooked pieces
of langoustine within it put somewhat of
a damper on the experience.
Our third course was a clear winner
in my book. Carpaccio is always a fine
dish, but the accompanying sugar coated
nuts, rucola and truffle mayonnaise really
set it beyond and made it special. I could
well imagine venturing to Rauðará just
to enjoy their beef carpaccio. For sure.
The accompanying glass of red was nice

Rauðará
Rauðarárstígur 37
What we think: Competent
but unremarkable
Flavour: ‘Classic Restaurant’. In a
good way
Ambiance: Moody, candle-lit,
nice, calming
Service: Friendly and
accommodating

enough.
The fourth course of was notable by
its absence. We did not get it, and neither
did we get the fourth glass of wine to go
along with it (I am only guessing it was
the fourth course we didn’t get. It might
have been the second or third one for all I
know).
Selling a six-course menu that consists
of five courses is pretty odd, we reckon.
Take that as you will.
After a tasty dish of absolutely nothing,
we were presented with the evening’s
main course, “grilled beef tenderloin with
red wine glazed pearl onions, fondant
potato and wild mushroom sauce.” The
beef was cooked to perfection, really:
tender, moist, succulent and bloody,
with the sides adding a heavy undertone
to the meal. The serving was large too,
so large in fact that we had problems
finishing it. Alongside the main course,
the sommelier served a large glass of
Argentinian Intis Malbec, which was a
nice enough match, but possibly odd as
part of a “sommelier selects” experience.
Lastly, we received a double dessert of
vanilla pannacotta with fresh berries and
biscotti, along with homemade ice cream.
Both were really good, although it seemed
odd that they would serve us two dessert
dishes. Perhaps one of them was the
mysteriously absent sixth course?
We left the place with mixed feelings.

3 Bland í poka – Candy Day!
Every Saturday, shops all over Iceland let you
go buck wild at the candy station and mix
every kind of candy you want for the same
price (usually they differ). It’s the perfect
chance to go stock up on gummies and lollies
and sample all sorts of sugary delights.

3 x burger deals
1 Offer Of The Century
(Búllan)
This offer at the Grapevine’s two-time best
burger winner really is impassable. You get a
slam-dunk 120-gram burger cooked just right
and loaded with sauce, a basketful of crisp
salty fries and a soda for 1.290 ISK. Which is a
pretty good deal.
2 Hamburger Deal (Vitabar)
Truly a deal for the ravenously hungry, Vitabar
serves up a big, sloppy, meaty burger that
even the purist hands-on burger eater will
consider using a fork and knife on. The fries
on the side are nice and crunchy and clearly
made of real potatoes, and a coke on the side
washes it down all for a measly 1.000 ISK!
Now this is an offer!
3 Cheeseburger & Coke (Kebab
House)
No fries on this one, but for just 700 ISK, who
can complain? Kebab House on Austurstræti
started having killer deals on cheeseburgers
and soda a few months ago and they have
been making our summers great with this
offer. Ask for your cheeseburger with kebab
sauce, it’s somethin’ else.

3 x cheap dates

1 American Style
Despite the name, there is nothing American
at all about these burgers. But if you’re into
that whole nostalgic teenage thing, there’s
really something cute and charming about
sharing a burger and shake at this restaurant
chain. It’s totally Archie comics.
2 Núðluhúsið
Maybe not the highest echelon of Thai food
in town, but definitely the best bang for your
buck, and the setting is really cosy too. Sitting
in the sunroom deck of the second-floor
restaurant is a great place to hide and chat
quietly with that special someone.
3 Bæjarins Bestu
Getting a hot-dog for someone you love is
true romance. If you can make it work here,
it’s meant to last!

101 nordic menu
gravad lax with herbs and potato salad
grilled fillet of lamb with fennel,
ratte potatoes, zucchini and
rosemary-redwine sauce
blueberry „skyr” and nemesis
chocolate cake with whipped
cream and berries
4900 isk/31 euro

The kitchen is open daily from 7am until 11pm
and the bar is open until midnight on weekdays
and 1am on weekends.

hverfisgata 10
tel. 5800 101
101hotel@101hotel.is
www.101hotel.is
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“Cutbacks in the educational
system, like we are
experiencing now, are the
worst possible solution and,
sadly, the ones that have been
chosen. It is pathetic to see
that we are not seizing the
opportunities when they are
in front of us.”
dustry as a way to join forces, create an
infrastructure and share opportunities.”
Finnur founded his own creative
start-up company, Agóra, developing
crowdsourcing solutions and tools for
generating ideas. He remains closely
connected to the start-up scene. “In
the last two years, the Icelandic startup community has expanded considerably. Networking isn’t really necessary
in Iceland, because it is such a small
community and everybody knows everyone else. And everyone helps everyone else, too. For example, everyone is
doing their best to market the Icelandic
gaming industry outside the country.
There is no Icelandic market to speak
of, and this is such a diverse field that
there is really no direct competition between the Icelandic companies, so everyone does their best to share knowledge, experience, and connections to
help companies get a foothold
abroad.”
More Caoz
“We are a creative company,
telling stories, and
3-D animation is
our platform,” says
Hilmar Sigurðsson
of Caoz. Ouside
Caoz’ conference
room, the walls are
lined with storyboards
and character development notes,
artwork and to-do
lists. The company is creating
a
product that in
many
ways
combines
the broad
field of the

creative industries; everything from
art proper to design to highly technical
software solutions.
“We jumped in the deep-end from
the get-go, but we have been very goal
oriented through the whole process.
Our first film, ‘The Lost Little Caterpillar’, we mostly did to prove we were capable of doing it. The second film, ‘Anna
And The Mood Swings’, was a much
more ambitious project and included
live characters. Again, we mostly did it
to prove to ourselves and, not the least,
our investors, that we were capable of
doing this. But the goal was always to
develop a feature-length film.”
‘Thor: The Edda Chronicles’ is already fully funded and in production,
but the company has more projects in
development. “We are already being
asked about the sequel to Thor, and we
have started laying the groundwork for
a film based on the saga of Egill Skallagrímsson. Our goal is to be able to
produce a new film every other year or
so,” says Hilmar.
The budget for Thor is 8.3 million
Euros, and with the screening rights
already sold to 26 countries, the film is
on its way to recuperating that amount.
“The creative industry brings in a lot
of foreign currency. It creates highly
paid employment opportunities—we’re
talking about exciting jobs that young
people seek out and want to perform.
I think the economic effects of creative
industries are very underrated. If we
manage to create another company the
size of CCP in Iceland, this would be
one of the corner stones of our economy,” Hilmar adds.
So, what’s the problem?
Despite many positive signs for the
creative industries in Iceland, there
are problems. For instance, high-tech
companies such as CCP complain that
there are not enough educated workers
to meet demand. Agóra’s Finnur Magnússon explains: “There is a great demand for engineers and programmers.
I don’t know a single programmer who
has difficulty finding something to do. It
is rather that they are moving on from
dead-end IT jobs, to something more
innovative. There is demand for good
people, and this is a problem for many
companies. This is one of the fastest
growing industries in the country, but
the government is ignoring the educational system and the need for educated staff. We need more people with
education in natural sciences and technology. This is what Finland did when
they went through a recession. And
it paid off big-time for them. They are
now one of the leading countries in the
gaming industry, worldwide.”
Professor Ágúst Einarsson maintains a similar position: “Cutbacks in
the educational system, like we are experiencing now, is the worst
possible solution and, sadly,
the one that have been chosen. It is pathetic to see that
we are not seizing the
opportunities when
they are in front
of us. We have
all the conditions in place—
economical,
historical,
cultural
and educational—
to succeed in the
economy of the
future, but Icelandic
authorities don’t seem
to recognise that possibility.”
The lack of an educated workforce also
manifests in another
way in the start-up
community
says
Finnur Magnússon.

“There is an industrial revolution taking place, fully
comparable to the last one, 250 years ago with the arrival
of steam power. We have great opportunities to be at the
forefront of this revolution and improve our standards of
living considerably. The foundation, interest in culture and
creative ambition, is already in place,”
“The Icelandic funding environment
is not bad; there are a several funds
that start-ups can look to for funding
and more venture capital funds are in
the making. But at the moment there
are not that many Icelandic start-ups,
so there is a demand for companies to
invest in. For people with ideas and a
concrete business plan that is focused
beyond the Icelandic market, getting
funding should not be difficult.”
For the more expensive film industry
however, funding remains a problem.
“State contributions to The Icelandic
Film Fund have decreased severely after the recession. For filmmakers, this
means fewer projects will get funded,
we will develop one or two less films
each year, and probably one or two TV
series less,” says Caoz’s Hilmar Sigurðsson.
“The remarkable thing is that movie
production repays in full all state contributions during production in the form
of taxes and other fees, so the contribution from the Icelandic state isn’t really
an expense. Also, the production span
of a film is relatively short, so funding
an Icelandic movie is a short-term commitment for the state. The other thing
is that half the production costs of an
Icelandic film are usually financed from
abroad, so we’re really cutting the legs
from underneath us by reducing state
funding through the Icelandic Film
Fund.
So, what is the solution?
“Economic development, as anyone
will tell you, is a long-term play,” says
Professor Florida. “You have to invest
in your communities now to reap the
benefits in the future. This means creating the environment and ecosystem
that will foster creativity and innovation. Economic development is also an
incremental process, meaning steps
taken today will have some immediate
impact but some investments will take
time to play out.”
“Communities have to realise they
are competing for talent. Those who
want to experience a ‘brain-gain’ need
to have all the features of a complete
authentic community—a good job market, thick amenities (restaurants, arts,
parks, etc.), appealing aesthetics, safe
neighbourhoods, viable public transportation, connectivity, etc.,” he continues. “In addition to creating viable
authentic communities, our economic
development officials and elected leaders have to invest time and resources
into developing the support structure—
increased higher education funding,
incubators, technology-transfer—to
bolster the innovation and
technology that will create the jobs of the
future.”
There
seems to be
a
scholarly
consensus that
you have to spend
money to make
money.
Professor
Ágúst Einarsson believes that our best possibility to nurture the creative
economy is by strengthening the
education system. In particular,
reducing dropout rates at
the secondary school level
and increasing the number
of university graduates. “If the

According to a widely used
definition by the Department for
Culture, Media and Sports in the
UK, creative industries are the
following:
Advertising
Architecture
Art and antiques market
Crafts
Design
Fashion
Film and video
Music
Performing arts
Publishing
Software
Television and radio
Video and computer games

“To be successful,
communities and
organizations must have
the avenues for transferring
research, ideas, and
innovation into marketable
and sustainable products.
Universities are paramount
to this, and provide a key
hub institution of the creative
age.”
education system is working, a lot of
other things fall into place,” he says.
“Authorities also need to nurture creative and innovative companies, and
face the fact that there is a long road
from idea to profit.”

A Sampling Of
Creatives
CCP was founded in 1997, with
the goal of becoming a massive
multiplayer game company. They
launched their company EVE Online
in 2003 and have since become one
of the leading companies in the field,
winning critical acclaim worldwide.
www.ccpgames.com
E-Label is an affordable designer
clothing label for the modern woman who leads a full life of work, family and social affairs. Their goal is to
create comfortable, stylish pieces
that can be worn at work, or at a
party.
www.shopelabel.com
Medialux is a production house situated in Iceland, but working globally. They provide music for commercials, computer games, TV shows
and produces recording artists, with
their own personal hub of artists at
their disposal.
www.medialux.com
Marorka provides energy management solutions for the international
shipping industry. They specialize in
maximizing fuel consumption and
energy efficiency on vessels and
fleets in order to reduce harmful
emissions and shipping costs.
www.marorka.com
Iceland Airwaves is the largest music festival in Iceland, taking place
every October since 1999. They have
recently come under the new management of Grímur Atlason and the
Icelandic Music Export, and feature
a huge array of both local and international acts each year.
www.icelandairwaves.is
Sagafilm is the leading producer
of independent film, television and
commercials in Iceland and is the
only producer of TV shows formatted for Icelandic audiences such
as Idol and The Bachelor. They are
based in Reykjavík and work with
worldwide partners.
www.sagafilm.is
Betware is an Iceland-based gaming solutions and services vendor
with regional offices in Denmark,
Spain, Poland and Canada. They offer turnkey solutions, gaming platforms and a large portfolio of games
while constantly researching to
keep up with industry trends.
www.betware.com
gogoyoko is a social music marketplace that promotes fair play in music sales. Fans can buy directly from
each artist on the site, while artists
can set their own prices and collect
100% of the profit of their sales in
order to create a community.
www.gogoyoko.is
Gagarín is a digital design company
that forges interactivity between
time and space. Established in 1994
they specialise in creating media
rich multimedia solutions for the
natural and cultural heritage sectors and have created some of the
largest and most ambitious projects
of this type in Iceland.
www.gagarin.is
Rebecca Louder
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Dr. Gunni is a man of many talents. He's drawn comix, written books, released
records and conducted a quiz show. He is certainly an asset to Reykjavíks loculture life. Thank you, Gunni!
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In 1981, filmmaker Friðrik Þór Friðriksson
began filming Icelandic rock bands in action
around Reykjavík for an upcoming documentary about the scene. Friðrik had at that point
already made a short documentary about
a recluse in the countryside, as well as an
adaptation of Njáls Saga (“The Story of the
burning of Njáll”), which consisted of footage
of the book being set on fire with a challenging soundtrack by Þeyr. But now he had his
sights firmly set on Iceland’s rock scene.
Friðrik included almost every active Icelandic
group in the documentary, so the film is very true
to the times, a real and valuable documentation.
It was premiered just before Easter in 1982 and is
considered an absolute Icelandic classic. It is such
a definite movie that this period in Icelandic music
has since been known as the ‘Rokk í Reykjavík’era.
Everybody and everything
In the movie we see everybody and everything going on at the time of filming. Slick rockers Start do
their slick rock, the prog new wavers of Þursaflokkurinn do their thing, and girl group Grýlurnar rock
out and talk about the isolation they feel being the
only women on the scene. Purrkur Pillnikk go bananas and Fræbbblarnir, in a semi sulky mood, tell
us that they feel left out, as nobody is considered
cool unless “he has worked in a fish factory for
ages.” This was a stab at Bubbi Morthens, his notorious work history and the importance it bore

during his initial rise to supremacy.
We see Bubbi talk about drugs and an early
version of Egó, the band he formed after Utangarðsmenn, plays some classic tunes. In the opening scene, we witness Sveinbjörn Beinteinsson,
the founder of the Ásatrúarfélag (“The Ásatrú association”), recite some rímur as he often did at
rock concerts at the time. To show a swift transformation to the modern times, rock group Vonbrigði
appear abruptly after Sveinbjörn with their classic song ‘Ó Reykjavík’—an anthem of sorts for the
times.
Glue sniffing, hen-killing and Nazi
costumes
The movie caused controversy for various reasons.
The young punk rockers in the band Sjálfsfróun
(“Masturbation”) are given plenty of room in the
film. We see them bash out their super-naïve punk
rock, which culminates as singer Bjarni “The Mohican” smashes up his bass with an axe. The filmmakers then follow Bjarni and his bandmates to
bus station Hlemmur, which was a punk rock hang
out at the time. Bjarni gives a classic monologue
about the glue-sniffing-and-arguing-with-busdrivers existence of an Icelandic teen punk anno
1981. His unabashed speech resulted in the film
getting a rating of “banned for ages 14 and under”
by the Icelandic Film Administration. A new version with Bjarni's monologue removed soon appeared so the kids could attend the movie.
Notorious performance art group Bruni BB also
caused some controversy with their part in the

film. Acting under influence from extreme Austrian artist Herman Nietsch, the band always gave
very outrageous performances. For ‘Rokk í Reykjavík’, the group was filmed during a show at the
Living Art Museum where they beheaded a hen
with a paper cutter (perhaps on loan from their
art school?). The police arrived on the scene and
freed a pig from the museum's toilet stall. It is still
unclear if the band had plans to kill the pig or were
just going to have it "perform".
The third cause for controversy was Þeyr's decision to perform in full Nazi regalia. Contrary to
most of the other bands in the doc, Þeyr weren’t
filmed during a concert. Instead, an ‘acted’ ‘music video’ was used to present the band. It shows
the members goose step in Nazi gear towards the
Icelandic president's house at Bessastaðir in-between shots of them rocking out in their rehearsal
space (which was conveniently located at Álftanes, right next to Bessastaðir). Their Nazi get-up
spurred the heated debate "Are Þeyr Nazis on top
of being snobs?" The band of course denied all
Nazi accusations. They did it ambivalently though,
using the old "it was a joke" explanation.
Þeyr soldier on
After the release of their album 'Mjötviður mær',
Þeyr tried to break into the English scene. The
band hung out in a sinister part of London, met
with John Peel (who played them on his BBC
show) and were offered a six-month support slot
with The Cure (that they turned down). However,
they did score a record deal with a new label,

Shout Records, which released their album ‘As
Above’ in the spring of 1982. The album had reassembled bits of music from Þeyr's previous Icelandic releases. It received good reviews, but not
much more happened.
Jaz Coleman from the doom rock group Killing Joke had become a good acquaintance of the
group and had hung out with them in Iceland in
1981, sometimes searching for "power spots" near
Snæfellsjökull glacier. In February of 1982, he
freaked out at a concert in London and ran away
to Iceland, where he had big ideas for the Icelandic
scene. One of them was to open a rock club. He
was a heavy drinker though, so not much came
of his ideas. He formed a group with most of Þeyr,
calling it Iceland (and later Niceland). The band
recorded three songs that would later turn up on
bootlegs.
Parallel to their collaboration with Coleman,
Þeyr soldiered on and toured Scandinavia. The
band recorded some songs in Denmark, which
would be released on the 12" EP ‘The Fourth Reich’
which was dedicated to Wilhelm Reich. The music
was now darker and less accessible, and did little
for the band's popularity. The end soon came for
Þeyr after bouts of existential crisis. The final nail
in their coffin was when bassist Hilmar Örn left the
band. He had been undergoing stringent music
training during all his time with Þeyr, and now had
to choose between rock and classical music.
Hollow hangover
In Iceland, after the premier of Rokk í Reykjavík, it
was as if the scene lost its intensity and dynamism.
After the great and creative 1981, 1982 felt like a
hollow hangover. Þeyr's guitarist God Krist and
drummer Sigtryggur would return in 1983 with the
band Kukl, featuring other veterans of the ‘Rokk í
Reykjavík’ era, including a young girl named Björk
who had received some attention due to her lively
appearance in Rokk í Reykjavík, singing and banging her toy drum with the band Tappi Tíkarrass.
- by Dr. Gunni, based on his 2000 book Eru ekki allir
í stuði? (Rock in Iceland).

1. Þeyr do their N azi "joke" in Rokk í Reykjavík.
2. & 3. The soundtrack from Rokk í Reykjavík was
released as a double album in 1982. Singer Ellý from
punk band Q4U was on the cover. When the CD came
out in the nineties she had been replaced by Björk
for some reason.

Music | Album Review

Stafrænn Hákon
Sanitas
shakon
How about tossin’ around the ol’
pigskin?

Elegant surroundings
Superb cuisine
Modern comfort

There was a point somewhere about
five years ago when post-rock went
from still being something with indie
cred, kinda, to becoming full-on
cock-rock that overcompensating
dudebros could justifiably cry over.
Probably due to the fact that the super
emotionally-charged song structures
are played on really, really loud guitars.
Then football movies oversaturated
their soundtracks with Explosions In
The Sky and it all went bust. Thanks a

Preserving quality
is our business
Open daily for lunch and dinners
Special offer on Monday
and Tuesday – 3 course dinner
for only 4200 ISK.
Reservation: tel. 552 5700,
e-mail: gallery@holt.is

Bergstaðastræti 37 s. 552 5700
holt@holt.is www.holt.is

buttload, Friday Night Lights!
Now it doesn’t seem like it‘s been
quite long enough for the genre
to make a full-on comeback, but
Strafrænn Hákon’s latest album does
make a worthwhile effort to launch it
back onto the runway.
Everything else I’ve heard this
guy do has been really experimental,
ambient, weird noise stuff that I
REALLY loved, so hearing him go all
melodic and lyrical kind of took me by

surprise, but it’s not bad at all. I didn’t
really lose my shit either though. It
doesn’t really have a consistent flow of
energy from start to finish, albeit some
solid songwriting. The stand-out track
here is definitely ‘Val Kilmer’, which
is about as intense and scary as the
actor himself was in Top Gun.
- rebecca louder

part 3

ICELAND :: FILM – Berlin – Copenhagen – Reykjavík
Icelandic Filmmaking 1904-2008
EXHIBITIONS - GUIDED TOURS
CAFETERIA - CULTURE SHOP

MEDIEVAL MANUSCRIPTS – EDDAS AND SAGAS
The Ancient Vellums on Display

The Culture House – Þjóðmenningarhúsið
National Centre for Cultural Heritage
Hverfisgata 15 · 101 Reykjavík (City Centre)
Tel: 545 1400 · www.thjodmenning.is

ICELANDERS – AN EXHIBITION OF PHOTOGRAPHS
The spirit of the Icelandic nation in words and images.

Open daily between 11 am and 5 pm
Free guided tour of THE MEDIEVAL MANUSCRIPTS exhibition Mon and Fri at 3:30 pm.
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Think Bob might have gotten it wrong? Judge for yourself: stream the entire
concert at www.inspiredbyiceland.com. And then write us letters about it. OK?
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Singing In The Rain
Bob Cluness gets all inspired and stuff
Words
Bob Cluness
Photography
Hörður Sveinsson
It was presented as an extravaganza
of “eclectic music, inspired by
Iceland.” Then it was (very quietly)
announced that some of the artists (Hjaltalín, Retro Stefson, For a
Minor Reflection, GusGus) would
only be present in the form of ‘prerecorded performances from scenic
locations throughout Iceland”. Oh
well, at least we could see those
fancy videos at the gig. Then we
learned that these videos could only
be viewed on the live webcast. So
if some of the best acts on the bill
weren’t going to be anywhere near
the stage, what would the people
who went to the actual gig be
watching? I went to investigate...
Awful lyrics bubbling with emotion
When we reach Hljómskálagarðurinn (the show
was moved from its original location at Seljalandsfoss due to some unfortunate weather), there are
already several thousand people there, and Amiina
have started their set. The rain is coming down
heavy and the crowd resembles an umbrella shantytown. Amiina’s chamber folktronica is a solid
start to the proceedings. That is, if you can actually
hear it, as everyone seems to be yakking away quite
loudly. I try to get closer as the PA guy manages to
kick in some bass to make their sound a bit stronger. But just as we start to enjoy the music, Amiina
say “takk” and they finish. What, was that it?
One might imagine that sometimes Sigur Róscollaborator Steindór Andersen’s mournful, Old
Icelandic style chants accompanied by music from
Hilmar Örn Hilmarsson and Páll á Húsafelli would
be too bleak and sad for this occasion. But actually
I found it rather soothing and entirely appropriate
for this grey, sodden evening. Droning violin wails
with his raga-style voice sounds like the sort of
thing that you’d want to hear in times of national
crisis, bubbling with emotion underneath the copper-plated baritone notes.
Bubbling with emotion I suppose is one way you
could describe Hafdís Huld. If by bubbling with
emotion you actually mean head bobbing coquettishly from side to side like those toy dogs you see in
cars, complimented by an inane grin. I found her
songs too lightweight and watery to hold much attention. Her voice was good, but damn, those lyrics
she uses it to spew are truly awful. Perhaps it’s a
total coincidence that the heaviest rain of the night
fell while she was singing.

Dikta is an Icelandic band
As Dikta were setting up, we chat with some Americans living in Reykjavik. Turns out they thought
that Dikta were an American band and didn’t realise that they were actually Icelandic. Not surprising, really, since most mainstream these days US
rock is formulaic and safe. Dikta, however, are all
positive and happy tonight. After all, their music is
INSPIRED BY ICELAND! They do the hits, including ‘Just Getting Started,’ which melds Coldplay
and Scouting for Girls in an unholy marriage of
convenience. A million extra points for finishing
the song as a plane passes overhead towards the airport. You’d think that was deliberate.
Next up are Mammút, the first real highpoint of
the evening. As per the night’s orders, their set is
restricted to three songs, but it is punchy, crisp and
to the point. They’re certainly the most rocking of
tonight’s acts, although that’s not saying much, really. And Lordy above, the rain stops as well. Mammút’s music stops rain and heals the sick. Official!
It takes what seems like forever for Seabear to
get ready. When their first song starts I’m rather
underwhelmed, to be frank. The violin and trumpet just felt off-tempo and screechy. I was already
looking glum, thinking: “Oh, not another crappy
Icelandic chamber pop outfit.” But their second
song, ‘Cold Summer,’ sounded much better, with
tighter arrangements. They win me over with their
final song and I’m pleased that they finish their
short set on a high note. Another high point to the
evening.

Damien Ricegasm
A man with wild curly hair and a beard ambles on
stage. At first I thought it was Glen Hansard. But
the wild squeals from crowd revealed it was Damien
Rice. While I don’t dislike the guy, you could say I
have a malevolent indifference to his angsty acoustic-by-numbers schlop. Any possible enjoyment I
would have gotten from him was extinguished by
having to move all the time because people around
me kept going “OH MY GOD DAAAAMIEN
RICE!!! HE’S SO DREAMY AND GREAT WHOOO
WHOOOO!!!!”
I mean, really? The man’s OK, but not THAT
OK. He finishes his set to rapturous applause.
The crowd’s Damien obsession means that the
next artist has her work cut out. Alas for Lay Low,
she certainly did disappoint. You feel for her since
everyone had just seen their idol Damien Rice and
so didn’t pay attention to her at all. It also didn’t help
that—despite the fact that she’s now started moving around when she plays—she brings the worst
presence of all of the night’s local acts. Oh yeah and
her songs have a crushing monotony to them that
just reinforces the cold I’m feeling. After her second
song, she says “takk fyrir,” and walks off stage. Not
a lot of people notice.
This is first time I’ve ever seen Pondus play
live. Or even heard of them. Their post-rock indie
sound was slooooooow, almost moribund. At this
stage in the evening’s proceedings there should be

Now offering
catering service!

Open:
Mondays-Saturdays 11:30-22:30
Sundays 16:00-22:00

fireworks from the stage, but it seems the rain has
killed off any attempts at histrionics from tonight’s
acts. Their last song picks up the pace a little as I
write down “SNOW PATROL!” in my notebook for
no particular reason.

Will the real Glen Hansard please stand
up?
Eventually the REAL Glen Hansard turns up, all
wild haired and ginger bearded, like a caveman version of Malcolm McLaren. Yup, his music is also of
the folksy troubadour variety, but he seems more
jocular and energetic than what has gone on before, and I applaud him for that. He also manages
to one-up Mr. Rice by getting his own little backing band to add some flesh to his songs. However,
I really need to go to the toilet and when I get back,
my wife is enthusing about how “Damien came onstage with Lára and, like, he sung this old lullaby in
Icelandic and they were all singing and... it was so
great! Wow!”
While we were waiting for the next act, Parabólur apparently played a very short set, not on the
stage but by the edge of the pond. This meant that I
completely missed them and only saw them on the
way to get a beer while they were packing up their
satellite dishes. Why where they not playing much
nearer the stage, or even on the stage itself? A lot of
people didn’t even realise they were playing.

A monotonic representation of a diverse
and vibrant scene
Jason Pierce of Spiritualized Acoustic Mainline arrives onstage and takes to his seat. A third of the
punters seem to have gone home, as it’s now ridiculously easy to reach the front of the stage due to
large gaps in the crowd. It seems that a lot of people
wanted to listen to watery acoustic folk nonsense
and weren’t prepared to watch some real songs. The
philistines!
Now I may have bitched about Lay Low’s non-

“So what to make of “the gig
of the year”? Well it was most
certainly a valiant effort to
generate interest in Iceland and its
music, and there were some really
good moments”
existent stage presence, but it’s nothing compared
to what Mr. Pierce had in store for us. Sitting down,
he hardly talks or moves, and he barely acknowledges the crowd. He’s so impassive that he comes off
as an Easter Island statue made from the mashed
together waxworks of Richard Ashcroft and Roy Orbison, with added steel cable for neck veins.
But at least he has the songs to back up all the
sitting motionlessly. From the opener, ‘Sitting On
Fire,’ we’re treated to an hour of Spiritualized’s
greatest hits and the velvet throated singing from
Jason and his backing choir. The songs are full of
big time gospel dynamics, my personal favourite
being ‘Cool Waves,’ a lilting lullaby that would be
the soundtrack as you head towards the light at the
end of that very long dark tunnel. At the end he finishes to an appreciative, if greatly reduced crowd.
So what to make of “the gig of the year”? Well it
was most certainly a valiant effort to generate interest in Iceland and its music, and there were some
really good moments. But the line-up was too similar in tone and not really a true representation of
some of the quality music that is coming from this
place right now. And with some of the sub-par performances on display tonight, it was pretty much a
blessing that the gig got moved. I mean, if you were
at Seljalandsfoss and you thought the gig sucked
balls, how the hell would you be able to get away?

Rated Iceland’s no.1 hotel on tripadvisor.com*

Hotel Glymur is an enchanted boutique hotel surrounded by the
wonders, magic and mystery of nature. Adding luxury and well being,
Hotel Glymur becomes a different experience. Located only 45 minutes
away from Reykjavik, the fastest way to get here is to take highway
route 1 through a tunnel under Hvalfjörður (Whale fjord) and make a
right turn on route 47.
• 23 Luxurious En-Suites

C A F É G LY M U R
H O T E L G LY M U R V I L L A S
W W W. G LY M U R R E S O RT. C

HOTEL GLYMUR

Special offer for the readers of Grapewine

9.900 per person including breakfast
8.900 per person including breakfast if you stay 3 nights or more
(based on double or twin room)
13.900 for a single room and 12.900 for 3 nights or more
Includes access to our renowned outdoor hot tubs

• 6 Luxury Villas
• Executive Suites
• A la carte Restaurant
• Café Glymur
• Bar service
• Glymur Spa – Jacuzzi, massage
• Library and wireless Internet

H O T E L

• Conference facilities

G LY M U R

Hotel Glymur | Hvalfjordur | 301 Akranes
Tel.: +354 430 3100 | info@hotelglymur.is | www.hotelglymur.is

*as of 07/06 2010 (see http://www.tripadvisor.com/Tourism-g189952-Iceland-Vacations.html)

“Like driving on the moon”
Gardner Huges, 56 year old client from Utah.

GEYSIR ATV TOURS
Experience the 4x4 fourwheeler rides
around the amazing geysir area
1,5 km from Geysir Center

Open all year
Daly trips in June, July and August
every two hours from 10:00 – 18:00.

Geysir ATV Tours
Tel: + 354 869 4474
atvtours@atvtours.is
www.atvtours.is
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WHAT REALLY
HAPPENED …
By Vilhelm Gunnarsson;
a well known news photographer

This Zühlke vs. Eldon thing is pretty fun in our opinion, as they are both articulate
and opinionated, and seem to see things very differently.
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Music | Album Reviews

Dr. Zühlke and Mr. Eldon
Two men. Four albums. ONE LOVE
It could be ambience, it
could be dinner music, it
could be a soundtrack, it
could be a composition,
it could be an exercise
in tones or the string
arrangements to an album without
the actual music; it could be played at
weddings, funerals, yoga classes, book
clubs, planetariums, tea parties, cocktail
parties (the boring ones), massage
therapy, group therapy, psychotherapy,
coffee shops, New Age shops, on
airplanes (in fact, I think it probably is
on the Icelandair playlist), bike rides,
meditations… in short, what it could
be is made by absolutely anyone, and
what it could do is disappear completely
without cause for much alarm.

–

–

Ólafur Arnalds
...and they have escaped the
weight of darkness
olafurarnalds

—SINDRI ELDON

Samey ambient/neo-classical
that lacks variation and drama. «
Zühlke
Eldon » Whatever.

With all the rock being recorded in Iceland,
you’d think we’d have found one producer
who can make it sound the way it should.
The fact that FAMR apparently sought
foreign talent for their production needs
just makes it all the more ironic, like they
themselves know that there isn’t a one of
us who can do it. But it still didn’t quite
save them.
I’m not saying it’s easy and I’m not
saying I could do it—it is an art form—but
for once, just for fucking once, I’d like
to hear a properly EQ-d, well-sounding,
dynamic Icelandic rock album that isn’t
recorded by Ken Thomas. We always
seem to end up with everything clustering
around the middle, all the cymbals and
the overdrive washing each other out in
a discordant, static-y wave of improperly
compressed noise.
HÍÁAÓ (an acronym roughly eight
times as enthusiastic as the album it
represents) suffers all the more for it. Its
predictable, dispassionately-performed
major-chord reveries in desperate need of
sonic innovation to support themselves,
and the admittedly entertaining reverb/
delay experimentation in the breakdowns
and build-ups falling woefully short of what
they promise upon reaching their climaxes.

–

For A Minor Reflection
Höldum í átt að óreiðu
foraminorreflection
Very good instrumental post-rock
record, the one these guys should
have made years ago « Zühlke
Eldon » There’s never a genius
around when you need one.

—SINDRI ELDON

Tax Free Shopping
at Reykjavík’s Largest
Shopping Centre
Loji
Skyndiskyssur
lojihos
Just keep it real, man
At Kringlan you will discover more than 150 quality shops, a wide
range of restaurants and services such as banks and a multiplex
cinema. All major international brands are represented, as well as
Icelandic designs and souvenirs.
Claim your tax-free cash refund at our service desk for a refund of
up to 15% of the VAT.

Mon.–Wed. 10–18.30, Thu. 10– 21, Fri. 10 –19, Sat. 10 –18, Sun. 13–18

–

Minimalistic vocal-centric lo-fi is a tough
game to play. It’s not that it’s so hit or
miss; it’s that a lot of the time the listeners
finds themselves questioning if it sounds
shitty because of the shitty recording
job or it’s been intentionally run through
effects to sound shitty because the
recording was accidentally awesome.
This is pretty much the case with
Loji’s album. The Sudden Weather
Changer-by day’s album is good fare
for spending a solo acid-trip making
papier-mâché masks for your cat. The
songs really are dreamy and full of
quirky imagery in the lyrics. There’s Ariel
Pink-esque mouth-made beats and the
standard looping practices pulled off
gracefully.
But still. In terms of production it

Svarthöfði
Svarthöfði
www.svarthofdi.com
Bad and, the ultimate sin for a punk
band, boring
Didn’t know much about Svarthöfði
(Icelandic for Darth Vader) but I took a
punt on these guys through Gogoyoko.
I wish I hadn’t bothered. They may call
themselves punk, but I thought that there
should be some form of energy for a good
punk record. This hasn’t got it. I found

If you’ve ever witnessed
Ólafur Arnalds perform,
you know that his music
has an almost magical
aura. I recently saw a hall
with hundreds of metalfestival attendees hushing each
other fervently while devotedly taking
in Ólafur and his string quartet. It was a
unique experience, and a good argument
for calling his music ‘ambient’ rather
than ‘neo-classical’. The atmosphere
conjured by his fragile piano and string
pieces make his concerts a remarkable
experience, but also make it one that is
nearly impossible to catch on record.
Ólafur’s second full-length suffers
from this problem, and it fails to offer
a solution. In the context of my living
room, the nine tracks on offer do not
offer enough variation in tempo and
arrangement to create highlights or
construct drama or emotion. Only small
spots in ‘Tunglið’ and ‘Hægt, kemur ljósið’
stand out with instrumental outbreaks
that manage to evoke some chills, finally.
Apart from those, a grave monotony
reigns over the record. It feels like you’re
hearing the intro and waiting for the
record to begin for 40 minutes.
Then it's over.
—FLORIAN Zühlke
I have a personal connection to this
band. See, they were actually one of the
first bands I got to know when I came to
Iceland a few years ago. I was alone in
the county, and knew no one in Iceland
at the time. I started my visit by sitting at
Kaffi Hljómalind to try and find a hostel
room for the start. I was lonesome,
insecure and far from all the people I
love. Then, some music started playing:
gentle, caressing, understanding. The
waitress, German like me, told me that
this was a local band called For A Minor
Reflection.
To be honest, I think that the stuff she
played there must have been early demos
or something, because their album that
I bought later (‘Reistu þig við, sólin er
komin á loft’) was a big disappointment.
The songs I heard at Hljómalind were
severely beautiful post-rock, bearing
dreamy melodies and an immense
tension rising within; their first album was
simply boring. This is one reason why I
actually didn’t expect anything from their
new one. But what a surprise! Here it is
again: Joy, longing, sadness, happiness,
all in the space of a single song—some
good company for lonely times, and a
personal delight for myself. Good job!
—FLORIAN Zühlke

sounds… tampered with? It frequently
borders on sounding fully awesome and
polished but has been man-handled to
sound rough around the edges, or maybe
it’s the other way around? I feel like this
album is trying to sound like something
it wasn’t to begin with and it should have
stayed organic.
—rebecca louder

most of the tracks boring and pedantic
with the vocals sounding listless and
bored, which didn’t really help. The nadir of
the EP was the track ‘Leitt’, which I found
so bland that it makes Ný Dönsk sound
like anarchist class warfare. If you think
that the Kaiser Chiefs represent the cutting
edge of music then it may be for you but
otherwise avoid, unless to poke and laugh
at it with a shitty stick.
—bob cluness
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C is for Cookie is apparently Reykjavík's
most favourite new café. Try it out for yourself. BTW, whaddaya think about the name?

Coffee | and Cookies

Coffeeshop Icelandic

A cosy new café has opened for
business in 101 Reykjavík. This is by
no means an unusual event, and we
normally wouldn’t pay it much attention to it, except for the fact that
it is run by a Polish couple Agnieszka Sokolowska and Stanislaw Zawada. While this certainly isn’t the
first Polish-run business in town,
it is quite likely the first Polish-run
café in downtown Reykjavík. So we
checked it out.
From the sidewalk at Týsgata 8, you step
into a comfortable and relaxed atmosphere, ideal for having an early lunch
with a friend or spending a lazy afternoon over chocolate cake. It isn’t decidedly ‘Reykjavík’—in fact when looking
around the place, one can hardly tell
which city it is located in; it could be
Paris, Lisbon, Dubrovnik or Reykjavík.
Taking a lead from the internationally
recognised ideal of what a quiet and
calm coffeeshop should be, the coffeeshop also sports an Icelandic twist. It is
called C is for Cookie, in tribute to everyone’s favourite Cookie Monster, and
it is good.
Agnieszka and Stanislaw are both
in their thirties and hold degrees in library science from the University of
Silesia in Katowice, Poland. Stanislaw
has been living in Iceland for four years
now. When he first came to Reykjavík,
he worked in the harbour unloading
trawlers, and then later in a brewery.
Agnieszka came to Iceland a year later
and worked in various coffee shops in
downtown Reykjavík. I asked them why
they decided to open a new café when

there are already so many around.
“The idea was to set up our own
business and go independent,” Agnieszka tells me. “When Stanislaw lost
his job in the brewery, we decided that
it was the time to do it. I had the idea
of opening my own café for quite some
time since I adore baking cakes. I always
baked cakes and liked to invite friends
over to eat them with me. Why not make
a living out of that? I bake all the cakes
here myself. I am partly inspired by Polish tradition, especially when it comes to
a cheesecake, but also by British ideas.”
Why Iceland?
Both Agnieszka and Stanislaw speak
Icelandic. Agnieszka calls it “coffeeshop
Icelandic”—enough to chat at the counter, but insufficient if you need to talk to
a government official. They used to take
a course in Icelandic that was half-paid
for by their former employers. After a
year or so they grew disappointed with
their progress and decided to learn the
language their own way through contact
with locals, watching TV and studying
English language Icelandic textbooks.
They find the language very difficult and
demanding. Nevertheless, they made a
vow to learn it.
“Why Iceland you ask? It is the best
place for me to live,” Stanislaw remarks.
“No violence, no crime. I was travelling
around many countries and by chance
came here. I think I will stay for a long
time. Agnieszka and I have bought a
flat in a 100-year-old house with a huge
garden. We can play badminton there!
Many of my former friends left Poland as
well. Most of them live in UK or Ireland

now. There is nothing for me to go back
to.”
Agnieszka echoes her partner’s sentiment: “I appreciate the feeling of security I have here, both economically and
physically. People here trust one other
and that it makes life much more pleasant and less stressful. I didn’t leave Poland to earn more money. I also left with
the idea of not going back.”
Already making history
The plan for the future is to make “C
is for Cookie” a popular place with local people. It is not meant to be a place
only for Poles or tourists. Tourists come
and go. There are local people who
have already supported Agnieszka and
Stanislaw during the construction work;
people who just dropped by and asked
how it was going.
C is for Cookie has also earned a
place in history already. Talks between
The Best Party and The Social Democratic Alliance had just commenced
when Jón Gnarr and Dagur B. Eggertsson met for breakfast there. Pictures
from this event were published in local
newspapers the next day.
All in all, C is for Cookie seems to
be a super-Icelandic café if not entirely
Icelandic in origin, just like the superIcelandic necklaces made of colourful
balls of wool that are actually imported
from New Zealand.

Licensing and
registration of travelrelated services
The Icelandic Tourist Board issues licences to tour operators and travel agents,
as well as issuing registration to booking services and information centres.
Tour operators and travel agents are required to use a special logo approved
by the Icelandic Tourist Board on all their advertisements and on their Internet
website.
Booking services and information centres are entitled to use a Tourist
Board logo on all their material. The logos below are recognised by the
Icelandic Tourist Board.

List of licenced Tour
Operators and Travel
Agencies on:

visiticeland.com

Katarzyna Growiec
julia staples

Numismatic Museum

Music | Album Review

Eivör
Larva
eivorpalsdottir
Pretty decent, provided you don’t
think too hard.
Why do people try to cover Kate Bush?
Eivör fails as hard as Futureheads and
Placebo ever did, but we’ll disregard that
for the purposes of this review, because
other than that, the album’s pretty good.
Eivör wisely leaves the hard work on
Larva to her accompaniments. Its indulgent
guitars and jittery drums lead the way, with
gorgeous, epic-scale trip-hop production
setting the scene for her most interesting
album to date. Not that her searing,

careening, goosebump-inducing voice isn’t
up to the task; it’s as strong as ever, but in
the end it’s the flat, mindless songwriting
that give it all away, with lush reverbs and
sultry keyboards not quite disguising how
hard the lyrics are trying, and failing, to
be poignant, and how the music just isn’t
trying, period… but goddamn, does it
sound fucking amazing.
—SINDRI ELDON

The Central Bank and National Museum of Iceland jointly operate
a numismatic collection that consists of Icelandic notes and coins,
foreign money from earlier times, especially if mentioned in Icelandic sources, and more recent currency from Iceland’s main trading
partner countries. A selection from the numismatic collection is on
display in showcases on the ground floor of the Central Bank’s main
building.
Situated in the Central Bank´s main building in Kalkofnsvegur 1, Reykjavík.
Open Mon.-Fri. 13:30-15:30. Free admittance.
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Reykjavík
Literally
A Guided Walking Tour
Every Thursday in July and August at 5 pm.
Join us for a fun introduction to
Icelandic literature, with a bit of
history mixed in. This 90 min.
walk is at an easy pace and suits
everyone. Starts at Reykjavik City
Library in Tryggvagata 15.
Free of charge.
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You Bring The Booze,
I'll Bring The Chainmail
Spending the day with some badass Vikings

Reykjavik City Library
www.borgarbokasafn.is
Tel. 411 6100

Geysir Fact #4

Cheap Cars
www.geysir.is

Icelandic home cooking with a modern flair

Shark • lobster• Lamb • Whale • Puffin • fish • Wild game
ALL the icelandic beers Kitchen open till midnight!

Words
Alexandra Young
Photography
Alexandra Young
Immerse yourself in the world
of glistening chainmail, brutal
sword-fights and bloodthirsty war
cries—all the necessary elements
to make for a perfect Viking bash.
Throw in the odd Metallica t-shirt,
some traffic noise and an array of
questionable footwear and you've
got yourself a concoction for a Viking festival!

Pósthússtræti 9 Reykjavík Tel: 578 2020
www.icelandicbar.is
info@icelandicbar.is

The country’s largest

National Museum of Iceland

museum of cultural

Opening hours:

history featuring a

Summer

permanent exhibition on

(May 1st – September 15th)

Iceland’s extraordinary
history from settlement
to present day.

Daily 10–17
Winter
(September 16th – April 30th)
Daily except Mondays 11–17

Suðurgata 41 · 101 Reykjavík · Tel. +354 530-2200 · www.natmus.is

During mid-June of each year, the Viking Village in Hafnarfjörður hosts
a lively festival to pay tribute to some
of Iceland's most awesome history.
They call it The Viking Festival, and
the event has sparked interest from
audiences across the world over, introducing them to a history Icelanders
are proud to celebrate. We paid them
a visit last month, to check out all the
Viking-style fun.
A Viking to your liking
Upon entering the Viking Village, the
energy is almost palpable. It's feels
as though you’ve stumbled onto the
set of a period docudrama, as every
other figure is drenched in Viking
attire. Bushy beards and mangled
hair crawl down to the bellybutton of
almost every man present, women's
hemlines reach for the floor as they
walk around with coy smiles while
children bearing wooden swords and
toy shields frantically run around as
if it's Christmas. The festival is then
sprinkled off with the occasional appearance of fluorescent pink candyfloss. No Icelandic festival is complete
without candyfloss, anachronisms be
damned!
The village is flooded with market
stalls, each providing a galore of hand-

crafted Viking merchandise. I was
welcomed to a feast of war helmets,
carefully melded medallions, pendants, bracers, belt buckles and drinking horns—along with a wealthy collection of blunted weaponry and battle
gear. All this was enough to make the
average LARPer go weak at the knees
and while the prices can be steep,
youngsters used this as a chance to
hone their medieval-style haggling
skills.
Many of these merchants travel
from overseas, like Joachim Kreuzer,
German blacksmith and boat builder. Joachim is no newcomer to these
events. He tells me that he attends a
Viking or Middle Age themed festival
almost every weekend to show off his
handmade ornaments and battle gear.
As I continue through the festival,
the smell of burning charcoal slowly
becomes overpowering. Still, the traditional meat soup and delectable
lamb in flatbread makes it all worth
the eye-scorching pain. Venturing
past the food stalls will introduce
you to a range of old Viking professions; women educate passers-by on
ancestral knitting techniques whilst
red-faced blacksmiths forge sturdy
weapons. These guys show nothing
less than sheer commitment when reliving and recreating ancient trades.
Let the bloodbath commence
When the clock strikes the hour the
warriors take to the field. And with
a few malicious interchanges between the opposing teams—a couple
of jokes about sex, women and murder—the battle commences.
The adrenaline and tension are
high, and it's hard to hear anything
over the clashing swords and hooligan
yelling. But I'm surprised to see such
skilled hand-to-hand sword combat
with real steel weapons. It certainly
rouses the crowd up as kids cheer
and scream “fucking kill him!” All
in good spirit of course. Once the last
man is down, a priest-like figure hov-

ers onto the field and raises the dead.
Just like in the days of yore.
“These are some of the best fighters in the world,” says Dean Hobbs on
site. Dean is the leader of an English
alliance within the umbrella organisation 'The Brotherhood of Jomsborg'.
He goes on to tell me that the Brotherhood is the world's leading Viking
re-enactment organisation, and that it
travels all around the world putting on
Viking shows and posing for films as
extras. “Italy, Canada, Texas... We've
been to some really unusual places
doing these Viking shows.”
Give us some native blood!
I was disappointed to find that very
few of the fighters were actually of Icelandic origin, but the ‘Jomsvikings’
(as they refer to themselves) consist of
some real badass fighters trained with
authentic Viking-age steel weapons.
They are anything but amateurs.
“It's become a lifestyle rather than
a job,” says Dean, “there's a lot of energy in the Icelandic festival... a lot of
deep rooted history. In England we
have to do our research, but a lot of
Icelanders already know the sagas. It's
as if it’s in their genes so they seem to
adapt to it naturally.”
Dean is excited, and he goes on:
“The festival is also very interactive.
It's teaches the kids personal skills
and how to interact, which is a step
up from video and computer games.
There is something here for everybody, whether you’re interested in the
Viking Age or not.”
You should definitely try and
catch a glimpse of the festival when it
swings’ round next year. If you're not
into sweaty guys battling it out to the
death, then you can wander around
and soak in some Viking culture. Or,
if you really want to get into the spirit
of things, just get shitfaced on Viking
ale and chuck a few tables over whilst
enjoying some of the traditional live
music on offer.
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They say 'For a Minor Reflection' doesn't mean anything. So let's play a little game. E-mail your suggestions as to what it COULD mean to the usual address. There might be some beer in it for you.
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Hipsters | Frímann Frímannsson

Heading Towards Chaos

Not-So Dirty Weekend

So this is what Chris Martin jamming with Mark Hoppus would sound like?
Words
Haukur S. Magnússon
Photography
Julia Staples
“For a Minor Reflection is a fourpiece, made of two guys with indie
tops, a man with glasses and a metalhead.”
When asked to describe his band, Kjartan Holm
of Reykjavík post-rockers For a Minor Reflection
certainly doesn’t swerve into abstract territory.
Some might find this surprising given the band’s
style of bombastic instrumental epics (belonging
to a genre occupied by ham-fisted ideologues
such as Godspeed You! Black Emperor et al.), but
over here at Grapevine we just found it refreshing.
Indeed FAMR is an epic, swooning, mystic instrumental post-rock outfit that seems primed to
be all Inspired By Iceland™ and elves and glaciers
and stuff, that instead cites Blink 182, Coldplay
and the joy of playing live as their main inspirations (rather than, say, “a waterfall” or “the sound
of the sunrise” or whatever). This is cool.
We called up Kjartan to discuss his band’s
sophomore LP, ‘Höldum í átt að óreiðu’ and their
upcoming release show. After telling us about
the band’s haircuts (he later went on to say that
if the band members weren’t playing music, they
would be running a hair salon), he tells us of their
roots: “The band started as a hardcore duo, then
transformed into an indie rock trio, after that a
blues quartet and then finally an instrumental
quartet with a fetish for noise.”
What inspired you to start making music?
And what inspires you to continue making
music?
What inspired me to start making music was
probably Mark Hoppus, the bass player for Blink
182. I at least started to play bass because of him.
We are still making music because it’s just natural. It’s all about feelings.

combination of random words we put together.
If I remember correctly it was Jói’s (the original
drummer) idea. If you don’t like it, blame him.
Why is your band name in English and your
album titles in Icelandic? It confuses us.
It’s in English because that way we would be famous more quickly ( joke). As I said, it’s just a
combination of random words that was put together. We’ve often thought about changing
it into an Icelandic name, but it’s a bit too late
for that I think. We name our songs in Icelandic
because we just like it that way. I think in some
way that you relate to them more if they’re in your
language.
Why don't you have a singer? Can none of
you sing?
We’re experimenting with vocals now. We just
haven’t given it a chance I guess. Guffi and I are
in a choir and Elvar has learned some singing, so
I guess we can sing a little. Not much though...

Who were some of your early heroes, and
how did your tastes evolve? Who do you look
up to in the present?
We all kind of drift apart when it comes to musical
tastes. I always wanted to be—like before—Mark
Hoppus from Blink 182. Guffi probably wanted to
be Chris Martin from Coldplay, Elvar a member
of [Icelandic ‘90s band] Ensími and Andri some
eyeliner rock star. The funny thing is that it all still
kind of applies to us today!

Tell us about your new album. Are you happy
with it? Does it have a theme of sorts, or a
message? What does the title mean?
Our new album was recorded in Sundlaugin (the
Sigur Rós studio) with Scott Hackwith, who was
the singer of Dig and has worked with the Ramones among others. We are really happy with it.
It has more variety of instruments than the album
before, and only one song crosses the ten-minute-bar, the rest are of a ‘typical’ length. The title
‘Höldum í átt að óreiðu’ would probably translate
as ‘Head Towards Chaos’ and doesn’t mean anything really—it’s just a cool sentence.

Tell us about your band name. What does it
mean? Is it quoting something? What is a
'minor reflection'?
This is a classic question. The name ‘For a Minor Reflection’ doesn’t mean anything. It’s just a

You have been playing the world over for a
while now. What are some of the more memorable shows you've done?
Probably some of the most memorable shows
were of course when we supported Sigur Rós

Geysir Fact #5

Cheap Cars
www.geysir.is

“I will always remember when we
played in Philadelphia and there
was a very ugly couple having sex
in a sofa right next to the stage.
Nobody paid any attention to us,
only to the ugly couple!”
throughout Europe for almost a month. That was
kind of mind blowing. But I will always remember
when we played in Philadelphia and there was a
very ugly couple having sex in a sofa right next to
the stage. Nobody paid any attention to us, only
to the ugly couple!
I understand you're doing alright for yourselves. Are you making a living off your music yet? If not, how do you think you can accomplish that? Is it a goal?
We’ve been very lucky with opportunities to play
abroad. We have made a little name for ourselves
in some places in Europe and hopefully the States
will soon follow, but we all still need to have day
jobs. We’re only 21 years old; we’re just amateurs
in this business. I think the only way to make a living of your music is just to work really hard. But of
course luck has something to do with it, just like
everything else.
For a Minor Reflection’s release show will go on at Iðnó
on Saturday July 24. Kjartan tells us it’s going to be “a
really cool show—lots of visuals, extra members on stage
and the whole thing” and urges us all to check it out.

The day to day life of a pro
Reykjavík hipster UNCOVERED
I decided to go to that terribly fucking
desperate Inspired by Iceland concert.
Saw the first two performers and left
as soon Hafdís Huld opened her mouth
to make some cheeky joke about the weather.
Decided to find the nearest bar, and fast, 'cause it
was pissing rain.
Stumbled into Highlander, very confused. Saw
some people I knew and it was like bumping into
friends in an airport in a foreign country. I really
liked it there, except the bartenders were fucking
incompetent. We decided to stay until the main
event, the dreamy Spiritualized. This time they
would be playing an acoustic set. I wasn't gonna
complain about that, since I'm getting rather
bored of seeing most of the bands that play here.
Eight beers later it stopped raining and on
we went. The concert was beautiful, but I kept
getting distracted by the lack of people there. It
was absolutely packed when it was pouring rain
and now there was barely anybody there. Hasn't
anybody heard Ladies and Gentlemen We Are
Floating in Space?
After the show the guitarist mentioned that he
wanted to score some dope. Luckily a guy I knew
had just gotten some in exchange for putting a
dealer on the guest list for a concert that was
taking place the next day. The band mentioned
that they'd love to play here again, possibly in
a church. I might set aside my principles and
attend if they were to play. Afterwards we went
to the ‘Inspired’ afterparty, which was taking
place at Austur. I'd been there once before but
spent most of my time on the roof. The service up
there was terrible. Couple of drinks later, it was
off to another party, this time at an Asian sports
photographer’s apartment. It was god-awful, but
he had vodka and Wu-Tang.
I don't remember what happened the next day.
Saturday I decided to check out new bars,
since Kaffi Grand was closed. It's amazing that
they sell large bottles of beer for only 500 ISK.
The bars I checked were Ob-La-Di, Ob-La-Da
and the one next to it. I didn't look for the name.
Spent less then seven seconds at each. I couldn't
bear any more disappointment, so the logical
place to go to was Bakkus. It was wonderful
to see that KGB was the one DJing that night.
Always a pleasure to bump into that guy.
After a couple of shots I decided to head off to
Kaffibarinn with my friend Ben and some Danish
girls. Don't remember who was DJing there,
possibly Maggi Lego. The inevitable boredom
of watching everyone’s posing kicked in and we
decided to go back to Bakkus. Hooked up with
one of the Danish girls. Her boyfriend was outside
smoking. At closing time, I headed off to an after
party with some fine folks. I don't remember
much except that the owner of the apartment had
a Birthday Party 12” that I didn't own. I decided to
leave. Didn't take the Danish girl home either.
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Songs From Armadillo Skin
Ólöf Arnalds
The Nordic House, June 29th 2010
Mixing poetry, film and music, Ólöf
Arnalds’ recent homecoming concert
at the Nordic House proved to be an
overall successful night. Before Ólöf
took the stage, we were shown a video
by Ásdís Sif Gunnarsdóttir to the song,
‘Innundir skinni’, the first single off
Ólöf’s new album of the same name
(to be released this fall). Like a mismatched collage of old home videos, the
video didn’t portray a linear storyline or
match up with the music, but it was a
pleasant enough accompaniment to the
song. The video can be viewed on Ólöf’s
MySpace. Ólöf also opened her live performance with the track, and the performance was far more interesting than
the video. Ólöf’s wavering voice, precise
fingerpicking, and wide-eyed gaze garnered everyone’s attention as she played
a mix of original songs in Icelandic and
English as well as a few covers.
For a few tunes, Ólöf asked the audience (in English so everyone would participate) to sing the melodic line while
she sang a harmony part. One of my
favourites of the night was ‘Crazy Car’,
which Ólöf explained was written for a
friend, urging her come back to Iceland
from New York. “Please think inside
the box/Only for a moment/ We have
made it circle-shaped for you/ Don‘t go
in the crazy car.”

Another favourite was ‘Girlfriends’,
which Ólöf played on a charango, a
South American, 10-stringed instrument with a body made from an armadillo shell. The instrument never
seemed like a novelty; Ólöf’s quick
fingerpicking complimented her vocal
intricacies. Ólöf also covered a lesserknown Arthur Russell song, ‘Close My
Eyes’, which added a nice contrast to her
own music.
Ólöf’s songs have often been described as ‘lullaby-like’ and ‘otherworldly’; however, in her live performance, Ólöf delivers vocal lines with
distinct lucidity, and her chord progressions don’t stray too far from their traditional folk roots. Reminiscent of a more
melodic Joanna Newsom, Ólöf treats
her voice like another instrument. She
manages to step outside the mediocre
singer-songwriter box by constantly
building and changing dynamics within a song.
Ólöf Arnalds has plenty of room to
grow out of the creative space she has
already made for herself. Hopefully
she will continue to play in places like
the Nordic House that allow for the intimacy of her music to fill the room.

Madonna
Emily Burton
julia staples
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Hrafnkell
Sigurðsson
“I have always been extremely interested in the surface of things,” artist
Hrafnkell Sigurðsson tells us. “It is what
I have been exploring, and what I keep
exploring—the infinite depth of the surface.”
Hrafnkell has long been one of Iceland’s
most innovative and interesting artists:
daring and complex, thoughtful and accessible, often aggressively challenging
and almost always beautiful—magnifying the surface of things to reveal a rich
and hidden interior. His work over the
past two decades has ensured him a
place at the forefront of our visual arts
scene, and anyone who studies it will
know why.
We ask him what he is thinking about.
“I can’t really tell. It comes from outside.
I am constantly besieged by thoughts
and ideas, but I cannot really understand where they come from or what
they mean. I just try and follow and
investigate what strikes my curiosity,
and this gets things going. Years later
I might start realising connections and
motives. But in the present I am only
chasing what appears. This is what I
enjoy about working in the field of art,
about the whole process.”
Hrafnkell will be representing Iceland
at the Liverpool Biennale in September, along with Hrafnhildur Arnardóttir
(AKA Shoplifter). Currently, you may
view his art at The Living Art Museum (Nýló), Kjarvalsstaðir and 18 Gallery (which represents him). And you
should.

haukur s. magnússon
JULIA STAPLES

124,5x195mm
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» Lobster tails baked in garlic
» Pan-fried monkfish with lobster sauce
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SUMMER EXHIBITIONS

Opening hours 11-17 (except Mondays). Only 10 minutes
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Walking On Ice
A day spent exploring some of Iceland's glaciers

It was a sunny, Friday morning in Reykjavík.
The air was still and the sky was clear; the
perfect kind of day to drive out east and hike
up a big pile of ice. The plan for the day was
a short, five-hour drive to Skaftafell, followed
by a two-hour adventure on Vatnajökull, and
finally a relaxing boat tour of Jökulsárlón, the
Glacier Lagoon. I wasn't entirely sure what
to expect, but my bag was packed with some
warm clothes, a light snack and a lot of excitement.
I showed up to the Iceland Excursions office on
Lækjargata at an early 7 a.m., meeting up with my
companion for the day who was equally excited and
curious about what was in store for us. The tour
we joined was called Vatnajökull Voyager, and the
brochure spoke of ancient ice, deep crevasses,
and...Icelandic waffles? My curiosity was certainly
peaked. A few minutes past 7:30, we boarded the
bus and were on our way to Europe’s biggest glacier, and what would turn out to be an unforgettable
experience.
Journey to the East
The drive seemed to fly by, stopping a few times on
the way to let us stretch our legs and maybe grab a
quick snack. It was still pretty early and quite a few
of us caught some Zzzs on the way to our destination. We arrived at Skaftafell National Park just in
time for a lunch of hearty mushroom soup and a
small sandwich, provided by the tour operators. After filling up on lunch, I took the time to change into
my activity-appropriate clothing and hiking boots.
Fortunately, if I would have forgotten something,
the nice folks at Glacier Guides have warm jackets,
gloves, and other outdoorsy items to let, which is
really convenient.
Our glacier guides for the day, Óskar and Danni,

then helped fit each of us with a set of crampons,
metal spikes for the bottoms of shoes (to facilitate
walking up chunks of ice), and an ice pick. The two
rugged Icelanders assured us that the ice pick was
really just to help with walking, not to ward off any
polar bears or to climb our way out of any crevasses. I took their word for it as the difficulty level for
this trip was marked as a 1-2 out of possible 5.
After a quick bus ride, we were at the site of
Virkisjökull, one of the many outlets jutting off of
the Vatnajökull glacier. This is where we would put
our crampons and axes to use. Óskar and Danni
provided some helpful walking techniques on what
to expect up on the ice, then we were off. It was a
short walk to the glacier, past many growing mosses and lava formations. According to our guides,
the path we were taking had been covered by this
enormous glacier just fifteen years earlier.
Walk like a penguin
As we got closer to the giant beast that is Vatnajökull, a light drizzle began to fall and huge pieces of ice started appearing alongside us. Before I
knew it, the dirt and rocks beneath my feet turned
to white, frosty ice and the realization hit that: I was
walking on a glacier. Talk about a wake-up call.
Most of the hike was uphill, but the crampons
really make you stick to the ice; it’s what I’d imagine
having bear claws is like. The adventure can be a
bit trying for those of us who don’t hike regularly,
but the trek stopped at many points along the way,
allowing us to catch our breath, take some stunning
pictures, and for our guides to point out some of the
interesting things about the glacier itself.
One of the unique features our guides pointed
out to us was the huge winding holes, seeming to
drill straight down into the ice. These swirling ice
slides of doom are called “moulins” after the French
word for windmill. Needless to say, don’t fall down

one and you’ll live to brag to everyone back home
that you walked on a glacier in Iceland.
Our guides also peppered our journey with
some history of Vatnajökull and facts about its current state. Sad to report, this monstrous and beautiful ice deposit is currently melting faster than it
can grow, receding about a metre each year. We
tried not to let that fact get us down and instead
savoured the amazing views and sipped at some of
the delicious glacier water flowing right by our feet.
Ice floats
Before we knew it, it was time to head back. What
had at first seemed a daunting task had become
amazingly enjoyable. I know many of us dragged
our crampon-clad feet as we hiked back down the
glacier. But, other sights awaited us, so back on the
bus it was. This time our destination was Jökulsárlón, the beautiful glacier lagoon.
The lagoon, home to Iceland’s deepest point at
almost 248 metres to the bottom, never looks the
same twice. The huge icebergs taking up residence
in the lagoon have broken off of Vatnajökull and
find themselves in a different position every day. It
really is a sight to behold: a lake full of white-ish
blue forms peacefully drifting. Besides ice, you can
also spot a few of the indigenous species of birds
that have homes around the lagoon as well as the
occasional seal.
Before we boarded one of the amphibious carboats to tour the lagoon, we stopped for a taste of
some genuine Icelandic baking, Icelandic waffles
with cream and rhubarb jam. While the rain had
stopped, the sky was still a bit overcast and there
was a slight chill in the air, but that’s nothing a hot,
fluffy waffle can’t cure.
After quickly munching on some waffles, we
donned some life vests and boarded the boat. Our
tour around the lagoon provided a neat view to this

beautiful, natural wonder. The guide explained that
the blue colour of the ice is a result of ice being
unable to absorb the colour blue. The less oxygen
in the ice and the more compressed it is, the bluer
it appears. We were also given a sample of ice that
was around 1000 years old, verified by carbon dating and its pure, crystal-clear appearance.
On beyond Reykjavík
Jökulsárlón having been properly explored, it was
time to make the trip back. We stopped off at the
Skaftafell National Park, returned our crampons
and borrowed clothing, bid adieu to the friendly
Glacier Guides and boarded the bus back to Reykjavík. It had been a long, enjoyable trip and it was
time to head home.
The bus trip back was fairly uneventful. Many
of us chatted about how spectacular the glacier
had been; a few were even planning on scheduling more hikes during their stays. After a quick,
15-minute stop at the Fjaðrárgljúfur canyon, an impressive gorge with a pleasant view of the Fjaðrá
river, we carried on to Vík where we stopped to buy
some dinner.
Sitting there at the small roadside grill in Vík,
looking out at the impressive black-sand beach,
my companion and I could not stop discussing the
beauty of Iceland. Reykjavík is a wonderful city,
perhaps even my favourite, but living there it can be
easy to forget that there’s a whole country outside
its limits. Iceland is an amazing place, with staggering mountains, exquisite waterfalls, some breathtaking glaciers, and nature everywhere you look.
So, take some time off from the city, book a tour,
and get out there and see for yourself!

allison savage
henrieke müller
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Leather Alchemists
Atlantic Leathers transfigures smelly old fish skins into items of luxury

“To see something so unattractive as a
raw fish skin turn into nice leather—it’s a
beautiful process,” Gunnsteinn Björnsson said as he led me through his factory. Gunnsteinn is the general manager
and part owner of Atlantic Leathers, the
fish leather maker behind many of Iceland’s fashion designers.

export manager and Gunnsteinn’s wife, decided to
buy in.
Today Atlantic Leathers still does business in
sheep leather, as evidenced by the multitudes of
soft skins piled on pallets on the factory floor, but
now the company is also tapping a cheap, plentiful, and formerly wasted resource. Up to 200.000
fish skins come through the factory per year, all
from Iceland.

The company’s warehouse in Sauðárkrókur,
Northern Iceland, is where the magic happens.
This is where an initially unappealing by-product
of Iceland’s fishing industry is scraped, scrubbed,
and massaged into luxurious exotic leather.
The building is cavernous—a 4.000 square metre warehouse—and it smells like chemicals plus
a hint of gaminess. The tannery makes leather
from salmon, wolffish, cod, and perch, catering to
companies locally and worldwide. Gunnsteinn estimates that half of Reykjavík designers buy from
his factory, including Steinunn clothing and Gastu
jewellery designs. “We have a lot of very small
customers,” Gunnsteinn said.

Fish: the super skin
Making fish leather wasn’t so easy at first, said
Gunnsteinn. Fish skin has been used in Iceland for
centuries, but only by those who couldn’t afford
lamb leather. The untanned skin was considered
poorer quality because it was brittle and disintegrated easily. People would measure the distance
over a mountain, Gunnsteinn joked, by counting
how many pairs of fish skin shoes you would wear
out walking over it. But modern methods have
turned the tables.
Modern tanning techniques take advantage
of fish skin’s unique microscopic cross-hatched
pattern. “When it’s tanned,” Gunnsteinn says, “it’s
stronger than most skin you can get.” Ten times
stronger than lamb leather of the same thickness,
to be precise.
When they started tanning fish skins, Atlantic
Leathers had to develop low temperature tanning
techniques, because their fish are native to the
cold North Atlantic, therefore they are adapted
to temperatures below 20 degrees C. If you heat
fish skin above 30 degrees, the temperature lamb
skin is normally tanned at, the collagen protein
that makes up the fish skin dissolves. Too bad
Gunnsteinn found that out the hard way, he told
me with a laugh. He accidentally stewed “thousands of litres of fish soup,” on his first try at fish
tanning.

Making the sea change
Though Icelanders have been using fish skin for
centuries, Atlantic Leathers only recently went
through the transition from making lamb leather
to making fish leather. But now, fish leather comprises about 70 percent of Atlantic Leathers’ revenue from what they tan.
Luckily for them, fish skin is easy to come by.
The tannery’s previous owners went out of business partly because the decreasing sheep population in Iceland forced them to reduce their leather
production. Gunnsteinn was a worker in the factory at the time. When the old company went under, he and Sigriður Káradóttir, Atlantic Leathers’

Making shiny happy fish skin
Raw fish skin is hardly something you’d want to
wear. It takes many steps to turn it into a high-end
fashion product. Gunnsteinn receives the frozen
fish skins from fishing plants, and defrosts them
as leather orders come in. When they’re defrosted,
Gunnsteinn explained, “We scrape off the rest of
the flesh inside the skin, so it will be open for the
tanning agent to penetrate into it.” He showed me
the sinister but essential scraping machine.
After they’re scraped, the skins are washed,
the scales removed in large turning drums, and
the natural fats are cleaned out. When the skins
have been treated with salts and acids, to stabilize their pH, they’re ready for tanning. Gunnsteinn
adds tanning agents to the skins to fill in the collagen, to make the skins soft, and to help with the
dying process later.
He takes me to an alcove full of vats of fully
tanned, undyed salmon skins kept in water. They
are stored here until someone orders a particular colour—all finished skins are made-to-order.
Gunnsteinn takes out a skin and stretches it so I
can see the texture, the geometrical pockets left
behind when the fish scales are removed. This
pattern becomes the unique fish leather texture
customers covet.

“Several high-end fashion
companies buy from Atlantic
Leathers, including Dior, Prada,
Ferragamo, Fendi, and Donna
Karan. Normally they want
their own colour” — Gunnsteinn
Björnsson.
the leather, an essential step to soften the skins.
Gunnsteinn needed to develop a special process
for replacing the fats in fish skin. It needs different
fats than sheep skin does.
The laboratory is also where Gunnsteinn
works when he’s making dyes to match the colour
swatches companies send him. Several high-end
fashion companies buy from Atlantic Leathers, including Dior, Prada, Ferragamo, Fendi, and Donna
Karan. “Normally they want their own colour,”
Gunnsteinn said, adding that there is no other
tannery the high end fashion brands use for fish
leather. “We have a special product.”
I sense that the laboratory is where Gunnsteinn
takes most pride in his work, engineering the colours and textures that make the skin of a fish into
a thing of beauty. Developing colours is “lots of
fun,” he told me. “There is nothing to stop you from
making colours in fish leathers, except imagination.” The factory can even put special finishing
touches on the leathers, making them shiny or
metallic. “We can do all kinds of crazy stuff,” he
told me proudly.

The alchemist’s inner sanctum
Gunnsteinn guided me through the factory to a
small, machine-crowded room he called the laboratory, “the most important place in the tannery.”
The laboratory is where new tanning methods are
born. A breathing mask hung beside the sink, and
from the room’s odour, I could see why—the place
was a chemical playground. One wall was lined
with mysterious blue plastic bottles. He said that
most contained dyes and a few were filled with
vegetable-based oils to replace the natural fats in
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Swimming Is Awesome!
Grapevine loves Reykjavík‘s pools

It’s surprising that Iceland' s amazing pools are still a secret to the
outside world, considering it’s one
of the only countries in the world
that gets their hot water environmentally soundly and dirt-cheap
(or should we say water-cheap) all
year round. To our loyal readers, it’s
definitely no secret how much us
Grapeviners love them pools. They
are without doubt one of Reykjavík’s redeeming qualities.
Lucky for us, then, that there are three
great ones close to downtown (where
we keep our offices). And there are
also many pools just off the beaten path
that are totally worth taking the trip to.
Some of them have really cool hot pots
and water slides and stuff, and maybe
soon we’ll all be getting free towels like
our new mayor has promised (in fact,
that would up our pools’ to ‘SPA STATUS’ according to some crazy EU regulation). So check out all the pools in the
Greater Reykjavík Area, y’all, before it’s
too late and they all turn into spas!

Árbæjarlaug
Fylkisvegur 9, 110 Reykjavík
The swimming pool in the neighbourhood Árbær is a really neat maze of indoor and outdoor tubs. The indoor pool
is housed under a huge glass dome
where one can gaze out at the sky all
year round, feeling like some kind of
fancy millionaire. What is super cool
here is that the pools are all connected
to each other so you can leave the glass
dome and go outside without ever getting out of the water. The hotpots are
also connected by barely a step, so this
place really tops the lazy swimmer list.
It is verifiably a great place for Skinkawatching, too.
Weekdays: 6:30–22:00
Weekends: 8:00–21:00
Breiðholtslaug
Austurbergi 3, 111 Reykjavík
Originally opened in 1981 as a teaching pool for school children, Breiðholt’s
pool is now known for being one of the
best family-friendly hangouts in the
city. The massive indoor and outdoor
facilities offer four pools (one for the
kids), as well as three excellent hotpots,
a steambath and the elusive dry sauna
that most Icelandic pools do not have.

They also have a pair of waterslides that
bring out the kid in everyone. A favourite amongst some of our staff.
Weekdays: 6:30-22:00
Weekends: 8:00-20:00
Grafarvogslaug
Dalhúsum 2, 112 Reykjavík
Another great family hangout, this pool
also has an excellent outdoor lap pool
for anyone who likes to get their serious
swim on. The beautiful open-air location makes it a great place to sunbathe
on clear days or sit in the cluster of hot
tubs during grey skies. Here again you’ll
find another huge fantastic waterslide
for all to enjoy, as well as a water playground for the kiddies. Inside the main
building there is also a refreshment
area to buy drinks and snacks or various swimming accessories one may
need.
Weekdays: 6:30–22:30
Weekends: 8:00–20:30
Laugardalslaug
Sundlaugavegur 30, 105 Reykjavík
Probably the most famous pool around
town, this central behemoth is totally
worth its weight in geothermal gold.
Located in the lower valley of Reykja-

vík where women traditionally went on
Saturdays to do their washing, this location is said to have been a swimming
spot since 1772. The modern facilities
were first opened in 1968 but renovated
and re-opened in 1986. Now it boasts a
massive lap pool, six hot tubs including
one with seawater, a huge kids’ pool
and steambath. The newest addition is
the crazy disco slide they just completed, with flashing lights and powerful
jets to shoot you down at crazy speeds.
So fun!
Weekdays: 6:30–22:30
Weekends: 8:00–22:00
(opening hours change during winter
season).
Sundhöllin
Barónsstígur 45a, 101 Reykjavík
The only pool in the actual downtown
proper, Sundhöllin is also the eldest of
Reykjavík’s pools. After many snags
in municipal proposals and cutting
through the red tape, the pool finally
opened on March 24, 1937. Set in a
magnificent white art-deco structure,
it’s also the only exclusively indoor pool
in town, and frequently used for swimming lessons. What’s more, they have
two springboards to do cannonballs off
of. The outdoor rooftop hot tubs and

SUPER JEEP & SNOWMOBILE TOURS

Mountaineers of Iceland • Skútuvogur 12E • 104 Reykjavík • Iceland
Telephone: +354 580 9900 Ice@mountaineers.is • www.mountaineers.is • www. activity.is

steambath are a great place to soak
in some rays and is a classic hangover
cure for all the weekend club-kids.
Weekdays: 6:30–21:30
Weekends: 8:00–19:00
Vesturbæjarlaug
Hofsvallagata, 101 Reykjavík
Although its address is in the 101, this
pool really resides in the fancy westside neighbourhood of Vesturbær. Located mere metres from the Oceanside,
this quaint pool isn’t huge or geared
out with waterslides and all that jazz,
but it has a lot of character. Something
about the dark wood walls around the
hot tubs and the sunbathing area give it
a real community feel to it. The steambath is one of the nicest ones in town,
housed in a large round room made of
thick glass that lets sunlight stream in
(it was also known as a ‘gay cruising
spot’ for a long time, as referenced in
many Icelandic hip hop songs). The
kids’ pool is also great place to play
water-basketball with your buddies.
Weekdays: 6:30–22:00
Weekends: 8:00–20:00

rebecca louder
julia staples
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Ask Paola
Psychologist Paola Cardenas answers your dilemmas

“We are all experts in our
lives.”
These are some very wise words I once
heard. They changed me as a person,
and as a therapist. We are all individuals made up of different experiences,
and only we can truly know and understand who we are and where we come
from. We are the best judges of our
lives and ought to be the primary decision makers. Nevertheless, there are
situations that leave us feeling trapped,
with no escape. In these circumstances, some guidance or therapy might be
useful in helping us see things from a
different perspective.
The Hollywood stereotype of ‘the
psychologist’ is typically a male therapist in his 40s sitting on a chair fast
asleep while his client lies on a couch,
pouring his heart out. Another stereotype is that of the therapist who seems
to be crazier than her clients. I just want
to clarify that I am not you stereotypical
Hollywood therapist. First of all, I am a
woman in my 30s; second of all, I don’t
have a couch in my office; and third of
all, I believe I am not crazy… but who’s
normal anyway?
To prove my sanity, I went around
and invited people to ask me a question about a pressing matter in their
lives. During this social experiment, I
was asked some familiar and very important questions—apart from, “are you
crazy?” Read on for some dilemmas,
and my answers to them.
I have been travelling for a while
now and my parents are worried
about me. They say I should come
home and go back to school. I am at
a point in my life where I don’t know
what I want. So, what should I do?
To your parents, you are still the little
boy that they saw off on his first day of

school. For them, seeing their son move
out is a big step in their lives, as well
as yours. Their worries are completely
normal, and reflect how much they
care about you.
It can be helpful to take some time
off to figure out what you want to do
with your life, as long as you feel good
about your decision. Travelling can be a
good way to take a break from normalcy and engage in something that’s constructive and fun at the same time. But
are you using travelling as an excuse
not to settle down? Are you running
away from something or someone?
These are important questions you
need to ask yourself in order to explore
the underlying reasons behind your
decision of staying away from home. If
this is not the case, have a great trip
and don’t forget to write your parents.
I recently lost my job and even
though I have more time on my
hands I don’t have the energy to do
anything. Apart from this, I worry a
lot and I have difficulty sleeping. Is
there something wrong with me?
Research has shown that losing a job
can be as hard on people as losing a
loved one so you might be mourning
your loss. For most adults, work is a big
part of their lives. It gives us a reason to
wake up in the morning, to meet people, it helps us create and maintain a
routine and it increases our self-worth
and self-esteem. Being unemployed
is not a walk in the park, and there is
absolutely nothing wrong with you. You
are going through a very difficult and
stressful time, and it is normal to feel
exhausted and concerned.
Take care of yourself by creating a
routine and taking up a hobby. Going
to bed and waking up at the same time
every day can improve your sleep, and
doing something you like can give you

some purpose in life and the opportunity to meet new people while doing
something fun. May I suggest some
volunteer work? There are different organisations where you can give some
of your free time to do something rewarding and in return feel good about
yourself. In addition to this, it is never
too late to learn Chinese!
My boyfriend does not seem to get
turned on by me anymore. No matter how much I try, he seems disinterested in me. I don’t know what
to do, I love him but I am still young
and I don’t think I am ready to wait
for him. What should I do?
Have you told your boyfriend how you
feel? Communication is very important
in every relationship and “sex talk” is
no exception. Couples who talk openly
about what they like and dislike in bed
have healthier and more satisfying sex
lives than those who do not.
Most importantly: do not take this
personally. Stress, depression, worry,
anxiety and substance abuse, for instance, can cause a decrease in sexual
drive. Your boyfriend could be going
through a difficult period in his life and
might just need your support to get
his libido back on track. Talk to him
and find out how he feels—with your
help, the two of you might be able to
survive this dry spell and at the same
time strengthen your relationship. Who
knows, this could end up being a rewarding experience for the two of you
in the long run.
Need some help solving your dilemmas? Ask
Paola by sending your questions to:
askpaolasala@gmail.com

Paola Cardenas
		james nash
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Literature | Marc Vincenz

Opinion | Valur Gunnarsson

Yrsa, Icelandic Queen of Crime And Suspense Noir
“Serious crimes [in Iceland] are few and far between.
This is, of course, great for the general public, but extremely depressing for a crime writer. Writing about
crime in Iceland is a bit like fishing in uncharted waters.” — Yrsa Sigurðardóttir
A recent article in the New York Times by Julie Bosman made it abundantly clear that publishers and
booksellers in the US are desperately seeking more
Nordic crime fiction to follow in Stieg Larsson’s Millennium footsteps. Stieg’s books have now sold over
35 million copies worldwide; the third and final of the
series ‘The Girl Who Kicked the Hornet’s Nest,’ released in the States last month, became an overnight
bestseller. “The intense interest in the Larsson books
prompted the staff at Powell’s Books in Portland, Oregon, to create a special section in the store for two
dozen Scandinavian mysteries, by Karin Fossum, Jo
Nesbo, Kjell Eriksson and Yrsa Sigurðardóttir.”
Stieg passed away before he could complete his
fourth novel, and although there are discussions about
his as yet unfinished manuscript, MacMillian will be
marketing Arnaldur Indriðason’s books this autumn
directly to Stieg Larsson’s fans. “Independent booksellers, giddy over the bump in sales, said that many
customers in their stores are just learning about the
Millennium series for the first time. At Powell’s in
Portland, Mr. Larsson’s books are selling so quickly—
at least 1.500 a week—that the store’s grateful employees have given them a nickname. “We call them
‘The Girl Who’s Paying Our Salaries for the Next Few
Months,’ ” said Gerry Donaghy, the new-book purchasing supervisor.” This might just be the ‘in’ that Icelandic authors have been waiting for.
Thus far, Yrsa has released three of her Thora Gud-

mundsdottir (thus spelt in the Anglicised version, in
Iceland she is known as Þóra Guðmundsdóttir) novels
in English—published by Hodder and Stoughton in
the UK and HarperCollins in the US. They include,
‘Last Rituals’ (2007), ‘My Soul To Take’ (2009) and the
just-about-to-be released, ‘Ashes To Dust’ (July 2010).
All in all there are five in this Agatha Christie-styled
series, where Thora Gudmundsdottir, protagonist,
lawyer, single mother of two, and amateur detective,
takes on the grizzliest murders Iceland has ever seen.
In reality there are very few murders here. Iceland has
been dubbed the safest country in Europe, but that
hasn’t held back Yrsa.
Interestingly enough, in the HarperCollins versions, ‘Last Rituals’ is billed as ‘A Novel of Suspense’
and ‘My Soul to Take’ as ‘A Novel of Iceland’, presumably to make it clear to the reader that what we’re dealing
with here is Nordic fiction. Each of the novels draws on
the magic, witchcraft, superstition and mystery of the
Icelandic landscape. ‘Last Rituals’, set predominately
at the University of Iceland, involves the murder of a
German student, Harald, who has been studying medieval history, and is smitten with a 15th-century treatise on witchcraft. Thora is hired by Harald’s family to
assist their own lawyer Matthew Reich in an unofficial
investigation. As might be expected, it’s Thora who
takes the Sherlock Holmes role; but it is the strained,
yet romantic relationship between Matthew and Thora
is where much of the charm of this novel lies.
‘My Soul To Take’ unfolds on the Snæfellsnes Peninsula at a recently opened, and possibly haunted, holistic/spiritualist/New Age spa (one of the first scenes
talks of a séance), where a host of hotel guests, employees and neighbours come under scrutiny as the potential murderer. The resort-owner Jonas becomes prime

suspect for the murder of the spa’s architect. Matthew
Reich, Thora’s Sherlock-Holmes-come-Watson sidekick and former romantic interest, suddenly appears
on the scene again for somewhat arbitrary reasons.
This time, the banter between the two of them does not
take on the same quirky level that was so endearing in
‘Last Rituals’. Yet, despite all of this, critics seem taken
with Yrsa. The Spectator called ‘My Soul To Take’, “a
crime novel that's both chilling and witty.” The Times
said “Sigurðardóttir delivers terrific clammy atmosphere and frequent frissons of fear; she is entitled to
join the front rank of Nordic crime writers.” And so she
has.
Yrsa’s novels have more of a moderate pace than a
Dan Brown cliff-hanging style thriller. At times, Yrsa’s
characters come across as slightly predictable, yet this
is not experimental literature, this is genre-fiction at
its best: dark, moody, brooding, sparkling with faint
glimmers of light. There is an underlying edge to Yrsa’s novels which somehow seem to convey something
of the impending doom of the economic crisis to come
(bear in mind Icelandic versions were released two
years earlier than the English-language versions), or
perhaps it’s just Yrsa’s fascination with the landscape
of her birth that make her novels brood.
The Guardian’s Jane Jakemen, in a review of ‘My
Soul To Take’, said, “Not everything in Iceland has collapsed. Its crime fiction is thriving, as this chilly thriller demonstrates, though perhaps the whale carcass in
the background of the investigation may symbolise
something rotten in the economy.”

ings and pension-plans in national ad-campaigns.
Everybody (more or less) played along. Hell, I even
published a poetry book, whose printing was mostly
financed by Landsbanki Íslands. And I defended it
vigorously. The printing was not the same as the
publishing, I argued, and even though I got money from them that didn’t mean I was their whore
(‘cause I’d never copulate with them bastards) and
whatever, whatever, it feels like aeons ago and I was
wrong.
How do I feel about that now—post-meltdown? I
feel ashamed. I feel I was opportunistic and naïve. I
feel it gags me more than I expected, and in different ways. I don’t remember ever finding a reason to
directly criticise Björgólfur Guðmundsson, the chair
of Landsbanki Íslands and silver-haired chief of our
modern Medici clan—at the time he was one of the
most popular people in Iceland. A cute old man with
class, a filthy-rich philanthropist who’d been victimized and put in white-collar jail and re-risen for a
second helping. And I didn’t feel any reason to attack him personally—international capitalism, yes,
but Björgólfur Guðmundsson, no. Maybe that was
sensible—and maybe sensible is what it feels like to
be somebody’s bitch. I’ll never know. I was robbed of
that option when the banks collapsed.
But more than this, I feel that whatever I say today is tainted with a) the fact that I did partake in
the financial adventure, however peripherally and b)
I feel guilty about it and might therefore be willing
to lash out at other participants who don’t seem the
least bit guilty.

Perhaps I just don’t find it fair, that everyone else is
so calm about it. I’m not asking for self-critique à la
Mao Zedong, but a shrug of the shoulders—a collective “yes, shit happens and we’re sorry, we’ll try to be
smarter and less egotistical” —that’d be nice. I don’t
think the most important thing in dealing with the
meltdown is that measly poets and artists engage in
any kind of purgatory so that they can be re-allowed
into the heaven of artistic bullshit—I don’t want to
make the crisis about us. But it saddens me to see so
many critical minds—superbly intelligent people—
sitting around and behaving like politicians in denial: “Nothing happened, please, everybody just move
along. There’s nothing to see here.” Yes. Politicians,
bureaucrats, the media, businessmen—the list of
culprits is long and poets are way-back. But let’s not
do like everybody else and act as if we recognise the
scene of the crime.
Maybe this is just one of my useless manias. But
I’d still like—in all humbleness—to advise those
invited to participate in the projects of the newly
founded China Iceland Cultural Fund to be careful
in what they lend their names or faces to, their reputations and their artistry. Because, in my experience,
it does matter—even though artistic autonomy may
be only a far-fetched ideal, it might still be something worth striving towards.
And in case you’ve forgotten, Chinese state capitalism/market communism isn’t anything worth
cheering on. Stuff may be relative, but fuck me, it’s
not this relative.

Poetry | Eiríkur Örn Norðdahl

Gung Ho
Hot-shot Chinese businessman, millionaire poet and patron-of-the-arts, Huang
Nubo, recently decided to start a fund to
promote the cultural relations between
Iceland and China, inventively named “The China
Iceland Cultural Fund.” Reminiscent of pure Icelandic small-town nepotism, one of the main catalysts
for Huang Nubo’s interest in Icelandic culture was
rooming with Hjörleifur Sveinbjörnsson, translator
from Chinese (and husband of Ingibjörg Sólrún, retired goddess of Icelandic social-democrats), when
they studied together at the University of Beijing in
the seventies.
Besides being one of the richest businessmen
in China (as if that was somehow insufficient),
Huang Nubo is, according to the information website factsanddetails.com, a former Communist Party
Propaganda department section chief as well as being a poet in his own right. Richer than most poets,
he’s worth around 770 million dollars, says Forbes
Magazine, making him the 114th richest guy in
China—so, according to a 2010 CIA Factbook estimate, there should be around 1,338,612,854 people
in China who are poorer than him. Give or take.
And Huang Nubo has guaranteed The China
Iceland Cultural Fund one million dollars in the
next ten years. Out of the goodness of his heart.
Now, Icelandic artists are no strangers to being
bartered and bought by the infinitely rich. Until a
few years ago, Landsbanki Íslands, or should I say
the owners of that particular financial institution,
played Medici-like patrons to artists—and used
their image to promote their loans, overdrafts, sav-
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Do Icelanders
Believe In Elves?
Really?
“Grönlænderstiv” is a Danish phrase
which means essentially “drunk as
a Greenlander.” However, recent
research suggests that the Danes
drink at least as much as the Greenlanders, and
teenagers in Denmark drink even more than their
counterparts in Greenland do. When it comes to
drunken 15 year olds, Danes hold the world record,
while Greenland is somewhere way down the list.
One of the reasons for this may be that after
attaining nationhood, the local government in
Greenland has introduced severe alcohol taxes.
This has actually worked in Iceland too. Postcollapse, the price of beer at the state liquor outlet
has risen by almost 50 percent. The cash-strapped
government introduced yet higher booze taxes to
help cover the budget short fall. But rather than do
their patriotic bit for their country and drink their
way out of depression, Icelanders have largely
elected to stay sober. You wouldn’t think it from
walking down Laugavegur on a Saturday night, but
Icelanders are actually drinking less now than they
used to.
What about homegrown drinking products,
always a favourite in times of crisis? While we may
safely assume that this industry is doing quite well,
and with less employment people need a hobby, it
nevertheless seems to be the case that Icelanders
are actually more health conscious now than they
used to be. The boom was one perennial bender,
but while sales of alcohol and junk food went up in
those days, so did sales of health foods. One might
have been excused for thinking that once that was
all over, and since health foods tend to be more
expensive than the other kind, people would be
even more interested in a quick fix.
Quite the contrary, after the focus on wealth
came focus on health. An example of this is that
Svarti Svanurinn by Hlemmur, once a local favourite
for nutritionless and tastefree late night burgers,
is now a health store. Perhaps it’s a knee jerk
reaction. At least we’ve still got our health. So let’s
take care of it.
So what’s all this got to do with elves, I hear
you say? Well, not only Danes but Icelanders too
have often used the Greenlanders as an excuse for
their drinking. “If you think we’re bad, just see what
they do.” Drinking too much is something someone
over there does, not us. The same seems to apply to
elves.
If you go through the sagas, you find all sorts
of fantastical creatures. There are trolls, giants,
wolfsheads, unipeds, elves, dwarfs, ghosts, flying
dragons and even the occasional blámaður (a
person bearing dark skin). However, these beings
are rarely seen in Iceland. And if they are, they’re
something very much out of the ordinary and only
seen rarely in special places.
However, if you go to more exotic locales (from
the Icelandic point of view), such as Northern
Norway and Sweden, beings such as elves and
even flying dragons are a much more common
occurrence and if you go as far as Finland, you will
be hard pressed to find a person who is not at least
a half-troll.
From the Icelandic point of view, then, elves
and other such beings are something that exist
somewhere else. From the point of view of most of
the world, however, Iceland is precisely somewhere
else. That’s what you get from living on the
periphery of pretty much everything. This is why we
got stuck with them. But if you really want to see an
elf, you probably have to go to Greenland. Just be
careful of all the drunken teenagers.
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